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PREFACE

Of the seven studies included in this volume, all except the first two are based on lectures delivered in 1930-31.

The discussion of the historical value of the Purāṇāṅgūṇi is a necessary introduction to the consideration of the problems relating to Karikāla, the early Cōla king. In the three following essays, an attempt is made to present a general view of rural administration under the Cōlas with special reference to the working of the Sabhās of two villages. The celebrated Parāntaka inscriptions of Uttaramērūr are next studied in detail and the nature of their constitutional provisions examined. The texts of these inscriptions in Appendix II have been corrected, generally on the lines indicated by Venkayya. The last essay traces the life and work of one of the leading officials of the reigns of Kulōttunāga I and his son.

My thanks are due to the Syndicate of the University of Madras for sanctioning the publication of this work. I am under obligation to the officers of the Archaeological Survey of India for the permission accorded to me to consult transcripts and impressions of unpublished inscriptions. I acknowledge with pleasure the assistance rendered by Messrs. S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri and S. Vaiyapuri Pillai who read the proofs and made valuable suggestions, Mr. V. R. Ramachandra Dikshitar who kindly checked the references, and Mr. S. R. Balasubramanya Aiyar who prepared the Index.
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I

THE “PURAM FOUR HUNDRED”

AS A SOURCE OF HISTORY

The Puranānūru is one of the eight major anthologies of the early Tamil classics. Like the Pudiruppattu and many of the poems in the Pathuppāṭṭu, it lays claim to be a collection of contemporary compositions of different poets on the princes and chieftains whose patronage they enjoyed in some form or other. The colophon at the end of each poem generally contains information on the subject of the poem, its author and the occasion for its composition. The authenticity of these colophons has been called in question, and it is our object here to consider whether this has been done on proper grounds. The matter is of some importance to the student of the Early History of the Tamil country. If, as is commonly believed, the colophons embody a tradition, which, apart from the corruptions and losses due to neglect and time, may be accepted as correct, then we must recognise in these poems a quantity of literary evidence of unique value; because then, no other part of India can be said to provide such sober and realistic pictures of contemporary life and politics as these early Tamil classics furnish. * The data furnished by these poems for historical reconstructions will not be the less valuable on account of their being drawn from casual literary pieces rather than from chronicles or other works of a professedly historical nature. If, however,

* That this is not an unduly high estimate of the value of these poems will be evident to those who, though not in a position to read the Tamil originals, have followed the translations of several of the poems by Pope, Kanakasabhai and other writers in the Indian Antiquary and elsewhere.
the particulars furnished by the colophons turn out, on critical examination, to be undependable improvisations of a later age, the value of the poems themselves to the historian would be greatly reduced, and they would be hardly worthy of any greater credence than most other literary works.

We shall confine our attention, for purposes of the discussion that follows, to the Puram Four Hundred, although many of the arguments would apply with equal force to the other collections as well. The grammar of Tamil literature classifies its subject-matter under two broad divisions called Aham and Puram, often somewhat inadequately equated with Love and War respectively. Of these the Puram which deals with concrete objective situations (not relating to love) is naturally of more interest to us than the endless analysis and description of psychic attitudes which are the prime concern of the Aham. Not that verses pertaining to this last division contain no interesting allusions to historical events and social customs; but these allusions often lack the fullness and directness that is characteristic of the references in the Puram group.

The Puranamsuru was first published in 1894 by Mahamahopadhyaya Paundit V. Svaminatha Aiyar after a careful collation of several manuscripts of the text and of an old commentary for a part of the anthology. He has given a vivid description of the condition of the manuscripts when he took them up, and the cautious and scientific methods followed by him in the preparation of the first edition of this work. Nearly thirty years later, in 1923, the same ripe scholar issued a second edition with the readings brought up-to-date in the light of other manuscripts he had examined in the
intervals. The colophons to the poems so far as they are known at present, therefore, rest on the authority of the best manuscript sources available and the unrivalled erudition of the greatest living Tamil scholar.

It must also be observed at the outset that the same scholar drew attention to the fact that the learned annotator Naccinarkkiniyar himself found a difficulty in following the system adopted in the grammatical notes which formed part of the colophons of the Purananuru verses. The divergence between the system of the Tolkappiyam and that followed in the colophons was accounted for by Naccinarkkiniyar on the supposition that some writers had followed by mistake systems of grammar later than the Tolkappiyam and the Agattiyan which alone, in his opinion, applied to the anthologies. It is needless for us to accept this explanation though his opinion that the notes on the Purananuru verses did not follow the Tolkappiyam registers a fact which may turn out to be of importance in deciding the question of the authenticity of these notes. The Tolkappiyam, despite its name and the tradition about its mythical antiquity, betrays signs of not being absolutely the earliest work in the Tamil language; it is quite possible that a critical study of the linguistic and sociological data embedded in the 1600 sutras of this cyclopaedic work may establish a relatively late date for it. A slight investigation of the employment of finite verbal forms ending in ‘undu’ in the Purananuru has led one scholar to the conclusion that some of the verses in that collection are anterior to the Tolkappiyam in time. The divergence

* Preface to the first edition.
† Mrs. K. N. Sivaram Pillai—‘Undu’ annam etuccei, Tolkappiyam (Madras University, 1929)
between the grammatical notes to the Puram verses and the system of the Tolkappiyam must, on this line of argument, be accounted for on a hypothesis which would be the reverse of that employed by Naccivārkkīniyar. There is nothing intrinsically wrong about suggesting such an antiquity to the Puram collection, though it is a fact that we have no information about the compiler or his time. For in one instance, that of the Kalittogai, we have evidence of the collection having been put together by Nallanduvāññar, one of the poets represented in the collection itself; and this shows that a priori assumptions on the length of time that intervened between the actual composition of the poems and the time when they were brought together in an anthology or their colophons supplied may not be as sound as they appear.

It is not our aim in this essay to reach a final conclusion on the difficult issues thus raised. Though the volume of the literature of the Sangam is not great, the historical and linguistic problems presented by it are so complex, and competent scholars who can deal with them systematically from all aspects are so few, that their proper study can hardly be said to have begun. The linguist waits for the historian to settle the chronology of this literature, without a knowledge of which the study of the growth in language is not feasible; the historian on the other hand, seeing how inconclusive the other lines of evidence are on this question, hopes for some conclusive results from the study of language development. We have therefore to wait for a synthesis to be effected between the different lines of approach and for definite conclusions to emerge on the internal chronology of this literature. Our object here is limited to examining the soundness of
the considerations that have been urged against the authenticity of the colophons of the Puranāṇūru, against their being accepted as a proper basis for history.

Mr. Venkayya remarks: *“The Tamil anthology Puranāṇūru, for instance, furnishes the names of a number of Cōla kings. It is extremely doubtful if we shall ever be in a position to fix definitely the period when they flourished, much less make out a connected history of their reigns. No doubt we have literary documents assigned—by whom and when we do not know—to the reigns of these Cōla kings. But the evidence furnished by these documents and the tradition connecting them with particular Cōla kings have to be received with caution.” This caution in dealing with literary evidence is, in itself, admirable. But then, having imposed this reserve on himself in accepting the evidence of literary tradition on Karikāla Cōla among others, Mr. Venkayya proceeds forthwith to accept unreservedly all the statements made in eleventh century inscriptions about events that happened, if at all, five centuries before their date, and to suggest on their basis a “provisional date of the Cōla king Karikāla.” Now, one may ask whether any statement gains in trustworthiness merely because it is engraved on copper or stone and not written on palm leaf or other more perishable material, and whether it is not possible for a deliberate invention to get into an epigraph, or for a correct tradition to be transmitted in successive copyings of literary documents. The exaggerated caution assumed by some epigraphists in their approach to literary evidence, and the childish faith they occasionally exhibit in hugging the most palpable lies set down on stone and copper

* A. S. I. 1905-6 p 174 n. 7.
may raise a legitimate doubt as to whether their *obiter dicta* on literary questions are entitled to the same regard as their considered opinion on technical matters within their purview. In any case, it is a strange procedure to adopt in the name of caution to prefer, in writing the history of Karikāla, the late legends of the Eastern Cālukya and Telugu Cōla grants to the sober and realistic statements about that king in the *Puranāṇīrū* and the *Pattuppāḷḷu* simply because we cannot be sure about who ascribed these poems to Karikāla's reign and when. Elsewhere, † apparently because of the common name Kiliivālan, Mr. Venkayya identifies the Cōla king of the *Maṇimēkalai* story with the Cōla who died at *Kulamṛṛam* ‡ concerning whom there are eighteen poems in the *Puranāṇīrū* by no fewer than ten poets and makes the following observations: "In the note appended to each of these poems is mentioned the name of the king which does not figure in the body of the poem. Consequently, the assumption that these ten poets were contemporaries of the king is based on tradition current at the time when the notes were added. In the absence of definite information as to the authenticity of the tradition on which the notes are based, it is safer to abstain from drawing any historical conclusions from them." It must be stated, however, that in writing so, Mr. Venkayya may have been influenced by his view, which he subsequently withdrew ¶ in his notice of the Sinnamāṇīr plates, that the anthology of the *Puranāṇīrū*

* Mr. Venkayya also writes: "According to Tamil literature there was a Pallava king ruling at Kānci as a contemporary of Karikāla," and to Kökkilā's son by a Nīga princess "was subsequently assigned Tonjaināṭū." Neither of these statements is supported by the sources.


‡ In this Dr. S. K. Aiyangar has followed him—Maṇimēkalai in its historical setting, p. 35.

¶ A. R. E. 1907 paragraph 17.
was compiled by Perundēvaṉār, a protege of the Pallava Nandivarman III. The truth is that Perundēvaṉār, whose invocatory poems lead off many of the Sangam anthologies, was an earlier poet of whose Tamil rendering of the Bhāratam, doubtless that mentioned in the larger Šimāmaṉār plates, only a few verses have been preserved to us in the quotations of later commentators. There is no reason to suppose that he edited the anthology. It is surprising that the correction furnished by the Pāṇḍya plates from Šimāmaṉār is ignored by Mr. P. T. Srinivasa Aiyangar* who repeats the antiquated view, that Perundēvaṉār the contemporary of Nandi III and the author of a Bhāratavenbā was also the anthologist of the Sangam poems.

In the History of the Tamils, the same author makes some statements on the Puranāṉūṟu and urges certain considerations against the authenticity of the colophons which, if wellfounded, would prove almost fatal to all chance of our getting any history from that collection. It is, therefore, necessary to examine them carefully. We shall be led, however, too far afield if we enter on a discussion of his general views on the internal chronology of these poems, or the tests he adopts for separating earlier anthologies from later ones and so on; such a discussion is not necessary for the limited purpose before us. Of the Puranāṉūṟu he says: "It differs from the other collections in several ways. First, it deals with the wars of kings and the gifts they gave to the poets who sang them. Secondly, dealing with wars, it also contains a number of elegies on dead kings and nobles." These are, as has been

* See Mr. P. T. Srinivasa Aiyangar, History of the Tamils p. 158. In his footnote he refers his readers to his Tamil work on the Pallavas where, it may be noted, he asserts that the Pāṇḍya charters contain nothing about the Sangam.
pointed out already, just the differentiae of Purapporul and hence their great interest for us. We may notice, though without stressing it, the inaccuracy of part of the statement which follows: "The first half of this anthology deals with the former subject (wars and gifts), the next fourth with the latter (deaths), and the last fourth seems to be a miscellaneous supplement in which odes discovered later on both subjects were thrust." The division of the collection into two homogeneous sections and a third forming a miscellaneous supplement is purely imaginary, and there is nothing to support the suggestion made that the last section was an afterthought or a later addition. Moreover, on the evidence of one manuscript, Pandit Svāminātīḷa Aiyar suggests that the Puram had three divisions—aram, porul and ḫabam. It is, however, when we reach the next distinction drawn by Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar between the Puram and the other collections, that his misstatements attain serious proportions. He says: "Thirdly, to a large number of these Puram poems, colophons are added, noting the occasions when the poems were composed. These colophons seem to have been written by a person later than the one who made the anthology and who derived the information partly by a study of the poems and partly from tradition." To say that colophons to individual poems are a distinguishing feature of the Puram Four Hundred is not correct. The objective nature of the Puram necessitated longer colophons mentioning the personnel and occasion of each composition, unlike the Aham verses which were for the most part self-contained and therefore got only brief colophons giving short grammatical notes and the name of the composer. Colophons similar to those of the Puram are also to be found attached to some of the songs in the Pattuppāṭṭu
and to poems in the 'Ten Tens' (Pudirruppaltu) that have come down to us. To say, then, that colophons were written for a large number of poems in the Puram is to imply that there are several for which no such colophons are known to have existed. There is nothing to support this implication. Only the state of our manuscript sources* has been responsible for the irretrievable loss of several of them. Lastly, to postulate two persons one of whom supplied the colophons at an indefinite interval after the other had made the anthology is altogether gratuitous. Why the author of the anthology could not have himself read the poems and accepted traditional information at the time the anthology was made, and supplied the colophons; further, why the colophons might not have been added to individual poems earlier than their entry into an anthology are matters which are apparently not deemed worthy of consideration by Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar. The truth is that we now know so little of the technical conditions which governed the propagation and preservation of literature and literary tradition in the distant past that it is unprofitable to hazard surmises against which may be pitted other surmises not less plausible. But this we do know: that in some manner that seems to us such a marvel, the ancients commanded the means of handing down from generation to generation, orally or otherwise, a considerable literature with exceptional accuracy. The history of the Vedic Samhitas with their anukramanis and of the early Buddhist Pali literature is sufficient proof of this. In the course of generations differences in readings cropped up, and particular schools and redactions of works died out for one reason and another; but these changes did not affect the substantial accuracy of what

* See Pandit Svaminatha Aiyar's remarks in his Preface.
was actually preserved and handed down. It seems therefore only proper to accept the colophons to the poems which have reached us through the same channels as the poems themselves as of equal authenticity with the poems to which they are attached, unless, indeed, it is proved on substantial grounds that the colophons were the inventions of a much later age, the correct tradition having died out long before.

In trying to establish the unreliable character of the colophons to the Puram, Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar permits himself to make so many contradictory statements that it is not easy to understand his real position on questions of vital importance to the discussion. Let us first bring together his statements about the chronology of the colophons and see how they fare in relation to one another. In a somewhat rhetorical rebnke he administers to modern Tamil scholarship, he says: * "It is high time that scholars gave up confounding the texts of poems with the commentaries of probably a thousand years later ", and he makes it clear on the same page that, in his opinion, the colophons and the commentaries were composed probably between the twelfth and sixteenth centuries. From this we may conclude that the original composition of the poems has to be ascribed to a period between the second and the sixth centuries. But then we are told that "the four anthologies were made up in the fifth and sixth centuries A.D." and that, at that time, "for each ode was noted the name of the tiṟai (and perhaps tuṟai) to which it belonged and the name of its author." So that, on the author's own showing, no great interval elapsed between the original composition of the poems and their collection in anthologies—a

* op. cit. p. 410.
result which in itself would go far to establish the authenticity of the tradition relating to the poems. This result is by no means so clear-cut, because elsewhere Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar says * that Perundēvaṇār, a poet of the ninth century A. D. "seems to have taken a great interest in the collections of the poems of an earlier age, for he has provided introductory odes in praise of Śiva" to some of these collections. In the author's Tamil book on the Pallavas he states more definitely that Perundēvaṇār of the ninth century made the anthologies and provided them with introductory verses. Then again, it is not clear whether the colophons of the Purāṇāṭūru are held to be all of them absolutely unreliable and useless for historical purposes, or whether only some of them are suspect for certain specific reasons, or whether, lastly, because some are demonstrably false, the rest have, for that reason, to be rejected. "The Purāṇāṭūru as we have it," contends Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar, "has besides, † (1) colophons indicating the particular occasions when each of the first two hundred and sixty-six odes were sung, (2) paraphrases of these two hundred and sixty-six odes and brief notes grammatical or interpretive (sic). The colophons stop where the paraphrases stop and probably both were done by an editor of the age when commentaries were composed on old Tamil poems, i. e., probably between the twelfth and sixteenth centuries. The colophons, and not the commentaries, are resumed with the three hundred and fifty ninth ode and are continued to the end." Once more the errors in the statement of facts in this passage are not only considerable in themselves, but are such as to lend strong support to the hypothesis that the colophons and the

* op. cit. p. 159.
† i.e., besides the tiṇai, tugati and the name of the author op. cit. p. 410.
paraphrases of the first part of the collection belong to one late author. The facts as stated in the passage just quoted are: (1) the colophons and the paraphrases stop at the 266th ode, and (2) the colophons, not the commentaries, are resumed with the 359th ode and are continued to the end. The necessary implication is that there are no colophons to poems numbering 267 to 358 inclusive. Now this is simply not correct; because Nos. 315, 344–5 have colophons like the other poems, and on Nos. 361–3 and some other verses we have no more information than we get on the odes that are said to have no colophons (Nos. 267 to 358). In reality, the colophons were furnished for all the odes and, as already stated it is only the decayed state of the manuscripts that is responsible for the gaps in our knowledge. This is sufficiently indicated by the learned editor of the work in his preface. Further, it is conceivable that the ṭiṭai and ṭuruai were sometimes inserted later, because this can be done by any one who knows the rules of grammar and has before him particular poems and their contexts; but it is inconceivable that these contexts themselves, without which the ṭiṭai and ṭuruai could not even be guessed at in several instances, were the inventions of an age much later than that to which the poems belonged. It is necessary at this point to quote (in translation) the remarks on the state of the manuscripts made by Paṇḍit V. Svāminātha Aiyar in his preface to the first edition, as these are best calculated to place the commentary and the colophons in a proper light. He says: “In this commentary are to be found many words that are not in current use. Further, here and there a few sentences seem to have been misplaced. As there are no means at present available to make necessary alterations and as I hope later to be able to do so when
better manuscripts become available, I have published them exactly as I found them in the manuscripts. This commentary is extant only for the first 266 poems of this work; in no manuscript is found the commentary for the remaining poems; and after poem No. 242 the commentary has suffered damage and is somewhat confused. We do not know who wrote this commentary. The discussions of this author in his special notes on some poems indicate the existence of an older gloss on this work which has not come down to us.

"The manuscripts of the text of the poems (which did not contain the commentary), besides exhibiting several variations due to the excess or shortage of letters and words and many confused transpositions, did not contain the tinai after some poems, the turai after others, and both after yet others; the names of the composers had got damaged after some poems, and these of the subjects of the poems after others, and in some other instances the names of both had disappeared." This description of the manuscripts by the great scholar who spent so many years in collating them should give the quietus to all baseless conjectures on the colophons and their relation to the extant commentary.

"It is evident," says Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar,* "that some of the colophons appended to the poems by the editor do not embody tradition but contain guesses, sometimes wild." Our examination of the value of the Puram Four Hundred as a source of history would not be complete without a consideration of the cases adduced by Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar in support of his statement just quoted. His first instance emerges from

* op. cit. page 410.
a comparison of songs numbered 76 and 77, both said to be compositions of a single poet, Idaikkunrur Kilur, on the same hero, the Pandya Nejumeliya who was victor at Talaiyulaangunam. He says: "It is impossible to believe that the hero victor of Talaiyulaangunam, known to the poet (76) and the boy-hero, unknown to the poet (77) were one and the same person." But was the boy-hero unknown to the poet? The operative part of the text of Puram 77 is:

"neidendirk-kodinji poliya ninron
yar-kol valka-vavan kanni"

which is translated by Mr. Aiyangar thus: "He stands so as to adorn the carved post of the chariot; whoever he may be, may his garland not fade for a long time." A more literal rendering would be: "Who verily is it that stands so as to adorn the carved post of the chariot? May his garland flourish!" Far from being ignorant of the identity of the boy-king, the poet is sure that there is only one answer to his question. Further if amidst the many uncertainties of the literature of the Sangam, there is one fact established beyond all doubt, it is that the hero of Talaiyulaangunam was a little boy whose youth tempted the cupidity of his neighbours.* And this raises a strong presumption of the identity of the persons to whom Puram 76 and 77 refer; and what can be more natural than that an admiring poet should, as he does in Puram 77, exaggerate the youth of his hero in celebrating his victory and sing of him as a tender child who, despite his youth, worked wonders on the field of battle? The next instance adduced is Puram 74, which is said to have been composed in a Cila prison, by a Cera king amazed at his own pusillanimity in seeking water of his jailors to quench his thirst. The colophon says that the prisoner did not drink the water.

* cf. Puram 72 and the present writer's The Pandya Kingdom pp. 27-8
he got, and describes his act in the words: "uṇnāṁ sollittumijya pāṭu" which might mean that without drinking the water, he uttered the lines and died. This is the meaning accepted by Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar who draws attention to a contradictory tradition related in the Tamil-nāvalar-caritai which says that this ode was composed by the king and despatched to his poet-friend Poygaiyār who thereupon sang the 'Kalavali Forty' and obtained his release. "The fact that the two legends contradict each other shows," we are assured * "that supposed traditions which Tamil scholars regard as sacrosanct are but brittle reeds to lean upon in historical investigation." The first thing to observe in this connection is that the Tamil-Nāvalar-Caritai is, as Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar admits, a demonstrably late work of the sixteenth century A. D. † and some regard must be had to this in pitting its traditions against those in the colophons of the Purānanūru. Further, in this particular instance, the note in the Caritai leaves altogether unexplained the reference to drinking water that occurs in the text of the poem. The suggestion has been made ‡ that the Cēra for whose release the Kalavali was composed by Poygai was some king other than the author of Puram 74. But it is not possible to accept this, because Śeṅgaṇāyini, the Cōla king is expressly mentioned both in the colophon of the Puram song and that of the Kalavali as the Cēra Irumpoṅgaḷ's foe; and the Kalavali celebrates Śeṅgaṇāyini's victory. The real solution is that offered by Paṇṭit Svāminātha Aiyar himself; †† we should

* History of the Tamils p. 414.
† See Preface to T. Kanakasundaram Pillai's Edn. of the Caritai p. XII.
‡ op. cit. p. 58. Also Kalavali Edn. by N. M. Venkatavasami Nattar, Preface pp 4-5.
†† Śaṅgatanā STDMETHODANĀTIMJNAM p, 94. He is followed by Pandit Ananta-rama Aiyar in his edition of the Kalavali, Preface p. 12 & n.
understand the word ‘tunjiya’ in the colophon not in the sense ‘died,’ but in the not less usual meaning ‘slept’ or ‘swooned.’ The note in the Nāvalar-caritai which says that the song was despatched to Poygaiyār seems hardly trustworthy; because the poet should, even without such a reminder to him, have known of his king’s fate. The other discrepancies* between the notes in the Caritai and the colophon of Purāṇam 74 are too inconsiderable to affect the authenticity of the latter. Again, two objections are urged by Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar against the colophon to Purāṇam 47. It says that by this song Kovur Kilār saved a fellow poet from being put to death as a spy by Neṇūngilli who died at Kāriyāru. First “there is nothing in the poem remotely suggesting a spy;” secondly, “Kovur Kilār was a favourite of the enemies of Neṇūngilli i.e., Nalaṅgilli and Kili Valavan, and therefore not likely to have any influence with Neṇūngilli.” Neither of these objections is sound. The first objection is easily met. The translation of the poem given by Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar himself clearly suggests the idea of espionage, or at any rate, of some means of injuring persons. It is this: “The life of these seekers of patronage is free from the blame of harming others.” This in fact is the main argument of the piece and the original is very vigorous:

ippiyisil vālkkai
pīgarkku-ttīdaṟindanṟū-viṅṟē.

The second objection stated above also overlooks the argument of the poet, that poets of his kind moved freely from one prince to another not taking account of their political relations, and that it would be wrong to suspect a poet who visited him simply because he

* They are: the mention of the ‘east gate’ instead of the ‘west gate’ and the number of the poem, given as 163 in the Caritai.
had last left the court of a political rival. Further, by saying that Kovur Kilur was the favourite of the enemies of Nedungilli viz., Nalaingilli and Kiliivalava\textsuperscript{1}, Mr. Aiyangar identifies Nedungilli who died at Kuriy\textsuperscript{2}ru with Nedungilli who was besieged at Uraliy\textsuperscript{2}ru by Nalaingilli. If this identification is correct, as most probably it is, then it would transpire that Kovur Kilur was as much friends with Nedungilli as with his foes; for Pur\textsuperscript{3}am Nos. 44 and 45 are by Kovur Kilur and on Nedungilli. In fact this poet's successful efforts in the promotion of peace and mutual good will among the pugnacious princelings of his time come in for special notice and appreciation by Dr. G. U. Pope. * Lastly, about Pur\textsuperscript{3}am 173 Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar remarks: "It is impossible to regard this ode but as the song of a hungry bard in search of a patron; yet it is attributed to a royal personage by the editor of the Pur\textsuperscript{3}am." This objection seems at first sight to be indeed well-taken. But Pannan is mentioned together with Kiliivalava\textsuperscript{1} by Kovur Kilur in Pur\textsuperscript{3}am 70, and consequently there is no intrinsic difficulty in accepting that Kiliivalava\textsuperscript{1} who died at Kulaumurum and Pannan were contemporaries and that the king might conceivably have composed a song on his friend Pannan. Though the subject-matter of Pur\textsuperscript{3}am 173 seems hardly suited to such a composition, its explanation may be that the poem is conceived as the utterance of a bard, as suggested in all the alternative interpretations given in its commentary. † Let us grant, however, that a real incongruity may have arisen by a wrong poem or colophon having been substituted for the right one at this point. And a close scrutiny may reveal some other instances of a similar character. But it is

* I. A. XXIX p 233.

† A comparison of this poem with Pur\textsuperscript{3}am Nos. 270 and 312, especially the former, is very instructive on this point.
grossly to exaggerate the issue to say, as Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar does, that "many more such colophons can easily be found in the anthology" (italics mine). We can hardly expect that in the course of long centuries the anthologies have been transmitted to us without errors in details having crept in. But, for this reason, to cast a doubt on the accuracy of whole groups of poems and their colophons and to reject them wholesale is to apply standards of criticism which would render all historical writing impossible. As is only to be expected in such a case, the practice of writers is often better than would result from a rigid application of the principles enunciated by them, and Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar himself has made far more use of the Puram Four Hundred than would be proper if he held fast to the criticisms urged by him against the credibility of the poems and the traditions relating to them as found in the colophons. In the next study on Karikāla will be found instances of colophons fully borne out by the texts of poems in different anthologies, sufficient proof that the colophons embody genuine history.

It is also necessary to observe, before closing, that the question of the authenticity of the colophons which has engaged our attention so far, is different from that of the internal chronology of the poems that results from our accepting them. It is indeed true that hasty genealogical lists have been evolved for the dynasties represented in the poems; these lists lack support from the colophons and Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar does well to deprecate them. But their shortcomings leave untouched the main question of the authority and correctness for purposes of history of the literary tradition we have been discussing. The method of working in data drawn from it in a restoration of the past, and the pattern resulting from their disposition offer limitless scope to the talent of the individual historian.
KARIKĀLA IN HISTORY AND LEGEND

The name of Karikāla fills a great place in the early history of the Tamils. Some of the later Cōla kings of the line of Vijayālaya are known from their inscriptions to have borne the name. Several ruling families in the Telugu districts claimed descent from Karikāla. Lastly, he is the centre of many stories of a palpably legendary character. The Age of Karikāla has been the subject of many discussions in recent years; it can hardly be said that any conclusive results have yet been reached.

The primary sources of our knowledge of Karikāla, the early Tamil Cōla king, are literary. We have also secondary literary sources of later times, and equally late epigraphical references of a vague character. It is best to arrange these as far as possible in a chronological order and indicate the information that can be gathered from them. The list that follows is not intended to be exhaustive, but calculated to show the diversity in the nature of the sources we are dealing with by furnishing examples of a representative character.

I. *Puranāṇūṟu.*—(a) No. 7. The stanza is said to have been composed by Karuṅgulal-Ādaṅgar on Karikāla. The king's name does not figure in the text, and it is a general praise of the king's prowess in war.

(b) No. 65. This is said to be a lament of Kalattalaiyūr uttered when a Cēra king, Perunjēral Ādaṅ, wounded in the back in a fight with Karikāla,
resolved to give up his life by starvation* after such an ignominious defeat. The text of the poem mentions the wound in the back of the dying king but gives no names. We learn, however, from the next verse and from Ahalanāṇuṇu 55, that these events happened, exactly as they are given in Puram 65 and its colophon, at the battle of Venūpparandalai.

(c) No. 66. A song by Venī-kkuyattiyār comparing the relative merits of Karikāla and his Cēra foe after the battle of Venūpparandalai. This piece is important because it gives the names of Karikāl-valavan and Venūpparandalai, and mentions the suicide of the enemy—a striking confirmation of the data furnished by Puram 65. The author of this poem, whose name means “Potter woman of Venī” was most probably a native of Venī and an eyewitness to the battle that took place in its neighbourhood.

(d) Puram 224. In this poem Karunāgalal-Ādaṇār, the author of Puram 7 (ante), commiserates the world on the loss it sustained by the death of Karikāla. The text does not give the name of the king which occurs only in the colophon. The king’s heroism, his patronage of poets and the Vedio sacrifices performed by him are mentioned at some length.

II. Pattuppāṭṭu (a) Porunattārappaṭṭai.—A poem of 248 lines by Muḍattāma-kkanṇiyār. Karikāla is mentioned by name (l. 148) and said to be the son of

* Mr. P. T. Srinivasa Aiyangar apparently understands the expression Vālavadakkiruttai as “death by cutting one’s throat with a sword”—History of the Tamils p. 336. Contra Pandit V. Svaninatha Aiyar’s note at p. 135 of his edition of the Puranāṇīguṇu, which I have followed. I may add that the king starved, sword in hand, to indicate the disgrace he had sustained on the field. Puram 65 purports to be a strictly contemporary reference to events; Aham 55 clearly refers to them as in the past, but is very valuable as corroborating the Puram stanza. Mr. P. T. Srinivasa Aiyangar’s doubts on this head (Tamils p. 337) seem to be somewhat misplaced.
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Uruvappalhr-ılanjetteenmi (l. 130). He inherited the right to his estate while he was in his mother's womb, (l. 132, tay vanjirirundu dayam eydi)—a statement which the annotator Naccinarkkiniyar interprets as meaning that Karikala's birth was delayed by unnatural means, and that he was retained in his mother's womb until the auspicious moment came for his being delivered. The battle of Venții in which he defeated two great kings (Pândya and Cēra) on the same field is narrated in some detail (ll. 141-48). For the rest, the poem describes at length the liberality of Karikala and the fertility of the Kāveri country and other matters of no immediate concern to this study. The clause mudiyor* amē pulcu poludirram pakai murum (ll. 187-8) must, however, be noted specially here. It occurs in the general description of Karikala's rule and is, in itself, simple enough if we understand it to mean that the older men laid aside their differences when they entered the sabha of the king, or, if the alternative reading 'solavum' of the last word is accepted,—that the older men went to the sabha to state their disputes (and get them adjudged). Here again the annotator sees an allusion to the tradition† that a young Cōla king, dressed himself as an old man, and surprised by his correct judgment two greyhaired litigants who laid their cause before him. It may be observed in passing that the words in our poem, taken in their context, do not clearly mention any dispute or its settlement by the king; whereas the traditional stanza of the Paḷamolī and the reference in the Maṉimēkalai contain no mention of Karikala.

*This word is an antithesis to IlaiySr (young folk) of the preceding clause.

Pandit Svaminatha Aiyar notes an alternative reading 'Solavum' for the last word, in this clause

† Paḷamolī No. 6 (ed. T. Chelvakanmavēya Mudaliar). Also Maṉimēkalai IV ll. 107-8. Neither of these texts gives the name of the king.
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(b) Paṭṭinaṭṭapalai. A poem of 301 lines by Kadiyalur Uruttirangannanar. It contains gorgeous descriptions of the land of the Kāvēri and of Kāvirippumpatiṭṭam in particular, and mentions incidentally some occurrences of the life and rule of Karikāla, here called Tirumāvalavan (I. 299). In a vivid passage replete with striking similes (ll. 220-8) the poet tells us how Karikāla in his youth was imprisoned by his enemies and effected his escape after a tough fight with the guards of his prison and thereby made himself master of the kingdom. Besides giving a vague general account of Karikāla’s prowess in war and the devastation of enemy countries that was a marked feature of his work as conqueror, the poet tells us that among those subjugated by Karikāla were the many Oliyar, the ancient Aruvīlar, the Northerners and the Westerners and the Pāṇḍya; while the petty chieftains of the shepherd class and of the line of Iruṅgōvēl were stamped out by him. He is believed to have given up Uṟaiyūr and shifted his capital elsewhere, though he took care to renew and fortify that city afresh (ll. 285-8).

(c) Veṇbē No. 3 quoted at end of (a) * Karikāla’s sway failed to measure the three worlds but was confined only to this, as his leg had suffered from fire, an allusion to the Dwarf incarnation of Viṣṇu.

III. Ahanāṇūru. This is an anthology of amatory lyrics which contain only passing and often somewhat far-fetched allusions to political events, contemporary or otherwise.

(a) No. 55.—A reference to the battle of Veṇṇivāyil as a past event. cf. ante n. on I (b)

* This verse is not from the Paḷamoldi as Dr. S. K. Aiyangar seems to think—See his Ancient India p. 351 n. 2.
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(b) No. 125.—"Like the cowardly kings who, unable to face the might of Perunvala-kkarikal, abandoned their nine umbrellas in broad daylight at Vākai-ppārandalai."

(c) No. 141.—"The famous Karikāl victorious in war who fixed up the Šelkūdi" (see later)

(d) No. 246. "Greater than the uproar in Alundūr on the day when at the gates of Venpi the famous Karikāla roused to great fury inflicted a crushing defeat on his enemies in which eleven Vēlir fell together with (some) kings."

(e) No. 876.—Mentions the name of the king.

IV. Śīlappadikāram.—In the text of this beautiful romantic poem we have three clear references to Karikāla and the annotators discover four others elsewhere in the poem. It would be obviously desirable to keep the text and the annotations apart. First, the relevant passages in the text are:

(a) Canto V, ll. 90-104. Tirumāvalavāṇ (Karikāla) who was eager for war and found no match for him in the Tamil land, once upon a time (annāl l. 94) undertook an invasion of the northern countries as far as the Himalayas and obtained certain presents from the kings of the Vajra, Magadha and Avanti countries.

(b) Canto VI, ll. 159-60. Karikāl-vaḷavaṇ is said to have performed a ceremonial bath in the freshet of the Kāvēri, attended by a great crowd.

(c) Canto XXI, ll. 11-ff. The daughter of Karikāla, the Cōla king, saw her husband, the ruler of Vanji, being washed away while they were both bathing; and, going after him in the flood, she rescued
him miraculously. This story occurs in the midst of a series of legends of chaste women of the past and the miracles effected by them.

We may now turn to the statements of the annotators of the Śilappadikārām on Karikāla.

(d) Canto III. l. 11—means literally "In order to exhibit (Mādavi’s dance) to the king with the hero’s anklet (kaṭal)"; and the earlier of the two commentaries gives the annotation: "desiring to have the first exhibition (of dance) in the sabha of the Cōla Karikūr-peruvalattān who had the hero’s anklet.” The later annotator Aṇiyarkunallār follows this hint not only in this context, but extends it to others e.g., canto i. ll. 65-8; v. 212 and vi. 15. It must be noted, however, that there is nothing in the text to warrant these comments which create the impression that the story of the poem is laid in the period of Karikāla’s rule. And this is contrary to the indications furnished by the text of the Śilappadikārām.

V. Maṇimēkalai:—Canto I, l. 89. “As on the day when king Karikāla went forth”, apparently on his Northern campaign as related in the Śilappadikārām (IV. (a) ante). It must be noticed that this brief reference is also clearly to events in the past.

VI. Paḷamoli.—(a) Verse No. 6.—See ante II (a). Only the commentary gives the name of Karikāla, not the Vēṇbā.

(b) Verse No. 230. The text records that an elephant from Kaḷumalam went and chose a man from Karuṇur for the kingship. The commentary sees in this incident a reference to Karikāla’s accession.

* See Pandit Svaminatha Aiyar’s note at p. 488 of the Śilappadikārām for other references to the story.
Verses No. 239. The text has simply: “The Cola’s son who escaped with his life from a fire got the aid in later life of a man named Piṭarttalai, and held the sceptre with success.” The gloss of an anonymous commentator on this verse runs: “Even Karikāla who in his youth, though consigned to flames by his enemies, managed to escape with his life, obtained the aid of his (maternal) uncle, Irumbidarttalaiyar by name, and, later in his life, attained the monarchy which was his by right and ruled as a just king.”

Before leaving the evidence drawn from early Tamil literature and proceeding to that of later literature and epigraphy, it may be desirable to indicate our general position regarding the chronology and the relative value of the sources so far reproduced. The general question of the age of the earliest extant Tamil literature has been so often discussed that it is unnecessary again to pursue the subject here. My view is that this literature belongs to the early centuries of the Christian era, and it rests not so much on the Gajabāhu synchronism, which in itself is quite a sound one,† as on general considerations arising out of a comparison of the political and economic conditions in Southern India as reflected in this body of literature with what we learn on the same subject from European

* This seems to be the only evidence of the relation here mentioned between Karikāla and Irumbiḍarttalai. It is strange that a scholar like Mr. K. V. Subramania Aiyar should have used such a statement as evidence of chronology (See his Ancient Deccan, p. 107).

† Mr. P. T. Srinivasa Aiyangar (History of the Tamils p. 38) holds that the reading ‘Kuval i/btdan’ at Śil. XXX 1.160 destroys all theories based on the synchronism. I do not think so. The prologue still remains, and it seems to be the earliest account we possess of the coming in of the Pattini cult into Ceylon where it has prevailed to this day. See Ceylon Antiquary and Literary Register Vol. X, ii, pp. 114 ff.
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classical sources like the *Periplus* and Ptolemy, and from the early Buddhist literature.

The question of the internal chronology of the literature of early Tamil has unfortunately not received as much attention as it deserves. But there seems to be no reason to doubt either the priority of much of the *Puranāṇūṟu* to the poems preserved in the other anthologies and to the twin epics the *Silappadikāram* and the *Maṇimēkāla*, or the claim registered in the colophons to most of these poems that they were contemporary compositions of poets dealing with particular situations to which they were eye-witnesses. There is nothing of the conventional about these poems, each of which is a living realistic picture of a genuine human situation. It seems to me that in these poems we have some of the most genuine records of exceptional interest to the historian of Southern India; and these must be treated as a class apart. Hence the poems of the *Puranāṇūṟu* bearing on the subject of this study have been placed in the first group. For the rest, I have sought to group the sources, not strictly in their chronological order—we know yet so little of this—but in the order of their importance and trustworthiness. An attempt has been made throughout to keep clear the distinction between data furnished by the originals and by the glosses on them by latter-day commentators.

We may now bring together the evidence relating to Karikāla from epigraphy and the later literature of Southern India:

VII. The Mūḷēpāḍu plates of Puriyakumāra *(II. 2-5)* say: “Dinakara-kuḷa-mandarācalu-mandāra-pāḍupasya

*E. I. XI. No. 35.*

[26]
In the family of Karikala, who was the mandara tree on the Mandara mountain viz., the solar race; who was the worker of many wonders like that of controlling the daughter of Kavera, overflowing her banks; who obtained for himself the position of (the headship of the) three kingdoms.” These plates have been dated by Mr. Krishna Śūstri in the eighth century. They may well be, however, a century earlier than that. * However that may be, they are interesting for two reasons. This is the earliest mention so far known of the connection of Karikala with any family in the Telugu country. This is also the earliest reference to the flood banks of the Kāvēri. And there is no mention yet of Triṇētra Pallava.

VIII. The genealogy (legendary part) in the Cōla Copper-Plates and the Kanyakumāri record (Vijayālaya line):—

(a) The Anbil plates of Sundara Cōla give the order Śenni, Kīlī, Karikāla, Kōcceṅgaṇān (verse 13) and mention only the name of Karikāla.

(b) The Tiruvālāṅgaṅdu plates of Rājendra I place Karikāla between Perurāṅkīlī and Kōcceṅgaṇān and furnish two explanations of the king’s name in the words—‘Kālatvāt kariṇāṁ kalesca,’ besides mentioning his rebuilding of Kānci (Kāncim yāsca navicakāra kanakaih) and the construction of the banks of the Kāvēri.

The larger Leyden grant (v. 11) gives his name after Panacapa and before Kōceŋgaŋān; it calls him also Arikāla and mentions the construction of the Kāverītūra.

The Kanyakumāri (stone) inscription of Vīrarājendrā devotes two verses to him, giving his name between Perunarkillī and other famous kings before him, and Valabha immediately after. Verse 48 is a general praise of Karikāla's prowess, interesting only for the phrase samutthitarīpu-kiśipāla-kalāh—'Death to hostile monarchs up in arms (against him).'
The next verse (49) runs:

sa kāverī-ndūrikṛta-sakala-sasyām vidadhatim
payāḥ - pūrāhi - sphārai - ravaṇi - mavinīto-
    dhatiharāḥ
pratībhūtābhir-narapati-karūśiṣṭa-pitaka-
prakīrṇābhir - mṛdābhir - nyarupa-daruṇāgrēsara
    -samaḥ

That is to say, * "(Karikāla) who was as bright as the sun and who curbed the pride of the insubordinate, controlled the Kāverī—which, by its excessive floods, caused the earth to be deprived of its produce—by means of a bund formed of earth thrown in baskets carried in hand by (enemy) kings."

These records of the 10 and 11th centuries A. D. call for a few remarks in passing. Karikāla's connection with Kānci is first mentioned in (b); and so also (d) first sets forth the story of Karikāla employing enemy kings in the construction of the embankment of the river. But even in the elaborate verse 49 of (d) we find no mention of Pallava Triṇētra.

* The translation is that of Mr. K. V. Subrahmanya Aiyar, *T. A. S. III* pp. 154–5 slightly altered.
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IX. Kaliṅgattupparai.—A poem describing the conquest of Kaliṅga in the days Kulōttunga I. The author Jayāṅgondār gives in the eighth section of the work the genealogy of the kings, which opens with the statement that when Karikāla had by superhuman exploits won a victory over the Himalayas and subdued them, Nārada appeared before him and ordained that he should write on the mountain the story of his race as revealed to him by the sage (vv. 1-4). We learn from a stray Veḻbā* quoted by Adiyārkkumallār that the Šeṇḍu, whatever it was, with which Karikāla managed to spin the Himalaya round and round, was a gift vouchsafed to him by a Rattan (a guardian deity) of Kāṇcīpuram. The narration of Nārada includes the story of Karikāla as well as that of his predecessors and successors up to Jayadhara. Stress should not, however, be laid on the superhuman element in this narration, as it may be only a poetic device of the author suited to the conventions of the Paraṇī. But the quaint reference to Karikāla's conquest of the Himalaya recalls the lines of the Śilappadikāram on his northern expedition.—IV (a). Karikāla's conquest of the Pāṇḍya and the Cēra, an enigmatic statement on the construction of the banks of the Kāvēri by subordinate kings, the conquest of Kurumi and the presentation of 16,00,000 gold pieces to the poet of the Paḷāṉappāḷai occur among the events of his reign (vv 19-21). The next verse (22) on the Cēra and the Pāṇḍya being made alternately torch-bearers in the court is also to be referred apparently to the same reign.

Here, the verse on the construction of the embankment of the Kāvēri must be considered somewhat
closely. Mr. Kanakasabhai translated the verse thus: * "Mukari was destroyed when he rubbed it out of the map, finding that it did not suit the place prepared for the banks of the Kāverī which were being constructed by vassal kings." This ingenious translation is open to many objections. It seems to import the details of modern engineering practices such as drawing maps and plans into the days of Karikāla. It does violence to the actual words in the verse which imply that Mukari did not follow up something or somebody (taḍāra vandīḍā mukari), and then a picture was asked to be drawn of Mukari (vandīḍā mukariyai ppaṭatte-[uḍuka]); the action that was taken afterwards consisted in something being wiped out in the picture, most probably an extra eye (idu mikaikkāp) which resulted in a similar consequence to the object represented by the picture. † Lastly, Mr. Kanakasabhai's interpretation ignores the literary tradition on the subject which waxes strong from this time that a three-eyed king lost his superfluous eye in this episode, as will be seen from what follows:—

X The Ulās of Ottakkuttan:—(a) Vikrama sōlan ulā ll. 24–6:

tellaruvic—

ceṇippaliyēgirintik-kiri tittup-
pomnikkarai-kaṇḍa pūpatiyum—a brief reference to the turning of the Himalayas and the making of the Kāverī banks.

(b) Kulōttungasōlan ulā—ll. 34–6,
talaiyēyu

maṅkoṇḍa pomnikkaiaṭṭa vārāḍāṇ

kaṇ-kōṇḍa sēṇṇi karīkāḷaṇ; that is, 'the cōḷa Karikāḷa who took the eye of him who did not come

* I. A. XIX p. 331.
† Cf. Mr. T. G. Aravamudhan: The Kāverī, the Maukhiya and the Saḥgam Age.
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to raise the Kāveri banks which took the earth carried on the heads (of subordinate kings).” *

(c) Rājarājasīhāsan-ulā ll. 32-4: a statement that a king (Karikāla) branded with his tiger-crest the strong chests of his foes and the slopes of the northern Mēru.

These extracts from the triad of ulās, specially (b), show distinctly that in the stanza from the Parāyṇi (VIII 20) we have clearly one of the earliest statements, if not the earliest, about the three-eyed foe of Karikāla. He is called Mukari in the Parāyṇi, and an elaborate attempt † has been made to connect him with the Maukharis of Northern India on the strength of the northern expedition of Karikāla to which the Śīlappadikāram makes such detailed reference. Great as is the value of some of the results obtained by Mr. T. G. Aravamuthan in the course of his investigation; his conjecture about the identity of Mukari and Maukhari would seem to lack enough support. The weakness of his argument on this head is recognised by the author himself. ‡ We have evidence of a clan of Maukharis in the 3rd and 2nd centuries B. C. and of a line of kings, Maukharis, from the 6th or the 5th century A. D. There is nothing but surmise to guide us in the great stretch of time that intervenes. While the Śīlappadikāram which gives the earliest detailed account of Karikāla’s northern expedition makes no mention of Mukari though it knows about a king of Magadha who was subjugated by the southern ruler, it is difficult, on the evidence of an obscure stanza in a work of the late 11th century A. D., to take him

* Cf. No. 55 of the much later Rādhāka Vepa quoted by Mr. T. G. Aravamuthan op. cit. pp. 18-9.
† Mr. T. G. Aravamuthan op. cit.
‡ op. cit. p. 57.
to have been a Maukhari of the I or II century A. D. On the other hand, there is no lack of other literary evidence from the Tamil and Telugu countries that establishes conclusively the identity of Mukari of the Parāṇi with the Mukkaṇṭi or Trinēṭra who figures in Telugu epigraphy as the contemporary of Karikāla in the celebrated formula:—

carana-sarornha-vihata-vilocaana-Trilocaana
-pramukha-khila-prthivāvara-kārīta
kāverī-tāra-karikāla-kula.

XI. Kulottungaṇ Pillaittamil is a fine poem on Kulottunga II by Oṭṭakkuttaṇ, a poet of the 12th century and the author of the ulūs already noticed (X). In this poem we read: *

mulū-kula-nadikkarasar muḍīkoḍu vakutta karai
mukīkoḍu-vamaitta-darivō-
miru-pūramu-mokka ninadoru puli poṇikka
vaḍa-vimagiri tirittadagivō-
mikal mukari mukkaṇilu-moru kaṇiliya-kaṇiliya-
leṭudu-kaṇalitta-darivōm

“We know of the raising up to the clouds of the banks made for the full family-river by the crowns of (subordinate) kings; we know of the spinning of the snow-mountain of the north for engraving on either side of it your unrivalled tiger-crest; we know of the wiping out of one eye traced on the picture so that the inimical Mukari lost one of his three eyes.”

This passage which so strikingly recalls the Karikāla legends recorded in the Kalīṅgattu-pparāṇi and which is written by a poet laureate of the Cōla court, of the generation next to that of the author of
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the Parani, furnishes an excellent comment on the earlier work at this point, and settles the true meaning of the verse from the Parani.

XII. The Periyapurāṇam of Śēkkiḷaṉ of the time of Kulottuṅga II mentions Karikala's renovation of Kāncipuram in the Kaliyuga by fortifying it afresh and encouraging people to immigrate and settle in the new city; see Tirukkuṟṟippattuṇḍa-nāyaṉār Purāṇam v. 85.

XIII. The Paṇḍitārādhya carita, a Telugu Śaiva work of perhaps the early 13th century, gives virtually the same story as the Parani with slight variations and the relevant passage has been reproduced and translated by Dr. N. Venkata Ramanayya at pp. 88–9 of his Trilōcana Pallava and Karikāḷa Cōla.*

XIV. Telugu epigraphy—Several inscriptions from various parts of the Telugu country contain the celebrated formula quoted above Carana saroruha etc. The earliest of these inscriptions is dated Ś. 945 (1023 A. D.) †

As Mr. Krishna Śastri points out: "Almost all the families of kings and chiefs in the South which trace their origin to the Sun mention Karikāḷa among their ancestors, and describe him as having constructed banks on either side of the river Kūvīrī. The Kākatiyās of Warangal and, in later times, the Matla chiefs of Cuddapah and the Sāluva chiefs of Kūrveṭinagar and a number of feudatory families who intermarried

* The learned author considers the Telugu version "as old as the passage in the Kalingottupparayī." All the Tamil sources under X, XI and XII appear, however, to be earlier than the Paṇḍitārādhya carita.

† See Dr. N. V. Ramanayya op. cit. pp. 115-6, (item 2). It may be noted that the reference made by the author to the Darsi fragmentary inscription of Vikramādiya I as one referring to Mukkaji or Tripūṭra (No. 1 at pp. 109 and 117) is not warranted by the text of the inscription.
with the Vijayanagara kings of the lunar race, mention Karikāla in their genealogy." * Again: "In a (Telugu) record of the 11th century A. D. from the Bastar state, it is stated that a chief named Candraditya, a feudatory of the Nāgavamśi king Jagadēkabhūṣaṇa Mahārāja Dhārāvarṣa, was a descendant of Karikāla Cōla of the solar race, belonged to the Kāśyapa gōtra, was the lord of the river Kāverī and of the (historic) town of Oṛaiyūr and bore the lion-crest." †

An example of the persistence and the growth of Karikāla legends in later times is furnished by the copperplate grant dated 1856 A. D. (śāke muniṣṭinētra-candrāganīte) of the Telugu-Cōla chief Bhakti-rāja which contains the following about Karikāla: ‡

"ārikālastatō jātaḥ Karikālastatoḥbhavat\
\text{aticitraiḥ caritrain svaiḥ pūrvajānatyaseta yaḥ} ||
\text{asnāsid-gānga-tōyai- ranudina-mavanī-pālahasta-}
\text{kramattaiḥ}
\text{kāverī-setubandhe-nikhila-narapati-nagrahi-}
dagra-vōṣṭyaī
\text{astambhid-Bhojarāja-prahita-mapacītē-rbēja-}
nam b(h)andhaviyyam
\text{pādānguṣṭhena bhālē vilasita-mabhidat-pallaven-}
drasya netram ||"

We notice here that Arikāla, in the Leyden grant an attribute of Karikāla, has now become the name of a new king, the father of Karikāla, ¶ and the daily bath of the king in the water of the Ganges transmitted by the

* E. J. XI, p. 340 n. 2.
† E. J. XI, p. 338.
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hands of his vassals is a new embellishment of the old *motif* of the vanquished kings working at Karikāla's tasks like common labourers. The story of the loss of the third eye of the Pallava king is repeated. We may, before proceeding to discuss the interesting and difficult questions that arise in connection with Karikāla and his life, mention briefly the data furnished by literary compositions of more recent times.

XV. The *Navacōla-carīta.* * This work is part of the hagiology of Vīra-Śaivism. Composed originally in Hāḷa-kannāda, the work was rendered into Telugu verse by Pūṣṭṭī Lingaṇṇa-kavi in the fourteenth century. The story of Karikāla which figures first in these 'Tales of the Nine Cōlas' is thus summarised by the editor of the Telugu original in his preface: "While Karikāla, an ardent devotee of Śiva, was ruling the country with unrivalled power, one day he went out for a hunt in the forest on the banks of the Kāvēri and was resting a while in a lovely spot. Then there occurred a wonderful event which brought home to the king's mind the great merit of the Kāvēri; having witnessed it the king thought that he should raise the banks on either side of the river and dig a tank and earn for himself the religious merit thereof. So he sent for his Sāmantaś (subordinate chiefs) from the various parts of the realm for carrying out the work and all of them came up, with the exception of Bhūskara-Cōla and Mukkaṇṭi Cōḍa and others who held themselves back on account of their noble birth and other like reasons. The king undertook a *daṇḍayātrā* (expedition) against them, conquered them and took them captives and compelled them to work on the

* See Wilson's *Mackenzie Collection* p. 273.
*  
construction of the banks of the Kāvēri until the task was completed." Though sufficient for our purpose, this bald summary does but scant justice to the elaborate and eloquent narration of the original which includes some stories well-known in other connections such as that of Śiva working as a day-labourer for an old woman.*

XVI. The Cūlavamsācaritra or the ĒŚhadiśvara māhātmya, a work of the 16th century A.D. or there-about, narrates at great length the story of Karikāla’s black leprosy being cured by his construction of the celebrated Tanjore temple and even reports the very words of the ĒŚhadiśāstaka, a hymn of praise uttered by the grateful king at the moment of his miraculous relief from a fell disease.†

XVII. The Śūlamayādalabatakam: Verse 88 of this work mentions the construction of the banks of the Kāvēri and of a stone anicutt across the river by a Cūla king; and a venbā found in some mss. of this work purports to give a date for Karikāla’s construction of the bank. But partly owing to its corrupt readings, this verse can furnish little aid in a discussion of the history of Karikāla. ‡

XVIII. The Śeuvandippurāyam¶—a late seventeenth century work, gives a story which states that Karikāla, the son of Parāntaka, was brought by the state-elephant for being enthroned in the Cūla kingdom at a time when Uṟaiyür was destroyed in a sandstorm.

‡ See, however, T. G. Aravamuthan op. cit. pp. 67 ff.
¶ See the purāṇam (ed. Shanmukham Pillai, Madras, 1887) Uṟaiyṭṟulittar Sarukkam vv. 91-99.
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One new element in the story is that the elephant found the boy prince too heavy, and that to reduce his weight his mother was advised by a saint to make a mark on the soles of his feet with a piece of charcoal, and then the elephant lifted him up on his back and carried him away without difficulty. A variant of the same story is given by one of the Mackenzie mss. and noticed at some length by Taylor in his Catalogue Raisonne.*

The data thus brought together from many sources bearing on the subject of this study are calculated to give an idea of the different phases through which the Karikāla legend, so to say, passes in the course of centuries. The figure of Karikāla is to start with thoroughly realistic and historical; there is nothing about it that taxes our credulity or violates our sense of congruity; but soon legend begins its busy work and there comes in much that is not only unhistorical and romantic, but incredible, unnatural and superhuman. The streams of legend flow from many sources, in the Tamil and Telugu countries, till at last the figure of Karikāla is submerged in the sea of religious mythology. The legends are not altogether devoid of interest to the student of folklore and hagiology. For our purpose, however, it is essential that each incident that seeks admission into the history of Karikāla's life and reign must be tested very carefully with reference to the source from which it proceeds and the general probabilities of the case. The performance of this task becomes doubly difficult, if we bear in mind the limitations to our knowledge of the general chronology of South Indian history. Whatever view is held of the age of Śangam literature—our view of
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it has been stated elsewhere—it should not be allowed to influence unduly the discussion of the evidence relating to particular events of Karikāla’s reign on the lines suggested above.

From the strictly contemporary statements on Karikāla in the sources grouped under I and II above, we learn that Karikāla was the son of Ilanjētēṇṇi; that, as a young man, he fell into the hands of his enemies who kept him in confinement and that he gained his freedom by his own daring exertions; that he was great alike in war and peace, and in the patronage he gave to learning and poetry; that he performed Vedic sacrifices; that he fought at Venṇi where he wounded his Cēra contemporary in the back, and also defeated the Pāṇḍya king; that he renovated the inland city of Ugaḷyūr, and was master of the sea-port at the mouth of the Kāvēri and that his sway extended over the Oliyar, the Aruvāḷar, the Northerners and the Westerners and the Pāṇḍya, as well as the territory of the petty chiefs of the shepherd class and of the line of Irungōvēl. Except for the indefinite statement about the Westerners and the Northerners which, on its face, is a mere embellishment and should not be pressed far, there is nothing in this account that is improbable and this picture of the reign may be accepted as true. The Oliyar, the Aruvāḷar, the shepherds and the line of Irungōvēl, the Pāṇḍya and the Cēra are all well-known tribes and dynasties of the Tamil country, and it is quite possible that an ambitious Cōḷa monarch made the strength of his arm felt by them.

The commentator Naccinarkkiṇiyar, who wrote in the 14th century or later, says* that Karikāla’s mother was a daughter of an Āḷundūr Vēḷ and that

* Tolkāppiyam Porul Sitra 30—munnar pāṇḍśl, etc.
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his wife was another Velir lady from Nāṅgūr. He cites no authority, but considering the contemporary references to the Velis in Karikāla's time, we may perhaps accept these statements as recording a genuine tradition.

Of Karikāla's children we have little definite knowledge. Mr. Kanakasabhai was clearly wrong in making Naṅcōṇai (the mother of Śeṅguṭṭuvaṇṇ) the daughter of Karikāla.* Pandit M. Rāghava Aiyangar holds† that both Uṟaicūr and Pūhār were under Karikāla and that after his death, his sons Maṅakkilli and Vēṟ-pahraḍaṅkai Peruvirar-killi became rulers respectively of Uṟaicūr and Pūhār. But as he himself admits, there does not appear to be any direct evidence either for the relationship suggested, or for the division of the kingdom.

It has been held that the father of Karikāla‡ died as a crown prince—a view based entirely on his name Ilanjēṭceṇṇī. Karikāla's troubles in early life, his imprisonment by his enemies and his heroic escape and even the great battle of Veṇṇi are often ascribed to his father's early death. Dr. S. K. Aiyangar observes that there are a number of Karikāla's predecessors mentioned in the Sangam works; “but in our present state of knowledge of these it would be hazardous to attempt arranging them on any scheme, either genealogical or successional.”¶ Yet he says immediately after this: “Karikāla's grandfather would appear to be Vēṟpahraḍaṅkakai Perunarkkilli”; and on this assumption he writes: “The father died a prince and the

* See Pandit M. Raghava Aiyangar- Śrēṇa Śeṅguṭṭuvaṇṇ 2nd edn, p. 106 n
† ibid p. 101
‡ Mr. K. V. Subramania Aiyar identifies him with Neydalaṅṭanāl Ilanjēṭceṇṇī (L. A. 41 p. 147) who seems to have been a different person altogether.
¶ Ancient India p. 92.
grandfather fell in battle and so the grandson was left, when quite a young boy, heir to the throne of a kingdom not in the enjoyment of peace. Nor were causes wanting for civil dissensions. Young Karikāla found himself a fugitive at Karur after the disastrous battle in which his grandfather fell along with his Cēra enemy. It was from here that he was fetched to ascend the throne by the state elephant from Kaṇumalam (Shiyali)*. Here we have a typical example of the blending of information drawn from history and legend that has played a conspicuous part in the treatment of the reign of this early Cōla king. It is difficult to choose between the two assumptions quoted from two writers that Vērpalagadakkai-pennarṇāṅkkillī* was the son of Karikāla and that he was his grandfather. The fact is that his proximity to Karikāla in point of time is attested by the poet Kaḷāttalaiyar having composed songs both about him and the Cēra contemporary of Karikāla who committed suicide in expiation of his cowardice at Veṇṇi. If we accept the suggestion that Perunāṅkkillī was of the generation after Karikāla, we have also to accept that the Cōla war of the Cēras, of which we have one phase in the battle of Veṇṇi in Karikāla’s reign, was continued in later times; and also that Šēnguttuvan the son of the opponent of Perunāṅkkillī was later than Karikāla by a period of not less than half a century, and perhaps more. If, on the other hand, following Dr. S. K. Aiyangar’s view, we take Perunāṅkkillī to be earlier than Karikāla, we are led naturally to the conclusion that Karikāla was much nearer in point of time to Šēnguttuvan and perhaps his contemporary. But then we get into some new difficulties on

* Puṟam 62, 63 and 328 make it clear that he is the same as Peruvirฏkkillī with the same attribute.
this assumption. What is the relation between Neçum-Šeeral-Âdan who fell in the same field as Perunarkállí and Perunjáral Âdan the opponent of Karikála himself at Venñi? How long did the latter rule, if at all, and what is the interval between the battle in which Karikála's grandfather fell and that of Venñi? Again what is the relation between Perunjáral Ádan and Şenguttuvan? Lastly, how are we to account for the fact that the Šilappadikâram which purports to be written in the reign of Şenguttuvan mentions the events of the reign of Karikála as having taken place in some remote past? For it is impossible, in the face of the statements in the Šilappadikâram about Karikála's reign analysed under IV above, to accept Dr. S. K. Aiyangar's plea that Karikála was ruling in Puhár and was an eyewitness to the early stages in the romance of Kóvalan and Kaññagi. * The data from the Šilappadikâram and the poems of Kalattalaiyar on the whole seem to favour the view that Perunarkállí came later than Karikála rather than before him

The statements that Karikála found himself a fugitive at Karúr after the death of his father and grandfather, and that he was fetched from there by the state elephant from Kaññalam to ascend the Còla throne, rest solely on the authority of the commentary to Palamali No. 230 (VI b). The Palamali, though it figures in the traditional lists of the eighteen minor anthologies of Şangam poetry, is, like some others in that group, a work of uncertain age; and its commentary must, in any case, be a late work which can hardly be accepted in the absence of any satisfactory evidence to that effect, as a reliable authority on the


† It may be noted, in passing, that Kaññalam may be not Shiyali, but another place of the same name near Karúr.
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events of the reign of Karikāla. Moreover, the choice of a king at critical times by the people setting an elephant at large and trusting to its sagacity, is too common a motif in legends for us to accept it as a historical fact relating to any particular king. On this view, there is nothing in favour of the supposition that Karikāla was imprisoned at Karuṟ; in fact, there is no hint in the Palamoli of a man being taken out from a prison in Karuṟ for being put upon the Cōla throne. On the other hand, the Pattinappālai, while it does not disclose the identity of the enemies of Karikāla’s youth, makes it clear that Karikāla not only escaped from the prison, but attained the throne by his own exertions, and in this account there is no room for the elephant story.

The evidence from the two poems in the Pattuppatru on the circumstances attending Karikāla’s accession to the throne seems at first sight to be somewhat conflicting. One of them says that the war-like child of Uruvappahēriilaiyōn (the young man with many fine chariots) obtained his right (to the kingdom) from his mother’s womb, and carried the burden of the kingdom on his shoulders from the time he learned to crawl as a baby (Porunar. ll. 129-38). The other affirms that like the tiger cub growing up in a cage, Karikāla stayed in the prison of his enemies (piyar) until his wounded pride roused him to action, and then, like the elephant effecting its escape from the pit into which it had fallen by filling it up with mud brought down by its tusks in order to join its mate, so also Karikāla by means of wisely laid plans effected his escape after fighting the warders of his prison with his sword, and attained royalty which was his by right. (Pattinappālai ll. 220-227). One statement is common to both the

* cf. e. g. Mūrtiṇīyanār Purṇām.
versions—that the kingdom was Karikāla's birth-right; for this is how, as it appears to me, the lines, tāy-vayirrirundu tāyam eydi’ of the Porunarāṟṟuppaṟai and "uru helu-tāyam-ulēṇeydi" of the Paṭṭinappāḷai must be understood. * One simple way of reconciling the two apparently divergent, but professedly contemporary versions, suggests itself easily. It is that Karikāla inherited his estate as a child; that, for a time, he was kept out of it by the machinations of his elder male relatives perhaps of collateral lines until, aided by his friends, he was able to effect his escape from confinement and make himself king; and that the author of one of these two poems passed over this unhappy incident of the king's youth, or refused to recognise that he had ceased to be king even while he was in prison. On this assumption the enemies of Karikāla would be, not the Cēras or any others who were strangers to the Gōja dynasty, but some relatives of Karikāla himself. The tradition of Karikāla having been helped by Piḍarttalai, who is described as his maternal uncle in the commentary on the Paḷamoli verse 239, becomes easy to understand and may be a correct tradition.

To accept some of the traditions incorporated in the Paḷamoli while rejecting the rest is, it may be remarked in passing, not so illogical or unsound as it may appear. For one thing, in rejecting the story of the elephant raising Karikāla to the throne we are influenced by the facts (1) that the prince from Karur is identified even here, and he makes the suggestion that Karikāla was made to await in his mother's womb the arrival of an auspicious hour for his birth. The same story is told in great detail of Köceṅgeḻṟa in the Periyaparāṉāṉ and, I believe, of Kētiya the son of Parantaka in the Sevandippattaram. Mr. P. T. Srinivasar Aiyangar (Jamil's p. 338) thinks that "it refers to his (Karikāla's) being the posthumous child of Īṭiyōṭh".
with Karikāla, not by the text of the Palamoli but its commentary; and (2) that the evidence of strictly contemporary writers is clear that Karikāla’s escape from prison and his accession were brought about by his own exertions, aided perhaps by his friends from outside. Here, on the other hand, we have a fact mentioned in the text (not the commentary) of the Palamoli viz., that Piṭarttalai aided Karikāla in winning the sceptre; and we also find that the identity of the king is indicated unmistakably by the mention of the accident from fire which occurred early in Karikāla’s life. And the new fact supplied by this verse fits in satisfactorily with the rest of the story as given by other, perhaps earlier, writers. Whether, as the annotator says, Piṭarttalai was the maternal uncle of Karikāla, and whether he was the same person as the poet Irumbiṭarttalaiyar of the Puram, are matters which cannot be settled now and do not have any direct bearing on the history of Karikāla. It should, however, be noticed that this verse from the Palamoli confirms the oldest explanation we get of the name Kari-kāla, ‘the man with the charred leg,’ by making it the result of an accident from fire in his early life. But there is nothing to support the suggestion sometimes made that the prince met with this accident in his endeavour to get the kingdom.* Later explanations of the name Karikāla such as “Death to elephants,” and “Death to Kali” and the story of the mother making a charcoal mark on the soles of the prince to enable the elephant to lift him up easily are not entitled to any weight, at any rate, with reference to this early king Karikāla.

The results of this discussion of the incidents relating to the early life of Karikāla then seem to be the following. He inherited the Cōla throne as a boy;

* J. A. Vol. 41 p. 147.
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Illegitimate attempts were made by his relatives, for a time successfully, to keep him out of his birthright; by his own ingenuity and strength, and with the assistance of friends and partisans from outside, among whom may have been a maternal uncle Irumbidarttalai, Karikala, after some years of confinement in a prison, effected his escape from it and succeeded in making himself king. An early accident from fire which maimed him in the leg for life seems to be rather well attested and to furnish the true explanation of his name.

We have seen that the strictly contemporary sources do not lead us to suppose that Karikala's sway extended outside the Tamil country. If we may believe the testimony of the contemporary author of the Pattinappalai, Kāṇeḻipuram with the surrounding district of the Tonḍaināḍ was ruled in Karikala's time by a king called Tonḍaimāṇi Ilandiraiyan who is praised by him as even superior to the three crowned kings of the Tamil land. * And yet, somehow, this evidence has been either generally ignored, or circumvented by means of fanciful hypotheses. This persistent tendency has, it seems, been the result of some circumstances which have checked the free play of criticism on our sources. First, there has been a general feeling that Karikala whose name looms so large in later times must have been a great and powerful king. Thus we are assured by one modern author † that Karikala "was certainly one of the most powerful Cōla kings that ruled from the city (of Puhār) and his name is even to the present day known throughout the Tamil country, and even in the Telugu districts (as) that of a great monarch who looked to the welfare of the subjects entrusted to his care and as a patron of letters." Then, it has been the

* Perumbāiyippadai II. 325
† J. A. Vol. 41, p. 145.
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rule for a long time to accept all the statements in the Śilappadhākāram about Karikāla as a contemporary account of the transactions of his reign. Again, great confusion has resulted from mixing up the origin of the family of the Tiraiyar as given by Nacchinārkkīnīyar in his gloss on Perumbāy-āṟṟuppāḷai 1. 31 with another legend in the Mayimēkalai which, while it differs in important respects from the story of Nacchinārkkīnīyar, may yet have suggested to him his celebrated comment on the origin of the Tiraiyar. However that may be, the connection between the Tiraiyar and the Cōḷas rests on the sole authority of Nacchinārkkīnīyar. There is nothing in the poem Perumbāy to justify this explanation. And even Nacchinārkkīnīyar only talks vaguely of the 'Cōḷa of Nāgapāṭṭiṇam' as the progenitor of the Tiraiyar and does not bring either Karikāla or any known relation of his into the story. Lastly, the statements in the Cōḷa charters and inscriptions of the Vijayālaya line and in the Telugu Cōḷa inscriptions of the 12th century and later have had a large share, on account of their persistence and universality, in disarming criticism. It seems necessary, therefore, to examine somewhat more carefully the nature of the evidence for some of the events usually recorded in the history of Karikāla's reign. This may be done under some convenient heads: his connection with Kāncipuram, his Northern Expedition, his contemporaneity with Trilōcana-Pallava and the construction of the embankment of the Kāvēri.

Mr. Kanakasabhai Pillai says: *“His (Karikāla’s) kingdom extended beyond Kāncipuram, which town he enlarged and beautified,” and even more emphatically, Mr. K. V. Subrāmania Aiyar: †“Karikāla ruled from

* The Tamils 1800 years ago p. 67.
† J. A. 41 p. 146.
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Kāncī which he made new with gold." Neither gives the source on which he bases the statement. Dr S. K. Aiyangar is more cautious on the subject; * apparently inclining to the same view, he does not commit himself to a categorical statement that Karikāla held Kāncī or renewed that city. Under his successors Kāncī passed under the Killus (Cōlas) as the Maṇimēkalai testifies; but that is altogether another matter. Mr. P. T. Srinivasa Aiyangar writes: † "Kanakasabhai assumes that Ilandiraiyāṉ usurped the throne of Kāncī during Karikāla's boyhood; but as there is absolutely no evidence for the statement, it deserves no consideration." We agree. But he proceeds, "it is but a bad guess and no more. As Ilandiraiyāṉ was a contemporary of Karikāla, he must have been appointed ruler of Kāncī after Karikāla's conquest of the place and continued so after Karikāla's death." So the flaw in Mr. Kanakasabhai's position is not that he was guessing, but that he did not guess like some one else. Now all that we know of Ilandiraiyāṉ is what the Perumbāṉ tells us. We have already remarked that in this poem the same poet sings the praise of Ilandiraiyāṉ with quite as much éclat as he does that of Karikāla in the Pattinappāḷai, and even says that the Tiraiyāṉ was superior to the three crowned kings of the Tamil Country. Surely, the guess that he usurped Kāncī when Karikāla was a baby is by no means less plausible than the one that he 'must have been appointed ruler of Kāncī after his conquest of the place.' For our part we have already indicated our position. We prefer to reject both these guesses alike and to treat Ilandiraiyāṉ and Karikāla as contemporary rulers of neighbouring states, which is the normal
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conclusion that flows from the facts set forth in the two poems in the Pattuppāṭṭu by a single poet. *

If Karikāla conquered Kānci, is it not strange that we should hear nothing of it in the whole range of early Tamil literature and have to wait till we come to the late epigraphs of the Tamil and Telugu countries and the vague tradition of his having settled colonists imported from outside into the Tondaināḍ that is narrated by Śekkilār and other late writers? Except for the lines in the Silappadikārōram which give a high-flown account of Karikāla's northern campaign up to the Himalayas and the presents secured by him from the kings of Magadha, Vajra and Avanti, there is nothing whatever in the early literary references to Karikāla to suggest that his conquests extended beyond the area indicated by the lines of the Pattīṇappūlai summarised above under II*.(b)

The account of the northern campaign that is given in the Silappadikārōram has been treated differently by different writers. Messrs. Kanakasabhai and Subramania Aiyar and Dr. S. K. Aiyangar are inclined to stress the fact that Karikāla was on terms of friendship with and received presents from the kings of distant countries in Northern India, and to ignore the military side of the expedition which is not less striking in the lines of Silappadikārōram. Mr. Kanakasabhai says:† "He is said to have been on terms of friendship with the kings of Avanti, Vajra and Magadha. Later poets in their dreamy eulogies of this great king credit him with the feat of having carried his arms up to the

* Dr. S. K. Aiyangar, who holds that Ilindrāiyān was a grandson of Karikāla, says: 'This lucky author lived on to celebrate another patron, Tondamāṇi Ilindrāiyān of Kānci, of a later generation." Ancient India p. 94.

† The Tamil 1800 years ago p. 67. See also I. A. Vol. 41 p. 146-7; and Ancient India p. 94.
golden Meru and planted his tiger standard on the
summit of that mountain which is spoken of in Indian
legends as the centre of the earth." But in saying this
and in implying that the Kalingattupparani (IX) is the
first of the ‘dreamy eulogies’ of later poets, he has
overlooked the direct statements in the Silappadikāram
that Karikāla went to fight in the northern region as
he had no foes left in the Tamil country, and that he
engraved his tiger-mark on the slopes of the Himalayas.
On the other hand, Mr. T. G. Aravamuthan * accepts
the statements of the Silappadikāram as literally true,
and makes them the basis of his learned essay on the
age of the Saṅgam. His essay has one merit. It does not
pass lightly, as other writers have done, over the
difficulties involved in our accepting the story, but,
faces them squarely and attempts to solve most of
them. It is not possible, nor is it necessary, for us to
traverse the field covered by the essay.

It is enough to observe that as he accepts the view
that Karikāla and Saṅguṭṭuvan were close in point of
time, † the testimony of the Silappadikāram carries with
him the weight of an almost contemporary document.
In fact the evaluation of the story of the northern
campaign of Karikāla which is given for the first time
by the Silappadikāram will depend on the nature of our
answers to three questions: How long after Karikāla
did Saṅguṭṭuvan rule? Is the Silappadikāram to be
accepted as genuine, i. e., as the work of Saṅguṭṭuvan’s
brother who renounced the world and became a
monk? Lastly, what is the nature of the work? Is it
such that all statements made in it can be accepted as
literally true? We have already indicated our view
that Saṅguṭṭuvan came at least half a century after

* op. cit.
† op. cit. p. 48.
Karikala, * if not later. Therefore even if we accept the Āḷippadikāram as a genuine work of Ilaṅgo Adigal, and there is no reason why we should not, its evidence on the reign of Karikala would not be entitled to the same weight as its statements on the reign of Śeṅguttuvañ. Short as the period may be, many legends can grow up in two generations. Then if we turn to the nature of the work, we shall find much reason to treat the statements in it with the utmost caution. It is admittedly a romance which teems with legends and supernatural incidents. And legends relating to the Cōḻa dynasty have reached in this work a stage somewhat more advanced than what we find in the ‘eight anthologies’ (ettu-ittokai) of the Āḷiṅgam. Thus for instance only the story of Śibi protecting the dove, offering his own flesh to a vulture, is known to the earlier poems; the Āḷippadikāram adds that of Māmun executing his son on the chariot wheel. † Moreover, there is a deep political or cultural scheme underlying the structure of the poem. The saintly author makes no secret of the fact that he uses his story as a setting for offering a full and impartial account of the culture and the glory of the three great monarchies of the South. We cannot fail to notice that each of these monarchies is credited with some success or other against the northern Aryan kings. For these reasons it seems to me that unless we have some evidence from early Tamil literature independent of the Āḷippadikāram on the northern campaign of Karikala, it would be wise not to treat this part of the story as history. ‡ And no such evidence is forthcoming.

* Mr. P. T. Srinivasa Aiyangar would put the interval at “at least one century, if not more.” *op. cit.* p. 374
† Canto XX II. 51-5.
‡ Cf. P. T. Srinivasa Aiyangar *History of the Tamils* p. 366. He seems, however, to assign the Āḷippadikāram to a much later date than the evidence warrants.
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To return to Karikāla's relation to Kānci, Mr. P.T. Srinivasa Aiyangar, like us, rejects the account of the Śīlappadhikārāram which makes Karikāla's sway extend into Northern India. But he finds other evidence for the rule of Karikāla over the Pallava country and the Ceded Districts, and it is necessary to examine this briefly. We may remark at the outset that though we may not follow him in his method, we have nothing to oppose to the inferences he draws on this subject from the late Telugu-Cōḍa inscriptions and the Local Records in the Maackenzie Collection. The exact degree of importance that should be attached to such belated testimony to occurrences in a more or less remote past is a matter of opinion; and there is a point, which is reached very soon, beyond which differences on such matters are hardly worth arguing about. We shall confine ourselves to an examination of the evidence cited by Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar from early Tamil literature in support of his view, for it is our main object to disentangle Karikāla as he appears in this literature from the weeds of legend that have grown so thick around him, and to determine the residue of authentic history that is left behind after criticism has done its work.

The word Vaḍavar (northerners) (in I. 276 of the Paṭṭinappūlai) is said * by Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar to refer to the Pallava kings of Kānci. This is really begging the question, and if this vague reference to northerners is all the evidence that can be cited in support of Karikāla's conquest of Kānci, we may be excused for not accepting it as an established fact. We require more tangible evidence than this before being called upon to surrender the view, in our opinion the

op. cit. 345-6
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correct view, that the Pallavas of South Indian epigraphy find no place in the early Tamil Šaṅgami literature. Whether the Tiraiyar of this literature may be connected with the Pallavas of epigraphy, as has sometimes been supposed, is another question which is not germane to this discussion and need not be pursued here; particularly because Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar is clear that they had nothing to do with one another. * It is significant, however, that the Tiraiyar do not figure in the list of Karikāla’s subjects in the Paṭṭiṇappālai, a fact which, if considered together with the evidence on Tondaimān Iḷandiraiyaṉ’s rule at Kānci, raises a strong presumption that Kānci was independent of the Cōḷas in Karikāla’s time; and our point is that the mere mention of Vāḍavar in the list of Cōḷa feudatories cannot, by itself, upset this presumption. Then, Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar proceeds: “He (Karikāla) pushed beyond and brought under his sway the Poduva chieftains, who ruled over the Cuddapah and Kurnool districts. The word Poduvar means herdsman chiefs and must refer to the rulers of the pastoral tribes that inhabited the Mullai region north of the Marudam † lands belonging to the Pallavas. The herdsmen brought under Karikāla’s sway were Kurumbas, like those who inhabit these districts even to-day, and weave the famous kambaḷis of that region.” He also quotes Aham 141:

kurum-pāṟai payiṟrum
selkuḍi-niṟutta perum-peyar-kkarikāl
vel pōrc-cōḷan,

which he translates into: “The famous victor, the Śōḷa, Karikāla, protected the families of the Kurumbar who

* op. cit. p. 401
† We cannot follow Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar’s speculation regarding the regions and cultures in the Tamil country which are not warranted by his sources.
The questions that arise for consideration here are: Who were the Poduvar? What region did they inhabit? Were they identical with the Kurumbar, and does the Ahanāṟṟum mention Karikāla’s protection of the Kurumbar? The Poduvar are placed in the Patṭinaṟṟappāḷai list obviously in the Southern region together with the Pāṇḍya and the Iruṅgōvēḻ, and appears to refer to the ‘Āy chieftains of the Tinnevelly district. There is no evidence, apart from the surmises about mullai and marudam, not of any considerable value either in themselves or in their present context, in favour of locating the Poduvar in the Cuddapah and Kurnool districts. And it is very unlikely that the Poduvar were the same as the Kurumbar. But what is more to the point, the discovery of a reference to the Kurumbar caste in the lines quoted from the Aham is due entirely to a mistake.* The passage really means nothing more than: “The famous Karikāla, the Cōḷa (king) victorious in fight, who fixed up the selkudi (families about to move out or families in need of relief).” It is very doubtful if ‘kurumparai payirrum’ properly qualifies selkudi as it really completes an earlier clause in the poem. Perhaps the occurrence of the words kurumparai with the hard final rai has led to the thought of the Kurumbar ending in the liquid consonant r. We thus see that the evidence cited in support of Karikāla’s conquest of Kāncī and the districts of Cuddapah and Kurnool is altogether valueless.

We may turn now to consider a little more closely the idea briefly adverted to above that Ilandiraiyān,

* It must be noted that even Kanakasabhai seems to have made this mistake. See op. cit. p. 67 and n. 4. His number of the Aham verse 140 occurs in some MSS, though the printed text gives it the number 141. Mr. K. worked altogether from MSS, and had not before him printed texts based on a collation of the MSS.
because he was a contemporary of Karikāla, must have been appointed ruler of Kānci after Karikāla's conquest of that place, and presumably by Karikāla himself. Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar's view of the relation between Karikāla and Ilandiraiyaṉ is not without interest in this connection. He rejects rightly,* as it seems to us, the attempt to blend together the story of Kili's missing son by the Nāga woman Pilivālai (Maṇimēkalai) and that given by Naccinarkkkiṇiyar, and thus to make Ilandiraiyaṉ a grandson of Karikāla. But in his search for support to his theory of Ilandiraiyaṉ's governorship of Kānci under Karikāla, he lights on the inscriptions of the Codas of the Telugu country which say that Karikāla had a grandson called Tondamana, † and he says: "Ilandiraiyaṉ being the only known Tondaimaṉ of the period is most probably this Tondamana."

Now the inscriptions to which we are referred bear dates in Śaṅka 10 (7) 9 and 1146 corresponding roughly to A. D. 1167 and 1224. In these inscriptions the history of the early Cōḷas has become a full-blown legend. Karikāla's father Jaṭā-Cōḍa was a ruler in Ayodhya. One of the three grandsons of Karikāla bears the name Tondamana. This name does not include Ilandiraiyaṉ, the distinctive part of the name of the early ruler of Tondaimañḍalām. The Telugu name Tondamāṉa is a late attempt to explain the name of the country by connecting it with that of an early ruler; similar attempts regarding Pāṇḍya, Cōḷa and Cēra being three brothers who partitioned the Tamil land among themselves must serve as sufficient guides to the proper treatment to be accorded to such tales. That a statement is made in an inscription, although it be a

* op. cit. p. 400.
† op. cit. pp. 397. ii.
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stone inscription, is not always a guarantee of its accuracy; much less can this be the case with statements made in twelfth and thirteenth century inscriptions on events which admittedly occurred, at the latest, in the fourth or fifth century A.D. And is it not curious that a talented scholar who exhibits much critical acumen in his discussion of the views of earlier writers about the relationship between Karikāla and Ilandiraiyaṉ should end by accepting that very relationship, and on such evidence as this?

Possibly conscious, of the flaw in the position, Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar sets forth in quest of more direct evidence from the Perumbāṉṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟ tamil

If this Tiraiyaṉ was a chief of the Toṇḍaiyar, he asks, * " how could he have also been the grandson of Karikāla? " and answers: " This could have been if his mother was a Tiraiya (sic Cōla?) woman. " We expect to hear about the identity of this mother; but we do not. We are told this, however: " That Ilandiraiyaṉ was descended both from the Šūḷa and Tiraiya families is mentioned in the Perumbāṉṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟ tamil

That Ilandiraiyaṉ was of the family of Viṣṇu as implying that he came from the Cōla family, and retails the story of the Cōla prince of Negapatam raising the Toṇḍaiyar line by his liaison with the Nāga maiden. But the fact remains that the text of the poem only states that the Tiraiyaṉ came of the line of Viṣṇu. All kings are of the line of

* op. cit. 398-9
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Visṇu in some sense. The Kauravas and the Cālukyas of the lunar race also claimed descent from Visṇu. There is no compelling reason to accept that descent from Visṇu must necessarily mean descent from the Cōla line. And one can hardly resist the feeling that Naccinārkkiṇiyar’s gloss at this point is itself reminiscent of the Maṇimēkalai story. Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar rejects the story, but keeps the comment and uses it to support his view that the Tiraiyaṅ’s mother was a Cōla woman of whose identity he has nothing to tell us. A straight literal translation of the text will show that it can bear no such interpretation, or at any rate, that, if there is nothing else to support the descent of the Tiraiyaṅ from the Cōla line, we shall be justified in our scepticism in regard to such descent. “You are of the family of the sea-coloured (god) who strode over the broad earth and whose breast carries the beautiful mole; (you are) the descendant of the strong chieftain given by the waves of the self-same sea. (Your) sceptre is like the right-whorled chank in its flawless superiority, repels injustice and administers justice; it is esteemed by the three (sovereigns) who with armies possessing loud drums guard all the beings of the wide world.”

We see then that there is no dependable evidence in early Tamil literature on Karikāḷa’s conquest of Kānci; rather the testimony of the Perumbāṇṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟ tamil
The Telugu-Cōḍa inscriptions are more definite and say that Karikāla ruled from Kānci; according to them Karikāla’s ancestors, and more often his so-called later Telugu descendants, had Uṟaiyūr for their capital.* We have also the testimony of Śēkkilār in the 12th century and the much later Tondaimandalamsūrakītakām† telling us that Karikāla had a great share in the colonisation and the administrative regulation of the Tondaimandalam as a whole. We can only observe that the lateness of the testimony and its conflict with what we learn of Karikāla from the earliest references to him render it extremely difficult for us to accept these statements as part of the history of the early ruler. How Karikāla came to be connected with the Tondaimandalam or Kānci in later times is quite another matter on which something will be said presently.

Closely connected with this is the question of Karikāla’s contemporaneity with Trilōcana Pallava, besides some others raised by the Telugu-Cōḍa inscriptions, and to these we may now turn our attention. Both Mr. P. T. Srinivasa Aiyangar and Dr. Venkata Ramanayya have pushed the Trilōcana synchronism to the front recently and made it the basis for the date they assign to Karikāla. In doing so, they seek to impart a finality and conclusiveness to suggestions made by some epigraphists in a more cautious spirit. Mr. Krishna Sastri for instance, sums up the evidence on Triṅētra as follows: ‡ “Triṇayana Pallava is synonymous with Trilōcana Pallava, Mukkānti-Pallava or Mukkaṇṭi

* See e. g. v. 3 of No. 205 of 1899 and 16 of 1917
† Verse 97 which Mr. K. V. Subrahmanya Aiyar accepts wholesale, I.A. 42 p. 146.
‡ E. J. Vol. X, p. 58 n. 2.
Kāḍuveṭṭi (as the name sometimes appears in Telugu inscriptions). Trilōcana was the mythical Pallava king who was ruling the Telugu country prior to the advent of the Caḷukyas under Vijayāditya of Ayōdhyā. In the mythical account of the Eastern Caḷukyas given in copper-plates from the time of Vimalāditya downwards, Trilōcana Pallava is mentioned as the king who opposed Vijayāditya in his victorious campaign against the south and perhaps also killed him. Trilōcana is also mentioned in Telugu inscriptions as the contemporary of the early Caḷa king Karikāla to whom he was subordinate. Mr. Venkayya places Karikāla (and consequently Triṅayana Pallava) roughly about the end of the 5th century A.D.* The Īśvara-vamśa to which Triṅayana Pallava belonged (as disclosed by the Hēmavati record) is not mentioned elsewhere. One record from Nandalūr (No. 580 of 1907) actually traces Mukkanṭi Kāḍuveṭṭi to the third eye of Śiva (Īśvara). The Pallavas of Kānci traced their descent from Brahma, through many Purānic sages, to the Mahābhārata hero Aśvatthāman.” In another place, † he says: “From the account given in the Eastern Caḷukya copper-plates—whatever its historical value may be—it appears as if five generations had intervened between the mythical king Vijayāditya and Kubja-Viṣṇuvardhana before the latter came to rule over the Veṅgīdēsa and founded the Eastern Caḷukya dynasty.” The last event happened in or about A.D. 615 and “calculating backwards for five generations, we arrive at the conclusion that Vijayāditya of Ayōdhyā and, therefore, also Trilōcana—

* Mr. Venkayya, though he recognises that Trilōcana was a mythical Pallava king, yet proceeds to fix Karikāla’s date on the assumptions reproduced by Mr. Krishna Sastri. *A.S.I. 1905-6 pp. 174-5 and nn. He is very cautious, however, in his remarks at *E.A. Vol. 38 pp. 7-8.
† *E.I. XI p. 840.
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Pallava and Karikäla, must have flourished about the end of the fifth century A.D. The history of the Pallavas at this period is obscure, and it is not unlikely that Karikäla-Cōla was supreme at the time and held the Pallava dominions under his sway." One is amazed at the line of argumentation followed in the extracts given above; at the same time one is grateful for the care with which the facts have been summarised. We see that Trilōcana was the 'mythical' Pallava king of the Telugu country; he figures for the first time in Eastern Cālukya plates in the 'mythical account' given from the time of Vimalāditya (11th century) downwards; he is yet accepted as the foe of Vijayāditya, who is himself a 'mythical' king. Again, Trilōcana is of the Iśvara-vamsa, a family apparently different from that of the Pallavas of Kānci; yet he is accepted as the Pallava opponent of Karikäla. The history of the Pallavas in this period is 'obscure' yet it is 'not unlikely' that Karikäla Cōla held the Pallavas in subjection. Lastly, it is admitted that the historical value of the late E. Cālukya plates is not known; yet the apparent interval of five generations between the 'mythical' Vijayāditya and Kubja Viṣṇuvardhana is accepted as a solid fact, and a scheme of chronology built thereon and "we arrive at the conclusion" that Trilōcana, Karikäla and Vijayāditya "must have flourished at the end of the fifth century A.D." And to leave nothing unexplained, Mr. K. V. Subrahmania Aiyar undertakes to determine the political relation among the three contemporaries by suggesting* that "Trilōcana Pallava had to meet the combined forces of Karikäla and Vijayāditya, and that the two last were on some terms of alliance, which are not quite plain." He adds: "It is not unlikely that some of the northern

powers joined one side or the other. In this connection it is worthy of note that Karikāla is represented in the Tamil work Śilappadikāram as an ally of Avanti, which is Ujjain in Malwa, and as the overlord of Vajra and Magadha. It looks as if Karikāla was instrumental in permanently settling the Western Cāḷukyas in Southern India."

So it comes about that Eastern Cāḷukya legends dating from the 11th century A.D., and dealing with the fifth, explain how the Western Cāḷukyas* found a lodgement in South India in the seventh century A.D. Perhaps one of the unknown terms of alliance between Vijayāditya and Karikāla was that the former should die at the hands of Triṇētra in a fight, and that Karikāla should live not only to reap the benefit of the alliance, but to put out the third eye of Triṇētra and help Vijayāditya's Western descendants to settle in South India!

Dr. Venkata Ramanayya affirms: * "The evidence at our disposal is so very overwhelming that we have to accept the historicity of Trilōcana and his contemporaneity with Karikāla as genuine historical facts." † In saying this, he has apparently been influenced by the number and range of the epigraphical and literary references he has brought together in the schedules at the end of his booklet. But all that is established by these references is that the Trilōcana story was widely

* Professor L. D. Barnett (J. R. A. S. Oct. 1930, pp. 933-4, n. 1) has lent his support to Dr. Venkata Ramanayya's identification of Jayasimha, Raṣarāga and Pulakṣina I of the Western line with Vijayāditya, Visnuvardhana and Pulakṣina I of the Eastern list (op. cit.) pp. 42-3. Even if these identifications are admitted without argument, they make no difference to the relations, among Vijayāditya I, and Triṇētra and Karikāla which form the subject of our investigation.

† op. cit., p. 25.
current and frequently mentioned in the inscriptions of many families of petty rulers in the Telugu country from the 11th century. The ubiquitous nature of the story which so forcibly impresses this critic is in our opinion a strong reason for our not accepting it as history. Dr. Venkata Ramanayya is also apt to exaggerate the antiquity of the epigraphs mentioning the Trilōcana-Karikāla synchronism. He says that the inscriptions \( ^* \) belong to different ages from the 7th to the 13th century A.D.\( ^* \). The only seventh century inscription mentioned in his tables at the end of the book is the Nellore record (D 2) of Cāṇukya Vikramāditya which, as has been pointed out already, has no bearing on the subject. The date of the next earliest record\( ^* \) he cites is Ś 864, A.D. 942, but this only gives the name of Trilōcana and has nothing to say of Karikāla, and the regular series does not commence till a century later. The lateness of the testimony to the Karikāla-Trilōcana story, and the mention of Trilōcana in the records of many families in the Telugu country, often without any relation to Karikāla, alike point to a conclusion very different from that of Dr. Venkata Ramanayya on the historicity of Trilōcana.

The attempt of the same scholar to prove the genuineness of the tradition of the Telugu-Cōda inscriptions in another direction can hardly be said to be more successful. He seeks to correlate the Telugu-Cōda genealogies of the Karikāla line with data drawn from early Tamil literature, in order to show that the former only repeat the Tamil tradition. First he takes two Telugu-Cōda inscriptions dated in Ś 1079 and Ś 1146 (Nos. 205 and 183 resp. of 1899) and combines

\( ^* \) S. I. L. VI 561.
the genealogical information given by them and makes up the list:

- **Jaṭā-Cōda**
- **Karikāla I**
- **Mahimāna Cōda**
- **Karikāla II**
- **Daśavarman**
- **Toṇḍamāna**

The important fact here is this: the relation between Karikāla and Mahimāna Cōda is *not* stated in the earlier record. This is admitted by Dr. Venkata Ramanayya himself. As the exact language employed in inscription is of some consequence to the understanding of the real position, it is necessary to reproduce it here; verse 5 relating to Karikāla concludes: *kṣītita ādamakhilam pālayāmasa Kāncyām*. The next verse begins:

```
inasantati viha sutā abhavan mahimāna-cōda-
   vasūdhōhipateh |
karikāla-cōda-daśavarma-nṛpa vapi toṇḍamānaḥ
dharaṇīsa varah ||
```

This verse clearly marks a distinct break in the succession after Karikāla I, and this inscription though it mentions the construction of the Kāvēri banks knows nothing of Trilōcana. On the other hand, the other record of about seventy years later, gives a long genealogy in Telugu in which most of the legendary figures like Kasyapa, Manu, Bhagiratha and Rāma make their appearance, but not Jaṭācōda, the father of Karikāla and ruler of Ayōdhyā, who in his *digvijaya* conquered the Drūviḍa-paṇcaka and set up his rule in Uṛaiyūr, and whose son, according to the

* * op. cit. p. 27*
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other record, was Karikāla of the Kāvēri-banks-fame who ruled from Kānci. This later Telugu genealogy moreover knows all about the Trilōcana story, seems to make Karikāla a northern king and even introduces, like the Bhakti-rāja plates, a Bhāja as his contemporary. It may be doubted whether particulars drawn from two such records, so different from each other and dealing in palpable legends relating to a distant past may, in combination, be expected to furnish a basis for history to stand on. Again, though there is a clear break in the Telugu genealogy (183 of 1899) after Karikāla II, there is no such break after Daśavarman* in the sanskrit record (205 of 1899) which after mentioning Daśavarma's conquest of Pākrūṣtra and his rule from Pottappi (verse 8) proceeds: nyapasya tasya putrābhī (tiṅkhaḥ) sankara kīṅkaraḥ . . . . (v. 9) and again, ajāyata-tatis rājā satyassatyaparākramah . . . . (verse 10). It is a pity however, that a long gap in the inscription at this point makes it quite impossible to decide the number of generations between Mahimāna and Kāma Cōḍa who is known to have been ruling about 1059 (A. D. 1187). But the point is that so far as the line of rulers called the ' A ' line by Mr. Venkayya † in his account of the Telugu-Cōḍas is concerned, the break occurs between Karikāla and Mahimāna, and not after Mahimāna's son Daśavarman. And this should weigh as another serious objection to the genealogy of the Karikāla line as restored by Dr. N. V. Ramanayya from the Telugu-Cōḍa records.

His genealogy from the Tamil side ‡ is even less plausible. He chooses the name Māvan-kīllī for the Cōḍa king of the Maṇimēkalai, and sees in it a close

* Contra Dr. N. V. Ramanayya op. cit p. 25.
† A. R. E. 1900, pp. 17 ff.
‡ N. V. Ramanayya op. cit pp. 28-32.
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resemblance in meaning to Mahimān. He allows that Māvan-kīḷḷi's relation to Karikāla is nowhere explicitly stated in the Tamil classics, but affirms that "Tamil scholars are, however, unanimous in accepting the ancient tradition, in accordance with which Māvan-kīḷḷi was the son of Karikāla." There is no such tradition of the relation between the two rulers and no unanimity of opinion among Tamil scholars on the subject. * Again: "Māvan-kīḷḷi had two sons, Udaiyakumaraṇ and Tondaimāṇ Ilandiraiyāṇ." Udayakumaraṇ was indeed the son of the king, but that does not help the argument in any way; Ilandiraiyāṇ and his relation to the Cōḷas we have discussed before, and our author allows that "some doubt may be entertained about this." And there is yet another step in his argument. "There can be no doubt about Pili Vāḷai, the mother of of Tondaimāṇ being a Bāṇa princess. Her Bāṇa origin is proved by the name of her father Vāḷai-Vāṇan. The surname Vāṇan is identical with Bāṇan. In Tamil 'v' and 'b' are interchangeable and the change does not affect the meaning. The word Vāṇarāyar is made use of frequently for Bāṇarāyar in later Tamil inscriptions. . . . . It may be suggested that 'vaḷai' is a corrupt form of Bali, a name which occurs in Bāṇa genealogy. The Bāṇas ruled in Vaḷuğa Vaḷi or Andhrapatha, which seems to be identical with Pākarāṣṭra. It may be noted in this connection that Daśavarman one of the sons of Mahimāna Cōḷa (Māvan-Kīḷḷi) is said to have conquered this region." All our knowledge of Vaḷai-Vāṇan is that, according to the Mānimēkalai †, besides

* See Pandit M. Raghava Aiyangar Śtrāk śāṅkutuvan 2nd edn. p. 108 for a totally different reconstruction. By a curious mistake Dr. N. V. Ramanayya seems (p. 29) to make Dr. S. K. Aiyangar, whose guidance he follows, say that Iḷangō and Śāṅkutuvan were the sons of Karikāla. In fact, Dr. Aiyangar says they were his grandsons.  

† XXIV 1. 54 and XXIX 1. 3. The correct form is Vaḷai-Vāṇan, not-Vāṇan.  
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being the father of Pili-valai, he was the ruler of the Nāga country (Nakcmadu). There has been a great amount of speculation on the Nāgas in recent years; no connection between them and the Bānas has ever been suggested; nor indeed does it seem likely. The attempt to derive Valai from Bali is indeed hopeless; the suggested identification of the Andhrapatha with Pākarāstra is quite plausible; * but, in itself, this does not go far to support the identification of the Nāga king of the Maṇimēkalai with an imaginary Bāna king.

The attempt to discover common ground between early Tamil literature of the Śaṅgam period and the late Telugu-Cōḍa inscriptions is thus altogether forced and unconvincing. To read some of these inscriptions with no preconceived theories to establish, is the surest means of convincing ourselves that we have in them edifying legends pitched into lengthy pedigrees, not quite consistent with one another, but always meant to redound to the glory of some petty chieftain or other who made some little gift. And a common feature of these legends of the Telugu country is to get their ancient king down from Ayōdhyā on a conquest, or on game hunting, often leading to an encounter with Triṇētra, another mythical and shadowy figure. That is how Triṇētra comes to be not only the opponent of Vijayāditya and Karikāla, but the friend of another prince from the North, an ancestor of Velanāṇṭi Gōṅka III, by name Malla I, who had his capital originally at Kirnapura in the Madhyadēsa. The same form of legend in which Triṇētra figures as friend and not as foe appears to have been adopted, as Ilultzsch remarks, † by the chiefs of Amaravati who bore the title “lord of

* E. I. XI p. 231.
† E. I. IV p. 84.
the Śatśahasra country on the southern bank of the river Kṛṣṇaṁeṇa, obtained through the favour of the glorious Triṇayana Pallava." And we also hear of a Trilōcana Kūḍamba about the same time * in the West. Karikāla himself is in some Kākatiya records a northern king coming down to the south on a hunting excursion, and setting up his camp at Kākatipura. † If we are to accept all the indications about Trilōcana's greatness and the extent of his kingdom that we get from these records, he must have been a powerful emperor who at one time ruled practically the whole of the Deccan and held in his hand Kāṇḍi, Kālāhasti, Banavāse and so on. We may as well try and trace the true story of the lives and achievements of the heroes of the Mahābhūrata with the aid of the local legends of South India centering round our numerous Panca-pandāva-malais, as accept this tale. Surely, the attempt to resuscitate legends so decisively rejected by the elder epigraphists like Fleet and Hultzsch is no forward step in the reconstruction of early South Indian History.

It is well known that not a single reference can be traced ‡ in the early literature of the Tamils to the achievement for which Karikāla is most extolled in later times—viz., the construction of the Kāvēri banks. Mr. P. T. Srinivasa Aiyangar seeks to get over this difficulty ¶ first by suggesting that 'this work does not seem to have appealed to the imagination of contemporary poets as much as it did to that of men of a later age,' and then by discovering an allusion to Karikāla's

* Kielhorn's list of S. I. Inscr., Nos. 254 & 261.
† A. R. E. 1917 ii 80.
‡ Mr. Kanakasabhai's citation of Śilapp X, ll. 108-11, (op. cit. p 58) must have been due to some mistake.
¶ Tamils pp. 360-2 & n.
achievement in the phrase ‘varaippaham’ of ll. 240-41 of the Porunavāṟṟuppaṭai. He also argues that the great fertility of the Kāvēri valley that is attested by contemporary poets ‘could have been obtained only if Karikāla had scientifically regulated the flow of water in the Kāvēri.’ Even if it be conceded that ‘varaippaham’ does not mean ‘tanks and ponds’ as Naccīṇārkkiṇiyar interprets it, but the inside of the embankment (of the river), still it is difficult to see how this can be taken as ‘an allusion’ to the embankments said to have been raised by Karikāla. Following the suggestion made by Mr. Kanakasabhai on the evidence of Upham’s Rājaviḍali, Dr. S. K. Aiyangar adopted the notion * that Karikāla’s sway extended to Ceylon, that he invaded the island and brought thousands of its people captives and compelled them to work on the banks of the Kāvēri. The early chronicle Mahāvamsa, much more trustworthy as history, knows nothing of this invasion, and yet it has become current by being incorporated in four successive editions of Smith’s Early History of India.

The earliest mention of Karikāla’s embankment of the Kāvēri seems to be that in the Mālēpāḍu plates of Punyakumāra and there, as we have seen, Trinētra is not heard of. The Bedirūr grant of the Gaṅga king Bhūvikrama of A. D. 634 † also mentions the embankment, but not Trinētra. Still the fact is not easy to explain, that if Karikāla who attained the trairājyasthiti and controlled the flood-banks of the Kāvēri in some wonderful manner not stated (Mālēpāḍu plates) were the same king as is celebrated in Śaṅgam

literature, that literature should not betray the slightest trace of a knowledge of such a thing on the part of any of the authors mentioning Karikāla. Old stanzas indeed, waifs and strays coming from nobody knows where, do contain such allusions;* but they can hardly be accepted as evidence of anything historical. The mention of the event in the early Telugu-Cōḍa plates from Mālēpāḍu and in the Tamil Cōḍa plates of the Vijayālāya line, and the absence of all mention of Trīṇētra in these grants, may suggest that this particular statement is entitled to greater credence than the somewhat later jingle carayasarōruha etc. And the traṁajaśṭhitī of Karikāla (Mālēpāḍu) which seems to coincide with what we hear in Tamil literature of his victories against the Cēra and the Pāṇḍya is perhaps another consideration pointing to the same conclusion. On the other hand, the Mālēpāḍu plates do not tell us precisely how Karikāla controlled the floods of the Kāvēri; they seem to count this achievement as the first of a series of miracles (anekūśāya) which are not detailed. And the story grows first into an embankment of the Kāvēri, then into an embankment raised by the hands of the defeated enemies of Karikāla, and lastly, when this stream of legend mingles with another started by the craze for Trīṇētra, into the elaborate form in which it gets standardized in the carayasarōruha formula and the Kalinīttupparāyi verse. On the whole it seems therefore best to treat the construction of the banks of the Kāvēri as a Karikāla myth rather than accept it as history. A Tamil inscription † of the twelfth century or so mentions a Parakēsari Karikāla-cōḻadēva who raised the banks of the Kāvēri. The

* See Pandit M. Rāghava Aiyangar’s ‘Perundogai’ Nos. 778 and 779, the first purporting to give the date of the embankment, and the second Karikāla’s life-history in a brief compass up to his death in his 83rd year.

† 110 of 1925.
KARIKALA

only Parakēsari with the Karikāla title was Āditya II, c. A. D. 865-70; the inscriptions of his reign, however, do not refer to this event.

That in Indian conditions history had too often a tendency to degenerate quickly into mythology is a fact generally admitted and easy to demonstrate. The history of Ekāntaḍa Rāmayya * in the twelfth century A. D. is a case from relatively modern times. Karikāla is an ancient name and legend has played upon it for a very long time. It began its work early as we see from the Śilappadikāram. Whatever might have happened after his time, there is no trustworthy evidence to show that Karikāla ruled at Kānci at all. That Kānci puram was an important place in Karikāla's time is clear from the Perumbūtanduppatāi; and the Maṉimēkalai seems to imply that sometime after Karikāla the city passed under the sway of the Cōḷas. But of the Pallavas of the Prakrit and Sanskrit charters we have no mention in early Tamil literature, and the idea of a Cōḷa interregnum in Kānci in the midst of Pallava rule appears to rest entirely on the Trilōcana myth and the date postulated for Karikāla thereupon. Karikāla's connection with Kānci in legend would appear to have arisen partly from the great celebrity of Kānci from very early times, and partly from the presumption that so powerful a king as Karikāla must in his time have held Kānci as well. Further, Trilōcana Pallava having been made the opponent of Karikāla, what was more natural than that the city which was most associated with Pallava rule in the minds of the people should have fallen to Karikāla after his conquest of Triṇētra? Indeed, in considering this question, the possibility has often presented itself to my mind that there, after all, may have existed another Karikāla
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different from the king of the Paṭīṅappūlai, who held Kāncī and raised the banks of the Kāvēri, and who in later times came to be confounded with his earlier namesake; but every time, the insubstantial nature of the evidence on which these facts relating to Kāncī and Kāvēri rest, and the utter impossibility of reconciling such an assumption with the trend of general history so far as it is known at present, have resulted in the idea of a second Karikāla being dismissed as untenable.

There is some temerity involved in expressing an individual judgment on the events of the reign of Karikāla in view of the inquiries published already by several scholars of eminence; the more so as the judgment has to be based on materials already for the most part well-known and used by the very scholars from whose conclusions it differs. But the issues involved are so fundamental to a rational understanding of the trend of South Indian history, that a fresh examination of them in a dispassionate and critical manner does not seem superfluous. I hope that all the help that has been derived from earlier writers in the consideration of the questions raised has been duly acknowledged; also that my discussion of these questions has not been unduly influenced by my view of the age to which the early Tamil literature of the Śaṅgam belongs. I have sought to discuss the incidents of Karikāla's life and reign solely on the evidence bearing on each of them, and with no preconceived notions as to the chronological place of Karikāla in the history of Southern India. And my conclusion is that Karikāla's history is contained only in the contemporary poems of Nos. I & II among the groups in which I have arranged the chief sources for purposes of this
discussion, that group III furnishes very valuable corroboration on some important points and comprises poems either contemporary or nearly so, and that all the other statements that cluster round the name of Karikāla in literature and epigraphy must, if at all, be accepted only with very great caution. On the age of Karikāla we have reached the negative conclusion that the fifth century date, based as it is entirely on the Vijayudditya-Trilōcana-Karikāla synchronism is utterly untrustworthy. One wonders, in fact, that it ever came to be proposed at all on such evidence! For the rest, the date of the king is closely bound up, the more so when his story is shorn of all its later legendary accretions, with one of the most vexed questions of South Indian chronology. I have stated my reasons elsewhere* for holding that the literature of the Śaṅgam belongs to the early centuries of the Christian era.

We have been told, † however, that apart from the difficulty in fixing the age of the Śaṅgam, there are other objections to an early date for Karikāla and it is necessary, before concluding this study, to consider the validity of these objections. It has been said that neither the *Periplus* nor Ptolemy mentions Karikāla though they refer to much less celebrated monarchs. The obvious answer is that such silence on the part of foreign writers means little; and it is not denied that some of the monarchs mentioned by these writers are also found in the Śaṅgam literature which mentions Karikāla. Then it is argued that "Ptolemy's geography of Tamil India in the II century A. D. gives us the picture of a land ruled by several petty monarchs and not one that had been brought under the sole discus of a great monarch as the Tamil poems describe Karikāla.

* See The Pudyan Kingdom pp. 16 ff.
† Mr. P. T. Srinivasa Aiyar—Tamili, pp. 381-2.
to be." This argument derives its plausibility from exaggerating the pettiness of the monarchs mentioned by Ptolemy and the greatness of Karikāla. In spite of the victories that Karikāla won at Venṇi and Vēhāi, there is no ground to believe that he had in his permanent occupation many districts outside the Kāvēri basin including Uraiyūr and Puhār, or that the whole of Tamil India had been 'brought under his sole discus'—an expression intelligible enough in early Tamil poetry, but not necessarily, on that account, literally true. Lastly, it is held that "the disputations of logicians who flew their flags of challenge in front of their tents, referred to in the Paṭṭinappālai certainly belong to an age when dialectics had developed, and this certainly did not take place even in Northern India before the I I I century A. D." We have no definite knowledge of the early history of Indian philosophy. "We must content ourselves with the belief," says Mr. Keith in his History of Sanskrit Literature, "that between the dates of the chief upaniṣads and the third or fourth century A. D., there proceeded an active stream of investigation which we have only in its final form." According to this estimate, the 3rd or 4th century A.D. marks, in Northern India, not the beginning, but the close of an active period of philosophical investigation, and in the face of this considered statement of the age of Indian philosophy, 'it is hard to see any force whatever in the objection raised to a date in the second century A. D. for Karikāla. We may conclude by saying, once more, that our object has not been to stand up for a second century date for Karikāla; we have been concerned only to show that the objections raised to that or any other early date for Karikāla do not stand scrutiny.
III

SOME ASPECTS OF RURAL LIFE AND ADMINISTRATION IN COLA TIMES

Throughout India the village was the unit of local administration before the advent of British rule. As is seen from numerous reports of the earlier administrators of British India, the vitality of village institutions struck their observers as something very remarkable in the period of the establishment of British rule. Of the village organisation in the Deccan, for instance, this is what Elphinstone wrote: "Though probably not compatible with a very good form of government, they are an excellent remedy for the imperfections of a bad one. They prevent the bad effects of negligence and weakness, and even present some barrier against its tyranny and rapacity. Again, these communities contain in miniature all the materials of a state within themselves, and are almost sufficient to protect their members if all other government were withdrawn. In the stability and continuity of Indian village life and organisation is to be sought the secret of the good things achieved by India in the past in spite of an apparent incapacity to develop political institutions of an advanced character." The study of village institutions constitutes therefore an important part of the task of anyone who seeks to understand at their source the main currents of national life in ancient India.

The importance of this study is coming more and more to be felt by students of Indian history. Considerable portions of Mr. R. K. Mookerjee's Local Government in Ancient India and Mr. R. C. Majumdar's
Corporate Life, as also Mr. A. S. Altekar’s work on Village-Communities in Western India furnish proof of the growing interest in this line of study. But it has not always been recognised that evidence drawn from one period and locality should not be blended with other evidence relating to other times and localities, and discussion has often taken the form of combining stray data from the Smṛtis with those drawn from inscriptions widely separated from one another in space and time, and the publications mentioned above furnish some striking examples of such historical averaging.

I propose in what follows to offer a brief review of the evidence bearing on village institutions in the Tamil country with special reference to the period of Cōla supremacy, say from the tenth century to the thirteenth.

The earliest references of a specific character to village Sabhās in the Tamil land occur in the inscriptions of the close of the 8th century A. D. from the Pāṇḍya and the Pallava countries. The origin and early history of these assemblies is at present very obscure, although their general prevalence over the whole of Southern India including the Cōra, Kārnāṭaka and Telugu countries is widely attested by numerous epigraphs. And the Kēralōtpatti embodies traditions of an organised system of Tarakkūṭtam, Nāṭṭukūṭtām and Perun-gūṭṭam held in the Kērala from time to time for many centuries till recent times.

While editing the Uttaramērūr records of Parāntaka Cōla, Mr. Venkayya suggested a northern origin for the typical village assembly, and was inclined to believe that it was an adaptation to South Indian conditions of the system of government by committees.
described by Megasthenes as obtaining in Pataliputra. Others have followed Mr. Venkayya's lead and have drawn attention to the use of Sanskrit terms in the records of the village assemblies of South India as an additional argument in support of the thesis.

Although the complex organisation of the Sabha with a number of elected committees, like that typified by the Uttaramērūr inscriptions, was unknown in the early centuries of the Christian era in the Tamil country, still the numerous references to manrām and podiyil in the classical literature of the Śaṅgam period leave little room for doubt that some form of a primitive village assembly was known at the time. The commentator Naccinarkkiniyar invariably explains manrām by the words urukku nāḷuvāyellāru-mirukkum marattadī, meaning the open place in the centre of the village where all people meet under the shade of a tree. And some references in the Purāṇa to the manrām (Nos. 46 and 220) make it clear that it was the place where justice was administered. In Purāṇa 46 we have an interesting situation. The Cōla king Kiliivalavañ doomed the sons of his foe Malayamāñ to be thrown to an elephant. When the sentence is to be executed, a poet intercedes on behalf of the youngsters and appeals to the king's mercy saying * that a strange fear has taken possession of those tender youths as they stare in bewilderment at the manrā. Here the manrā is the place where public punishments are inflicted. Again, Purāṇa 220 is a lament of Pottiyār, a close friend of another Cōla king, at the sight of the manrām of ancient Uraiyyūr bereft of its king who had for some unknown reason given up his life by starvation. † -Here we get a

* II. 5-8 of Purāṇānīrīgī No. 46.
† A practice analogous to but different from the vilakhanam of the Jainas.
clear indication that the king used to go to the manram, apparently to administer justice and to do other public business. It must be noticed that in both these instances it is the manram of Uraiyur, the Co\a capital of the time, that is mentioned; and except the employment of the same word to describe the open meeting-places belonging to other towns and villages, we have little direct evidence of the existence, nature and working of local assemblies of a popular character in this early period of Tamil history. Nevertheless, popular gatherings of a social and religious nature in the manram of every locality are known to have been a regular feature of rural life, and the manram was undoubtedly the scene of song, dance and other social amusements. As the modern distinctions between the political and other aspects of social life found no expression in the organisation of a more primitive age, it seems legitimate to infer that matters which we are apt to consider political or economic, like the settlement of a civil dispute, the punishment of crime, or the purchase and sale of land, must have also engaged the attention of such popular gatherings in each locality.

It should, however, be observed that nowhere in the formal descriptions of Tamil polity such as we have in the Kural do we come across any clear references to the village and its institutions. The Kural in fact knows only of the learned Sabha*. The commentator Parimelalagar makes it the king's Sabha; but the word 'avai' seems to have a more general application as is seen from some of the couplets in the sections thereon.

On the other hand, there are clear and unmistakable traces of the existence and the active

* See sections on avai-yarjal and avai-yajjalmai.
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functioning of Sabhās in villages in Rgvedic India. In a recent study on the economic and political conceptions in the Rgveda, the evidence on the matter is summarised as follows:

"Each town and each village possessed a building where were held meetings of the tribunal under the presidency of the madhyamāśī who punished crimes and presided also at the meetings of Vedic Indians in their recreations." *

The essential duty of the Sabhā was to administer justice. It is worth noting that almost every inscription in Southern India which mentions a village assembly also makes reference to a madhyastha of the village, and that administration of justice formed one of the principal duties of the assembly. It would thus appear that the village assembly of later historical times in the South was, far from being the result of a single line of development, northern or southern, the complex product of the interaction of both southern and northern, Tamil and Sanskrit, influences.

Turning now to the evidence from Cola inscriptions, there appear to have been different kinds of village assemblies corresponding to differences in the nature of the villages concerned. The Sabhā strictly so called was the assembly of purely Brahman villages (Brahmadāyas) which usually had names ending in Caturvedānyalam. We know more of this class of villages and their administration than of others. The other classes may therefore be briefly noticed before we return to a detailed consideration of the Brahmanical Sabhās. Many villages appear to have had an assembly called Ūr. So far, we have not come across any

* H. C. Joshi—Conceptions Economiques et Politiques Dans L'Inde Ancienne D'Apres Le Rigveda p. 79.
evidence on the details of the organisation of this type of assembly. It appears to have been a kind of primitive gathering of the local people, the descendant of the earlier Tamil *mamam*, in which people met together and managed business somehow without any set rules or formal procedure.

In some instances the *Ur* existed side by side with the *Sabhā* or the *Mahāsabhā*. Thus, one inscription from Tiruvalangādu, Tanjore, * speaks of both the assemblies of the village, namely the *Mahāsabhā* and the *Ur*, agreeing to a scheme to delimit the extent of lands enjoyed tax-free by the local temple. In like manner, the *Sabhā* and the *Ur* of Tiruvaḍandai together accepted two endowments in favour of the local temple. In one instance, the *Ur* of Tiruvaḍandai alone accepted an endowment without reference to the sister body, the *Sabhā*. †

Then we have examples of a group called *Nagarattār* performing functions very similar to those of the *Sabhā* and the *Ur* in other places. The *Nagarattār* were apparently assemblies of mercantile groups which went by the generic name *Nagaram*. For instance *Eyyirkottattu nagaram Kölnipuram.*

Then we have the *Naṭṭār*, people of a *nāḍu*, which, as is well-known, was an administrative division larger than the village but smaller than the *mandālam*. There is a clear reference to the assembly of the *Tiruvalundār nāḍu* through whom a whole village was granted to a temple by the king. ¶

---

* 88 of 1926.
† S. I. Z. Vol. III. Nos. 180 and 186.
‡ 268 of 1910 .
¶ 100 of 1926
Lastly we have reference to assemblies of the people of a whole mandalam. An inscription from Little Conjeevaram * states that the assembly of the people of Jayaçotad-La-Colu-mandalam granted a partial remission of taxes on several classes of land in the district under their control.

Attention may be drawn here to the striking analogy between two of these terms from the Tamil inscriptions and the words Paura and Jānapada which have attracted attention after Mr. Jayaswal stated his theory that these were constitutional assemblies intended to limit the sway of autocracy in municipal and provincial administration. The expressions Nāttar and Nargarattar are strikingly analogous to Jānapada and Paura respectively; in fact, no better rendering into Tamil of these Sanskrit terms can be imagined. And the evidence of the Tamil inscriptions is conclusive that the Nādu and the Nagaram were corporate organisations of some sort which performed definite duties and enjoyed the privileges of autonomy. There is also literary usage in support of our view of the relation of these Tamil terms to their Sanskrit analogues. Thus what the celebrated annotator Parimūlalagar calls nāttuppadai † will be seen to correspond to what Kauṭilya calls Śṛṇibalām and describes as Jānapadām. But the analogy between these two sets of terms cannot be pressed far, as there seem to be no terms in the Sanskrit literature on polity corresponding to the other bodies known to Tamil epigraphy.

In the Perungadai, a Tamil version of Gṛṇāḍhyā's Brhadakathā, we have a significant statement that, on the occasion of the birth of Naravāṇa (Naravāhana), among

* 566 of 1919.
† Note on Kugel 762; cf. Kauṭilya ed. Shama Sastri (1924) pp. 342 and 343.
those who took part in the festivities were: “the Sabhā dear (to the king), the five great kuḷus, the Nagaram and the Nāḍu.” * As the Sabhā of the king is here distinguished from the Nagaram, we may conclude that the latter was more likely a professional corporation of merchants than an urban assembly for general administration. It may also be noted in passing that the “five great kuḷus,” which some writers hold to have been a popular council of representatives, are best understood in the present context as ceremonial groups in personal attendance on the king on important occasions. †

We may also note that in the Pallava charters we get some clear information about the Nāḍu and its role in the general administration. The Kāsākāṭi plates of Nandivarman Pallavamalla have at the beginning of the Tamil part “Kōn-ōlaı, yāndiru-pattirangāvavdu, ōrrukkāṭṭukōṭṭattu nāḻāṟuṅgāvka,”—“Royal order, year 22nd, may the nāḻāṟ of the ōrrukkāṭṭu-kōṭṭam also see.” A few lines further on, we have a clear statement ‡ that the members of the Nāḍu (nāḻīm) saw the royal order and assigned lands in accordance with the wishes of the Nāṭṭu-viṭṭavān who may have been either the headman of the Nāḍu (assembly) as Hultzsch understands it, or possibly a royal official placed over the administrative division. That the Nāḍu was an organised assembly of a more or less popular character is strikingly indicated by the phrase Nāṭṭai-ṅkāṭṭi-nilā-naṭṭappittu etc., of the Udayēṇ- diram plates of Hastimalla. ¶ [80]

* II. 37-8 of V 6. “ahapamaravayum - amperuṅguluvum, nagaramum nāḍum - togaṅkoṉḍitā.”
† See my Pandyan Kingdom pp. 32-3
‡ S. I. I. II. No. 73, II 109-11.
¶ S. I. I. II. No 76, II 96-7.
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In the present state of our knowledge it is very difficult to say what the constitution of these different assemblies was like, what (specially with reference to the assemblies of the *nādū* and of the *mandalam*) the exact sphere of their duties was, or what procedure was adopted at their meetings. One thing, however, is clear, that the assemblies other than *Sabhās* do not seem to have amounted to anything other than general meetings of the people concerned. This does not apply, of course, to non-territorial bodies of the nature of guilds and military clubs of which we say nothing here and to which admission was regulated by considerations of a different character. The general assemblies which played a more or less prominent part in the administration of the country appear to have included all the classes of the people without distinction of caste, except in *Brahmadeya* villages. Mr. Altekar is obviously wrong in assuming that all village assemblies in South India were governed by rules similar to those laid down by the *Sabhā* of Uttaramerūr. It may also be noted in passing that sometimes the assemblies of different places and of different types appear to have come together for the transaction of business. Thus the *Sabhā* of Tiraimūr and the *Nagaram* of Tiruvaidaimarudūr met together with some other authorities of the temple of Tiruvaidaimarudūr to make arrangements for the preservation of ancient endowments to the temple engraved on its old walls which were to be pulled down to renovate the central shrine.†

To return to the *Sabhās* and *Brahmadeya* villages where they obtained. The earliest instance so far known of the constitution of a *Sabhā* is that contained

* See his *Village Communities in Western India*, p. 123.
† 199 of 1907.
in an inscription of the 35th year of Māraṇa Śādaīyam, Circa A. D. 800, which records the settlement (vyavasthā) arrived at by the Mahāsabhā and introduced by the following words: Kalakkudi-nāḍu brahmadeyam-mūnamilainallūr mahāsabhāiyōm- perūngūrī- śāhī śrī govardhanattu-kūṭidhyārundu ivvūr mahāsabhāiyōm kūḍi manāḍuvaḍayakku-ccēyāda vyavasthāyōvādu—

“We, the (members of the) Mahāsabhā of Mūnamilainallūr, a Brahmadeya in Kalakkudi-nāḍu, summoned the great assembly by beat of drum, * met at Śrī Gōvardhana, and made the following settlement (of procedure) for the transaction of business at the meetings of the Mahāsabhā of this place.”

From this it is clear that the Mahāsabhā of this place had been in existence before the new settlement was arrived at, and what is even more remarkable, that the new rules and restrictions introduced for the working of the Sabhā were made entirely at the initiative of the Sabhā itself. There is at any rate no evidence of royal initiative or sanction for the constitution so adopted. Another noteworthy feature of this inscription is that it contains the earliest reference to vāriyam in the words: “muluc-cirāvānai- illādārai eivākaippaija vāriyamum ēyandaperūdār- āgavum,” meaning, “those who do not have full shares (cirāvānai) shall not be put in charge of any kind of vāriyam.” † The passage is not easy but it appears as if the vāriyam in this inscription was some kind of duty to be performed by a single individual rather than by a committee. This view receives support from an inscription from Suclndram of the 15th year of Rājarāja I (999 A. D.) which has:

* Śāhī is to proclaim by beat of drum. Kaṇgi and Perūngūrī often occur in inscriptions, and are usually understood as ‘assembly’ and ‘great assembly’, that is as Tamil terms corresponding to Sabhā and Mahāsabhā.

† Cf. pottakattilum ḫu ḫu ḫu ḫu ḫu, 1. 8 of No. 68 of 1898.
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"Sabhaiyom vaicca vāriyar ēruvarum karāṇattānum kūṭi devakāriyam keyyadākavum" i.e., "The two vāriyar appointed by the members of the Sabhā and the Karāṇattān shall together look after the temple affairs."

The next instance of a detailed constitution of the Sabhā known to us is contained in the celebrated Uttaramallur inscriptions. It is doubtful if the constitution of Uttaramārur, to use the more ancient name of the place, was adopted at the instance of the king or had his approval. The only thing that is certain is that a royal officer was present in the assembly on both the occasions when it discussed and settled its own constitution. Later Cūla inscriptions contain specific examples of royal orders communicating certain rules to regulate the qualifications of the members and the conduct of the meeting of the Sabhā. * But all these instances establish one point beyond doubt, that each village had its own separate constitution. Though the type was more or less the same, the details varied considerably, and the assemblies often changed their constitutions in the light of experience.

(Uttaramārur for instance would appear to have had a much less elaborate constitution in the Pallava period † than it adopted under the Cūla ruler Parāntaka I. As is well known, in the reign of this Cūla king, the rules of the assembly underwent two revisions in the course of two years. We may, therefore, conclude that although the type of constitution was to some extent fixed for the Sabhās of the Brahmadāyas, still in details such as the age and qualification of the members, the number of committees into which the Sabhā was resolved and the method of choice to these

* e.g., 148 of 1927 and 120 of 1928.
† cf. 61 of 1898 of about 796 A.D.
committees, there must have been differences from village to village. In the reign of Rājarāja the Sabhā of Tennēri (Chingleput) for instance laid down * that a knowledge of the mantras was essential not only for service in the village-committees but for Sabhā- māraṉjollutal which seems to mean taking part in the deliberations of the assembly, † a requirement very similar to that contained in the Mānūr record of Mākaṉ Śaṉāiyān.

It may also be inferred that under the Cōlas the village assemblies were brought under a closer supervision by the central government than at any other time.

* The words actually employed are—“ mantra - brāhmaṇam vālīrēy vāriyaṇiyevyvēṭkavum sabhāṁ māraṉjollvēṭkavum ”

† Nos. 240 and 241 of 1922.
IV

THE SABHA OF NALUR

We shall study briefly the practical working in the Čola period of the assembly (Sabhā) of one of the Brahmadāya villages of the Tanjore district. This study is based on the evidence of contemporary inscriptions which give interesting details of the economic and social life of the village and of the part played by the assembly in it. The name of the village as it occurs in the inscriptions is Nalur, a Brahmadāya in Sērur-kūṟṟaṁ in the Kṣatriya-śikhāmanī-vaḷaṇāṇḍu, a name applied to N.E. part of the modern district of Tanjore.*

In a comparatively early Rājakēsari inscription, the village is called Paḷaiyaśeṃbiyaṉ-mahādevi-caturvēṇi-maṅgalam on the southern bank, apparently of the Kāvēri. In later inscriptions the village gets another name as well, and that is Vānavaṉ-mādhavi-caturvēṇi-maṅgalam; † it is not possible to say if this name is derived from that of Parantaka II Sundara Čola’s queen Vānavaṉmāhādevi who is known to have performed suttee on his death, or from that of some other Čola queen; it does not appear in records till late in the reign of Kulottuṅga I. The village has been identified, very plausibly, with Tiru-Nalur-Tirumayāṇam of the hymns of the great Śaiva saint Tiruṉānasambandar. ‡ This identification gains support from the name of one of the temples repeatedly mentioned in the inscriptions, viz., Tirumayāṇam-uḍaiya

† No. 317 of 1910 of year 3 of Vilcramacōla. Earlier name in No. 320 of 1910.
‡ By Mr. H. Krishna Sastri in A. R. E. 1911 II, 17.
Paramasvāmin. * The name of the village from which these inscriptions come, Tirumeyyāṇam, is a palpable corruption of the more ancient form Tirumayyāṇam; and the occurrence of this name with Nālūr in our records leaves no room to question its identity with the shrine celebrated by Sambandar. It is situated within ten miles to the S. E. of Kumbakonam. †

In point of time, the inscriptions range over a period of nearly three centuries and half from the second regnal year of Rājakēśari Āditya I, the father of Parāntaka I, c. A.D. 880, to the seventeenth of Rājarāja III, ‡ c. A. D. 1283; and the series gives us a fair insight into the kind of work that occupied the assembly from time to time during several generations of Cōla rule. It is best to arrange some inscriptions from the series in chronological order and give a brief indication of the contents of each before offering a few remarks on the salient features of village life and administration reflected in these records:—

(1) 321 of 1910—Āditya I, 2nd year—The Assembly described as Bhaṭṭapperumakkal-uḻliṭṭa purunugripperumakkalöm borrow 25 kāśu from the Mūlasthānattu-mahādēva, and in return assign the right of collecting aṅgādi-ikkūli at prescribed rates from stalls opened in the bazaar of the temple (S. I. I. III, 90).

(2) 320 of 1910—Āditya I (?), 7th year—Gift of land by the Assembly of Tenkarai Paḷaiya-sembiyaṁ-mahādēvi-caturvēdiṁgalam.

(3) 327 of 1910—Parāntaka I, 4th year—The Assembly of Akkirama-kōṭṭa-caturvēdiṁgalam, a

* 313 of 1910.
† No. 168 in the Śivasthālamājjarī by Mr. V. T. Subramania Pillai (Madras 1931.)
‡ 321 and 332 of 1910.
SABHA OF NALUR

Brahmadeya in Tenkarai Tirunaraiyur-nādu, makes a gift of land to Šamaparēśvarattu - Perumān - adīgāl of the Nālūr temple.

(4) 319 of 1910—Parāntaka I, 6th year—Sale of land by the Assembly of Nālūr.

(5) 312 of 1910—Parāntaka I, 15th year—Sale of land by the Assembly of Nālūr.

(6) 316 of 1910—Parāntaka I, 15th year—Sale of land by the Assembly of Nālūr.

(7) 328 of 1910—Parāntaka I, 16th year. Gift(?) of land by the Assembly of Ārūr-ecēri, a Brahmadeya in Tirunaraiyur-nādu, to the temple of Tirumayūnām in Nālūr.

(8) 309 of 1910—Parāntaka I, 22nd year—Gift of 90 sheep for a lamp.

(9) 318 of 1910—Parāntaka, Year lost—Sale of land by the Assembly of Nālūr.

(10) 330 of 1910—Rajarāja I, 15th year—Gift of twelve Ḫa-kkāsū for twelve lamps by a merchant of Nālūr named Tirunavukkaraiyaṇ to the temple of Tirumayūṇattu-paramēśvara.

(11) 326 of 1910—Rajarāja I, 23rd year—Gift of land for maintaining a lamp in the Viṣṇu temple Tirunarūyaṇa Viṇṇagar of Nālūr. A meeting of the Assembly of Nālūr was held at the big hall called Gaṇḍarūditṭaṇ.

(12) 322 of 1910—Rajarāja I, 24th year—Gift of land to a temple by a merchant. A meeting of the Assembly of Nālūr in a hall called Rājarājan in front of Šamaparēśvara temple.
(13) 308 of 1910—Rājarāja I, 24th year—A lease of land. A meeting at Vāṇṇakkanṭhā-ambalam of the Assembly of Nūlūr, a Brahmadeya in Śvarūr-kūram.

(14) 310 of 1910—Rājendra Colādeva, 24th year. Mentions Śvarūr-kūram.

(15) 331 of 1910—Vīrājendra Cola, 7th year—Two lamps by a lady to the temple of Tirumayāṇam-uḍaiyār.

(16) 313 of 1910—Kulottunāga Cōlādēva, 36th year—Two lamps to Tirumayāṇam-uḍaiya Paramaśvāmin.

(17) 323 of 1910—Kulottunāga Cōlādēva, 43rd year—Sale of land by the Assembly to an individual of Vāṇavaṇ-mūḍēvi-caturvedimaṅgalam.

(18) 317 of 1910—Vikrama Colādēva, 3rd year—Money endowed for a lamp. Nūlūr is also called Vāṇavaṇ-mūḍēvi-caturvedimaṅgalam.

(19) 332 of 1910—Rājarāja III, 17th year—Registers a decision of the Assembly of Nūlūr alias Vāṇavaṇ-mahādēvi-caturvedimaṅgalam which met under a tamarind tree. All people who violated the decision that no one should do anything against the interests of the village or against the temple of Tirumayāṇam-uḍaiyār and similar institutions were declared to be grāma-drōhins and were deprived of certain privileges of a social and religious character.

There seems to be a rather large gap of over a century in these inscriptions between Vikrama Cola and Rājarāja III. We are not able to explain this satisfactorily at present.

The first thing that strikes us in looking over these inscriptions is their pre-occupation with temples and
religious charities. The inscriptions themselves are engraved mostly on temple walls; and they generally register endowments of money, land or cattle for the maintenance of lamps and festivals and other means of securing religious merit for the donors or their friends and relatives. This common trait in our inscriptions has led scholars sometimes to underrate their importance in the study of social history and to brush them aside as a mass of dull and dreary narrations of puerile transactions. This tendency is apt to grow if scholars have to depend on bald and occasionally inaccurate summaries of these records, without being able to examine closely the texts themselves. But even the published summaries, if carefully used, can tell us a great deal that is interesting and important about the social and economic life of the country in the past.

Thus our inscriptions contain references to no fewer than six different shrines in the village, and these include Vaishnava as well as Saiva deities. The names of these temples are (1) Plisapurlisvara from which come Nos. 308 and 309 of 1910; (2) Vanquakankañjur-ambalam where the assembly met once in the 24th year of Rajaraja I (A. D. 1009) for leasing out some land; (3) Samaparcesvara. the Mahadeva temple which gets some land from the assembly of a neighbouring village and in front of which there was a hall called Rajaraja in which the assembly of the village held a second meeting in the 24th year of the king after whom the hall took its name; (4) Tirumayamudaiya Paramasvamin also called Mulasthinnattumahadeva in the inscriptions and represented to-day by the Jnanaparamesvara temple on whose walls are engraved most of the inscriptions listed earlier in this paper; (5) Agastisvaram-udaiyar temple which received
a gift of land in the reign of Parakēsari-varman Rājendravālidēva * and lastly, (6) Tirunārayaṇa Viṇṇakar containing shrines of (a) Lakṣmīrāghava-
dēva † and (b) Kṛṣṇa of the butter-dance (Viṇṇai-
kūṭṭādukiṇṇa-ālvar). The presence of so many temples undoubtedly added to the fullness and gaiety of the
social life of the place besides contributing to the
economic well-being of its inhabitants by the various
opportunities for employment it must have offered to
them. One inscription tells us for instance of the
provision made for the maintenance of persons for
playing on the Viṇṇā (lute) regularly and for reciting
the Vedas and the Śrīrudram. The supply of oil and
ghee for lamps, of flowers for daily worship and for
special occasions, and the provision of all the other
requirements of the temples must have furnished
constant and secure employment for many persons.
Very often endowments took the form of gifts of
land to the temples, and the cultivation of these lands
at more or less favourable terms of lease under the
supervision of the village assembly formed no incon-
siderable feature of the economy of rural life. And
when new constructions were undertaken or old ones
renovated, the people must have had exceptionally
good opportunities of employment suited to their
abilities and tastes. In all these ways the temple is seen
to have been the nucleus round which clustered the
daily activities of considerable sections of the people
in its neighbourhood.

Nālūr-Tirumayānam being a Brahman village, a
Brahmadēya or caturvēdimaṅgalam, its assembly took
the form of the Šabkā. It may be noted in passing that
a caturvēdimaṅgalam need not necessarily have

* No. 314 of 1910.
† No. 322 of 1910.
included, as its name may be taken to imply, Brahmans representing each of the four Vedas; _caturvēdi_ must, it seems, be taken to be the Sanskrit form of _nāmaśaivyōna_ meaning simply a Brahman. And to the form _caturvēdiṁgaṇalam_ was usually prefixed the name of some king, queen or other distinguished person whose benefaction led to the establishment of the _agrahāra_, or a part of it; and in _Cōla_ times these names were undergoing frequent changes. We have apparently no information in the inscriptions about some important aspects of the working of this particular _Sabhd_. We do not know whether it functioned through standing committees and whether, if it did, there were any special qualifications governing service on such committees. In the absence of information to the contrary, it is only natural to assume that all the Brahmans of the village were members of the _Sabhd_ and that the entire _Sabhd_ attended to all the business that came before it.

We notice that the assembly did not have a fixed meeting place and that it met in different places at different times. The place of meeting is not always recorded; but two inscriptions * tell us of two meetings in the twenty-fourth regnal year of _Rājarāja_ I, one held at the temple called _Vaṇṇaṅkaṇār-ambalam_ and another in a hall called after the king in front of the _Śamaparēśvara_ temple. One is tempted to imagine that the hall called after _Rājarāja_ was built in front of perhaps the largest temple in the village—this temple receives a gift from a neighbouring village †—to serve as a permanent meeting place for the assembly.

Once, however, in the reign of _Rājarāja_ III the assembly met under a tamarind tree ( _nammār-pāṇḍanēri-ppuliyadi_). This could not have been due to the

* Nos. 12 and 13 above.
† No. 3 above.
absence of a more suitable meeting place; for we have just seen that this was not so. We shall revert to this question presently.

Turning to the functions of the village assembly, we have to observe that until a critical study is made of all the texts of the inscriptions bearing on this subject we shall not be in a position to formulate general conclusions of a trustworthy character. In dealing with individual assemblies, however, we can make note of what seems to be of striking importance in their working, in the hope that when a sufficiently large number of these institutions have been studied in a similar manner, some conclusions of a general character may emerge from such enquiries. In this respect the very first inscription in the list given above, which belongs to about the end of the 9th century is very noteworthy as we see from its published text. The assembly is called Bhāṭṭa-ppērumakkal-ulliṭṭa Perunuguri-ppērumakkal, i.e., “members of the Great Assembly including the priests of the temple.” What accounts for the special mention of the Bhāṭṭas? We can hardly suppose that they were not ordinarily members of the assembly and that they attended one meeting of that body for special reasons; for if our view of the composition of the general body of the assembly is correct, the Bhāṭṭas being necessarily Brahmans must normally have been entitled to sit and take part in it. The reason for their being mentioned separately must then lie elsewhere. It may be that, as we learn from the details preserved in Uttaramēṟūr inscriptions of Parāntaka, the Bhāṭṭas had some special functions in the assembly. But we know what these functions were in Uttaramēṟūr; they related mainly to the elections to the vāriyams or committees, and we have no evidence that the committee system obtained at Nāḷūr. Or possibly, the reason lies in
the nature of the transaction recorded. For what happened at that meeting was this. The assembly took 25 kāśu from the treasury of the temple of Mūlasthānattu-mahādeva and in return made a perpetual assignment of a shop-cess (āṅgūḍi-kāṭi) to the temple. Therefore one of the temples in the village was a party to the transaction, and the specific statement that the particular session of the assembly was attended by the Bhāttas is apparently intended to imply that the other party to the transaction was adequately represented in the assembly. The transaction itself constitutes an interesting specimen of the financial arrangements prevalent at the time. There is some urgent public work such as the making of a new road, the digging of or repairs to an irrigation tank—we do not learn what exactly it was in this case—which it is the duty of the village assembly to provide for and which it cannot meet from its normal resources; it raises a loan from the neighbouring temple which has a treasury as full as the people are pious, and as the assembly does not expect to be ever in a position to repay the principal amount of the loan, it makes some arrangement, in this case an assignment of the shop-cess, by which the interest due every year is secured to the creditor temple. It is a pity that we are unable to form an idea of the rate of interest on this loan; for though we are given particulars of the rate at which the cess was levied, we have no means of forming even a rough idea of its annual money-value. Again it is clear that a cess which, like the present one, was collected in kind at the rate of so much per kāśu of sale-proceeds (kāśin vāy nālī) of some articles, so much per heap of others sold in heaps, and so such per unit of yet other articles sold by weight or number.—such a cess must have varied considerably in its annual yield and there must
have been a large measure of goodwill on either side for such a vague and indefinite financial arrangement going through without a hitch.

We find further that the Sabhā often sells land (4-6), leases it for cultivation (13) or makes gifts (2) of it. Similar powers are exercised by assemblies of other types like the Ur and Nagaram. As it is not possible for anyone to give away or sell what is not his own, we have necessarily to conclude that there was some land in the village which was held and administered in common by the whole village besides the individual holdings of each household in it. In one instance the Sabhā sells some of its land to an individual in the village (17). Lastly, we find that in late Cōla times, in the reign of Rājarāja III, the Sabhā of Nālūr met under a tamarind tree outside the village. So also did another Sabhā (Brahmadeśam, N. A.) in A. D. 1044. At that meeting the Sabhā sold some land to a Śenāpati who was the brother of Viḍaramahādevi. This queen had died perhaps committing suttee we are told that 'she entered the supreme feet of Brahma in the very same tomb in which the body of King Rājendra Cōla was interred'—and her brother wanted to endow a drinking place to quench her thirst and that of her deceased husband, the Cōla king, and the sale of land by the assembly was to enable the Śenāpati to start this propitiatory foundation. Is it far-fetched to suggest that the assembly met outside the village beneath a tamarind tree because it was engaged in some work not of auspicious import? A similar explanation may hold also in the case from Nālūr Tīrumayanaṇam. From the decisions recorded, it seems probable that on this occasion the Sabhā assembled in the midst of a great commotion caused—by some serious misconduct of

* No. 260 of 1915.
some people in the village or by an apprehension of grave mischief on their part. The Sabhā decided "that the residents of their village should not do anything against the interests of their village nor against the temple of Tirumayānaiam-ndaiyar and similar institutions; that if they did so, they must suffer as grāma-drohins did and that persons who acted against this decision should not be allowed the privilege of touching Śiva etc." * Here we have a clear instance of the assembly acting as the authority responsible not only for the punishment of local offences but as the custodian of the general conduct of the villagers and the controller of their morals, so to say.

Nālur with its neighbour called Tirumeyānaiam is at the present day a ruined hamlet far from the tracks of modern roads and railways; it has not been without interest to gain from the records on the walls of its ancient temples a peep into its busy life in the days when it shared the prosperity of the smiling lands of the Kāvēri delta.

*A. R. E. 1911, II, 30.*
A fresh study of local government at Uttaramērūr in the Cōla period after so many writers have traversed the ground may appear at once futile and venturesome. We may be told by those who have heard all about democracy and pot-tickets at Uttaramērūr (and they are not few) that there can be nothing new in this twice-told tale and that it would be more useful to leave Uttaramērūr well alone and turn to some less trodden part of the field. And the promise implied in an attempt like the present one to discover new information, or to reinterpret old and well-known data may, in view of the narrow limits of the subject and the eminence of the scholars who have worked on it before, seem to be more courageous than discreet. Nevertheless the fact is that with the exception of Mr. Venkayya who did great work on the two inscriptions from Uttaramērūr which are best-known, and that only on account of his work, not many writers have done aught else than repeat his statements uncritically; and that this has happened a number of times has contributed most to prejudice the chances of a fresh examination of the Parāntaka inscriptions above-mentioned and of a more comprehensive study of the new material published since 1904.

Our aim is to give in this essay a general account of the local history and administration of Uttaramērūr so far as it can be gathered from the inscriptions, and then, in the next paper, to re-examine the two
inscriptions of Parāntaka’s reign which deal with the constitutional arrangements of the local Sabha in the light of the fresh evidence that has come to hand since Mr. Venkayya drew such pointed attention to them.

The history of institutions is not so exciting as the study of political history and ‘holds but small temptation to the mind that requires to be tempted to the study of truth.’ It takes considerable effort to comprehend by patient study and reflection the true nature and functions of the different parts of a social mechanism evolved and worked under the stress of ideas much unlike our own. Nothing seems easier than to discover, if one is so minded, in the records of past ages traces of the latest devices in political and social organisation. And the quest for the new in the old sometimes imparts colour and feeling to a task in itself not so attractive.

Democracy as we now understand it, as a form of popular government, a state of society and an outlook on economic life, is essentially a modern conception. To import the associations of democracy in the interpretation of early Indian records, because some of them happen to mention elections and ballot, is unconsciously to raise fresh obstacles in the way of a correct understanding of the atmosphere surrounding the working of these and other institutions in ancient India. By stressing the committee-system, the elections to the committees, and the employment of ballot in the elections, and then almost ignoring the whole complex of notions associated with caste, custom and religion which dominated social life in those times, one may find it easy to paint the picture of a society in which people cared much for political rights and representative institutions and regulated their conduct almost entirely on secular and rational considerations. But it seems
hardly worth while to make the attempt; for the doubtful satisfaction that may be derived from claiming modern wisdom for our ancestors is purchased at the cost of any chance of our knowing them as they were. From this point of view, it is perhaps an advantage that democracy does not rouse the same enthusiasm at the present day as it did some years ago. To cast a doubt on the democratic nature of ancient Indian society and government is no longer a mortal sin against patriotism.

The village that forms the subject of our study was doubtless a very large one. It was big enough to form a separate kūru by itself and the numerous inscriptions that have come down to us are engraved on the walls of no fewer than seven temples* in the locality. Of these inscriptions, about sixty have been selected as the basis of the general account that follows of the administration and social life of Uttaramērūr.

Uttaramērūr, which is about fifty miles by road to the south-west of Madras, is to-day a small and apparently flourishing town with a population of nearly 11,000. Despite the vicissitudes that have marked its history in the course of the wars waged by the English at first with the French and later with Haidar Ali and his son, Uttaramērūr has fairly preserved many of its most interesting antiquities. As will be seen from the plan of the town, the location of its chief temples shows that the site of the modern town has been in continuous occupation for more than 1200 years. The Kailāsānātha and the Mādari-Amman shrine opposite to it mark practically its eastern limit, if we omit from

* They are: the temples of (1) Vaikunṭhapurumī (2) Sundaravaraṇḍapurumī (3) Subrahmanya (4) Kailāsanātha (5) Kūjambēvara (6) Iraçhāttialigai-Īvara and (7) Mādari-Ammaṇ.
consideration suburbs like Tirnppulivalam. Almost in
the heart of the town, on the main road stands the
Vaikuṇṭha-perumāl temple, of which nothing of the
original structure seems to have survived except the high
basement which carries the most valuable inscriptions
of the locality on its sides. A little to the west within a
few furlongs, are the Sundaravarada and Subrahmanya
temples very close to each other. To reach the big tank
of UTTARAMERUR, doubtless the celebrated Vairamēgha-
tatāka of our inscriptions, a name no longer remem-
bered, one has to go more than a mile to the west from
the westernmost limits of the modern town, bearing
the historic names Rājāmēdu and Mālīgaimēdu, the
mound of the king and the mound of the palace. It is
possible that excavation at these spots may yield results
that would justify these popular names.

The oldest name of the village known to us is
UTTARAMERUR-caturvēdimaṅgalam. The form of the
name suggests that, as Mr. Venkayya pointed out, the
first member of this name must be the title, like
Prabhumeru and Abhimānamēru, of some king whose
identity still remains unknown. In the inscriptions of
Vijayakampavarman, of somewhat uncertain date,
and in the Rājakēsari and Parakēsari inscriptions some
of which may be earlier than Parāntaka'I, the place is
generally described in the following terms: "Kāliyūr-
kūṭṭatū tan-kūruttaramēru-caturvēdimaṅgalam," that is
'UTTARAMERUR-caturvēdimaṅgalam of its own division
(kūru) in the Kāliyūrkūṭam.' From the time of
Rājēndracōla I Parakēsari, the son and successor of
Rājērāja, the place came to be called also Rājēndra-
cōla-caturvēdimaṅgalam, and its earlier name was
abridged into Uttaramēru or Uttaramēlūr, the latter
form giving rise to Uttiramallūr, which is the most
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commom form to-day.* Very much later, about the middle of the thirteenth century, in the time of the ill-starred Rajaraja III, the village carried for a time the name of Gandagopa-lata-eaturvadimaigalam, after an aggressive Telugu-Coda chieftain of the time.

Our inscriptions range from the late Pallava times, that is from the last quarter of the eighth century A.D., to the downfall of the Cada empire in the middle of the thirteenth. Viewed generally, they furnish a striking, though by no means unique, example of the continuity of social life amidst political changes. They comprise records citing late Pallava monarchs, the early Cada conquerors of the Tondaimud of the ninth and tenth centuries including Parantaka I, his Rashtra-kuta enemy Krsna III who gloried in his “capture of Kacchi and Taaijai,” and the somewhat mysterious Farthivendra-varman, before the almost unbroken series of Cada records commences with the reign of Rajaraja I.† Not only do the inscriptions thus reflect all the changes in the political situation in the land, but they furnish tangible evidence that the village Sabha supplied the element of continuity in local life through such changes. Of many records at Uttaramur (and elsewhere) that go to prove such continuity, one of Kulottunga III dated in his thirty-seventh year, about A.D. 1215, is of

* Uttaramur, Uttaramudur are other forms. The total ignorance that has prevailed in modern times of the true origin of the name is seen from the local tradition, recorded by Crole, that the town was built by Uttinkumaran son of a Raja who reigned in Viraja, a town on the Jumna river (Manual of the Chingleput District p.132). I have not been able to get at the local sthalasu, the existence of which was reported to me by a teacher in the local High School when I visited the place.

† There is a considerable gap of over three quarters of a century, not merely in our list here, but in the collection itself between Vikrama, Cada and Kulottunga III.
peculiar importance. In this record of the thirteenth century are recalled transactions which were over three centuries old, and at the instance of the authorities of the temple concerned, the Sabhā gives a fresh undertaking to carry out, although on a somewhat reduced scale, the obligations laid upon their ancestors several generations before. The nature of this agreement and the employment of the phrase 'our ancestors' (eṅgaḷ pūrva pūrusāḥ) by the Sabhā in mentioning the old endowments, alike show that the idea of a corporation with a continuous life of its own, independent of its personnel which naturally varied from time to time, was clearly grasped by both parties to the agreement. And a little consideration shows also that the primary sanction behind such long-standing engagements is to be found in a general readiness to act up to a proper standard of equity which, though not precisely defined beforehand, can yet be ascertained in each separate case by argument and accommodation. In this instance, though it is not explicit, we may infer that the Sabhā had for some time defaulted in the maintenance of some old endowments for eight lamps in the temple; the authorities of the temple, when they discovered the default, drew the attention of the Sabhā to it, citing the old records engraved on the stone walls of two temples as evidence; the Sabhā pleaded inability to provide for the daily requirements of all the lamps concerned (nittattēvai-irukka-mudiyāmai). It would appear that the temple authorities had not been very prompt in their discovery of the default and were constrained to admit the force of the Sabhā's pleading that, in the conditions prevalent at the time, they found it impossible to meet the ancient obligations in their entirety, and a compromise was reached. It is conceivable that if no agreement had been arrived at, an appeal might have
been carried by either side to the appropriate official representing the king in the locality, or in the last resort to the king himself, who would have had then to adjudicate the matter.

The Sabhā was only one among several corporations organized on more or less similar lines, though doubtless the most important among them as administering the general affairs of the locality and looking after local interests as a whole. The details of the constitution of the Sabhā of Uttaramōrūr and its standing committees will form the subject of a full discussion later. Some attention may be given here to the other bodies which shared with the Sabhā the tasks of managing local concerns and ensuring local well-being. We have just noticed the authorities called Mūhōsvaras and Sthānattār who were particularly concerned with the daily affairs of the temple of Tirupnulivalamūndaiyār. The Pērilamaiyār, who are once said to be ‘of two sides’, the Śraddhāmantar, the Viragānattār, the Kālīgānattār, and the Śrī-krṣṇaganattār, as also the Śrī-vaishnavā Vāriyar appear to be instances of religious corporations of a quasi-public character which received the recognition due to the public importance of their work and the degree of success that attended them in its performance. The occurrence of gaua and vāriyar in these names must be noticed.

There were also groups bound by ties of contiguity and several examples of such groups occur in our inscriptions. Thus the residents of Śaṅkarappādi in the north-bazaar (vaḍakkilāṅgādi śaṅkarappādiyom) acted as trustees for some charitable funds, and elected three persons to a committee for testing the fineness of gold. The māḍavādiyār (residents of the main streets) elected four other members to the same
committee. We learn from the inscriptions of the twelfth and fourteenth years of Parantaka I that Uttaramerūr was divided into twelve sēris (streets, as Mr. Venkayya renders the word). We shall see that an attempt to get the standing committees of the Sabhā to represent the sēris as such had to be given up within a couple of years after it started. But the people of each of the sēris—the names of eight of them occur in the inscriptions—often became trustees for charitable funds. Manifestly the most important, after the Sabhā, among such groups united by the bond of contiguity, was the ūr of the village. ‘ūr’ may not at first sight seem to convey the notion of a specific corporate body with separate functions in the local economy of a place and an independent existence of its own. A superficial acquaintance with the texts of the numerous Tamil inscriptions in which these terms occur is enough, however, to lead one to the conclusion that it is often necessary, in the contexts, to interpret these words as conveying the idea of a body analogous to the Sabhā in many respects, and that a vague translation of ūr and ūrōm into ‘village’ and ‘we, the inhabitants of the village’ is hardly satisfactory. Uttaramerūr, moreover, is not the only place where we get evidence of the ūr existing by the side of the Sabhā in the same locality.

Though there is a great amount of uncertainty about the origin and the early history of these organisations, the suggestion may be made that the ūr represents in every case the more primitive local

* Viz., (1) Gūvindacēri, (2) Hirikēsacēri, (3) Nīrāyancēri, (4) Pāymanacēri, (5) Trivikramacēri, (6) Vīmanacēri, (7) Madhusūdanaacēri, (8) Abhimūnamacēri. The names Mahāyuktacēri, and Mādikūyakacēri also occur; but one cannot be sure that they were not new names for older divisions, rather than separate divisions.

† Sāt of 1923.
organisation indigenous to the Tamil country, the lineal descendant of the ancient manṭṭam; and that the Sabhā was, generally, a later superimposition. It is clear, at any rate, that as the Sabhā was the general local assembly in Brahmadeya villages, the Ur was the prevalent form in some other types. And the simplest explanation of the existence side by side, as in Utтарamārur, of both the organisations is to suppose that the Ur was the more ancient form and that the Sabhā came on top of it when, at the will of some king or chieftain, a considerable number of new Brahman residents, often representing the highest learning in the land, were settled in the village, and endowed with perpetual rights of property in a part of the village lands. That dānas (gifts) came to take the place of importance among acts of religious merit, and that the bhūdāna (gift of land), was considered more meritorious than any other dāna in the period we are dealing with, are facts sufficiently well-established on the evidence of epigraphy and literature. The lands were usually purchased by the donors from previous owners, individuals or corporations of one kind or another, and then given away for the purpose intended. Several instances can be cited in which all the previous owners of the lands in a certain locality were bought out and the existing leases for cultivation terminated by payment of compensation, * in order that an absolutely unencumbered ādevādana might be made, or a fresh brahmadeya, usually a caturvedimangalam, might be formed. But doubtless there were villages which, though too large to be so bought up, on account of the numbers involved and the extent and complexity of property-rights in them, yet afforded ample facilities

* This is what, I think, constitutes the chief point of the distinction drawn in inscriptions between the two forms: Kuṭhīṭāgāna and Kuṭhīṭagā. 
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UTTARAMERUR

for the creation of new settlements in their neighbourhood. It was in such cases that the problem arose of adjusting the relations between the old and the new settlements; and it seems reasonable to suppose that the continued existence of the more ancient Ûr by the side of the new Sabhā was secured as part of the new order.

The relations between the two bodies in Uttaramērûr are seen, though only in a rather hazy manner, from our records, all of which belong to the period after Uttaramērûr became a caturvēdimaṅgalam. Almost all of them are engraved in the name of the Sabhā; there does not seem to have been at Uttaramērûr a single instance in which the Ûr made an independent record of its transactions. This feature together with the fact that the Ûr almost ceases to be heard of early in the period of our study—we have apparently no reference to it from the time of Rājarāja I—may raise the presumption that the Ûr and the Sabhā were partners in an unequal combination which in the long run worked to the disadvantage of the weaker side. That the Ûr, however, had in the beginning some distinct rights and privileges of its own and that it continued to exercise them actively, though in collaboration with if not under the supervision of the Sabhā and its committees, till at least the end of the tenth century A.D., is amply borne out by the epigraphs. In the fifteenth year of Parāntaka I (A.D. 922), for instance, the Ûr sold some lands * to two temples for lamps and offerings and was, by special sanction of the Sabhā, allowed to perform some duties, which normally attached to the samvatsaravāriyam of the Sabhā. Again, it took charge of a gold endowment for a lamp, † and agreed to

* No. 8 of 1898.
† 89 of 1898.
submit to the supervision of the *samvaisaravāriyam* in this matter. More significant of the extent of the powers exercised by the Ur is its assignment of taxes and dues to be paid by the entire hamlet of Ulliyur for the benefit of the Īṣvara temple in that locality—an assignment coupled with the specific exemption of the people of Ulliyur from all external interference in their management of the affairs of their temple. We have also instances in which the Sabhā required the Ur not to collect any dues (igai) from certain lands which had been made tax-free, and gave away lands from among those that, owing to default in payment of the dues (igai), had become the property of the Ur; in one of these cases the Ur gave its consent and agreed not to make any collections, and in the other, it was apparently reimbursed for the loss of revenue. Lastly, the Ur had an executive committee of its own which was called the “ruling group,” (āṭunāgattar). We learn nothing, however, as to the method by which its members were chosen, or the period of their office.

The existence by the side of the Sabhā of numerous corporations, religious and local, some doubtless economic also, and the way in which they dominated some little corner or other in the local polity is thus one of the most significant and well-attested facts of mediaeval life in Uttaramērur. It was a veritable network of diverse jurisdictions and liberties not always clearly

---

* 41 of 1898.
† S. I. X. III, Nos. 152 and 162.
‡ No. 3 of 1898: ‘emmār-vāṭunāgattārūṇ' (l. 1). There is a slight difficulty, easily got over by a little experience, in our distinguishing the different senses in which ‘Ur’ is used in the inscriptions. It seems to have at least two meanings, one corporate and the other geographical. Thus ‘emmār-vāṭunāgattārūṇ’ which immediately follows the expression quoted above can hardly mean anything other than “the southern division of our village.” See also 58 of 1898 (l. 3—emmār-vāṭunāgattārūṇ.)
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marked off from one another. The Sabhā was indeed the most considerable among them all; but it had to respect the privileges, even the susceptibilities, of the numerous other gaṇas and associations of a voluntary and quasi-public character, of the hereditary caste and trade corporations and so on, and might itself be called upon to explain its default in particular matters by the associations affected by it. Almost every sphere of life was so dominated by group-organisations that the individual was of little account and had to function through some group or other. There was no written law, or even a distinctly formulated principle intended to govern the conduct of these groups; they acted for the most part in their separate spheres of social work, and came together occasionally for considering specific questions of common concern. In this manner they found it possible to evolve a workable procedure to secure mutual understanding and adjustment. And in the days when there existed an organised central government not altogether lacking in executive strength—this was the rule under the Cūla kings—the power of the king and his officials was a sort of reserve in the background to be drawn upon when the forces of local regulation failed to function properly or, in extreme cases, broke down altogether.

The inscriptions furnish much valuable information on the history and the functions of the Sabhā, and these may now be briefly discussed. In the earliest inscriptions in our collection of the reign of Dantivarman, the Sabhā comes before us as a mature and well-established institution apparently exercising all the powers that it ever exercised in later times. It sold land, accepted and undertook the administration of, an endowment for dredging a tank, and made an important settlement
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(vyavastha) * in which the Ur was assigned some duties with regard to lands deserted by poor tenants who could not pay the dues on them; a little later, under Nandivarman, it laid down the qualifications and the tenure for the place of arcaUa in the temple of Tiruppulivalam-udaiyar. These early records also contain noteworthy references to vāriyar and vāriyappemakkal. In one instance † the vāriyar are clearly officers subordinate to the Sabhā, and take their orders from it. There is nothing to show whether they were individual officers or members of a committee; and we have no information on the period for which the office was held. Another record ‡ of about the middle of the ninth century mentions the vāriyappemakkaU. The phrase may mean 'great men doing vāriyam' and may be only another form of the term 'vāriyar'; but it looks very much like meaning "members of the vāriyam," the last being understood as a committee. But it should be noticed that there is no reference whatever to the Sabhā in this record, and possibly the vāriyam of this record had nothing to do with the Sabhā. Further, even if the omission to mention the Sabhā be neglected, and the vāriyam understood as a committee of the Sabhā, it should still be observed that the vāriyam would then be a general committee of a non-specialised character, unlike the specialised 'tank', 'garden' and other committees of later times. The inscriptions of Vijayakampavarman,

* The word "nāmanthu" (61 of 1898) is not easy; and until it is properly interpreted, the nature of the settlement made on this occasion must remain doubtful. The Ur seems to have been responsible for the proper payment of land dues by the cultivators. In a later inscription we get the phrase; "lands that escheated to the Ur fell towards it) because the dues on them were not paid." (17 of 1898).
† 74 of 1898.
‡ 68 of 1898.
as also of the unidentified Cōlas, Rājakēśari and Parakēśari, mention the 'annual tank committee'; but the chronological place of these kings is so uncertain that no definite inference can be drawn from these records as to the period when specialised committees came into existence at Uttaramērur. We must observe also that the Sabhā used the term vyavasthai for describing the record of important decisions arrived at on matters that came up for consideration before it.

The inscriptions of the twelfth and fourteenth years of Parāntaka I, discussed in the next study, will be seen to fall in their proper perspective only when viewed on the background furnished by the data gathered so far from the earlier records of Uttaramērur. The Parāntaka inscriptions would thus appear to be not a ready-made constitution imposed ab extra by royal writ, but only to mark a stage, albeit an important stage, in a continuous evolution from within, brought about by the pressure of circumstance and the wisdom born of experience. That the Sabhā of Uttaramērur was the architect of its own constitutional arrangements, that it showed an uncommon readiness to follow the method of trial and error in its efforts to solve the local problems of the time, is rendered clear by another curious record of the fifteenth year of Parāntaka I, the year following that in which Parāntaka is generally supposed to have finally fixed the constitution of Uttaramērur. Published only three years ago, this inscription † has long escaped the attention that is due to it. It is a vyavasthai of the Sabhā which regulated the procedure to be followed for testing the fineness of the gold that was in current use in the village, 'emmiiril parimūrum poṇ samanjasāṇ-gābhādāykkā. By

* 65 of 1898; 10 of 1898; 75 of 1898.
† No. 12 of 1898 (S. I. L. VI, No. 295.)
this resolution, a committee was set up consisting of nine persons neither too old nor too young, from those among the tax-paying citizens who had a reputation for testing gold (ipai-kudikalil pon-kana vallareppaduvurai). These were to be chosen by the method of pot-tickets, four from the maḍavidi; two from senai (?), and the remaining three from saṅkarappādi. They were to test gold for all people impartially, and to adopt certain methods laid down for the test; they had to hand over to the tank committee the entire quantity of the meluku on which gold was rubbed (for the test) and to take an oath, once in three months, before the samvatsaravarīyam (year-committee), in the prescribed manner, that they would discharge their duties truly and honestly in accordance with the resolution of the Sabhā inscribed on stone. Though it is not expressly stated, it seems very likely that in this decision the Sabhā was reconsidering arrangements implied in the constitution of the 'gold committee' (pon-variyam) by the inscription of the preceding year. The new committee either superseded the old one, or was probably intended only to assist it in the discharge of its duties. One important qualification insisted on for membership of the new committee is competence in the assaying of gold; it may have furnished the technical assistance required for the work of the pon-variyam for which no provision had been made before. Although, therefore, every act of the Sabhā was in form an act for all time, for 'as long as the sun and moon endure' or something to that effect, nothing was immutable, and there was no lack of readiness to make fresh adjustments to meet new situations as they arose.

Few records throw any clear light on the normal relation between the Sabhā and the central government. Besides the two inscriptions of Parāntaka’s reign
on the constitution of the committees, there appears to be only one of the time of Kulōttungā III which contains a direct reference to an order made by the king to the Sabhā and carried out by it. Though there are two copies* of this interesting inscription, the circumstances that led to the king's interference are by no means clear. On being petitioned by a priest, a certain Cēdirājadēva had decided to set apart (niṅkīna padīyē) ten vēlis of land as arcanābhōga for two shrines in the village; and the king's order required that in accordance with that decision, the Sabhā was to convert the land into arcanābhōga-iyaiyili, and engrave the deed on the walls of the temple named. The order was addressed to the Sabhā (namakku prasādaṇjeydaruḷi tirumugam vandamaiyil). There are many examples of alienation of land as iyaiyili by the Sabhā for religious purposes without the slightest reference to the king or his officers. In this transaction, however, the initiative in the act of alienation was taken by Cēdirājadēva, perhaps an officer in the king's service, and the matter went up to the king either on account of a hitch that arose with the Sabhā in putting the transaction through, or simply because no official could deal with the Sabhā in such matters except through the king. Another difficulty in understanding this record fully arises from the fact that the status of the land proposed for alienation is not clear. There is no suggestion of any payment having been made either for the value of the land or as compensation for the loss of revenue incurred. The land therefore should have belonged either to the village or to the king. Or was it an unappropriated common in which both the Sabhā and the king had somewhat indefinite rights?

* 175 of 1928 and 76 of 1898.
The amplitude of the functions exercised by the Sabha and its sustained regard for the physical and cultural amenities then available to the inhabitants of the locality are fully borne out by our inscriptions which range over nearly five centuries. A careful study of the details recorded in them will not fail to convey the impression that during these centuries the people of Uttaramerur were, to a very large extent, left free to work out their own destinies without let or hindrance and that, on the whole, they seem to have done this very well indeed. It would be too long a task to write out fully the innumerable little details that help to form the impression. Attention may be drawn, however, to some of the more salient aspects of local life in which the Sabha evinced an interest. Incidentally, we shall touch upon some aspects of the Sabha's administration which cannot be more adequately treated in the present state of our knowledge, or rather the lack of it.

Agriculture was naturally the primary concern of the Sabha. Not only was it the mainstay of the economic life of the country in which every peasant was interested, and they were all peasants then, but the Sabha itself was, in one way and another, a great landowner, perhaps the greatest in the locality, and was as such interested in the proper maintenance of facilities for irrigation, transport and so on. And it is a remarkable fact that private charity often came to ease the work of the Sabha by adding considerably to the financial resources at its disposal. Thus the large irrigation tank of the village, the Vairamegha-tataka, was kept in good repair by the silt being removed once a month with endowed funds ear-marked for the purpose and placed at the disposal of the Sabha by a private donor.

* 74 of 1898
Another inscription,* undated but doubtless among the earliest on the south wall of the Vaikuntha-perumil temple, records another large private gift of 100 kalāņju of gold which was handed over to the Peruṅguṛi Sabha to enable it to employ a second boat (ōdam) and pay wages (āl kūli) for removing one kūli of earth every day from the bed of the tank to the top of its bund, and thus to remove 360 kulis of mud every year. There are some more records of a like nature. These records and the creation of a special tank committee (ēri-vāriyam) by the assembly show that the proper maintenance of this large tank was among the primary pre-occupations of the villagers. The deputy tahsildar of Uttaramērūr performs to-day some of the functions discharged in olden days by the ēri-vāriyam with reference to this tank; for as Mr. Crole notes, † “one of the most important duties of the deputy tahsildar is securing the yearly supply of the tank, which is effected by the construction of a temporary dam in the river Cheyyār, several miles west of Uttaramērūr.”

The special emphasis laid in our inscriptions on the extent and regularity of dredging operations in the tank is also easily explained by the observation of Mr. Crole that “owing to the want of a masonry sluice and protective works at the head of this channel the tank is silting up very much”; and his further remark that “the supply is rendered precarious owing to the river topping its banks and breaching into and obliterating the channel”, may have been equally true of the period of the Pallava and Cōla rulers. Altogether the creation and maintenance of this splendid tank “with a revenue of Rupees 25,000 dependent on it” (the figure relates to 1879 or thereabout), and the solicitous care

* 69 A of 1898 S. L. I. VI, 553.
† Chingleput Manual p. 135.
shown by the *Sabhā* and the people of the locality in keeping it in constant repair furnish striking testimony to the enlightened methods of ancient Hindu administration which have compelled the wonder and admiration of thoughtful critics.

When a road was submerged under water and thereupon became unfit for use, the *Sabhā* decided to renew the road and widen it by purchasing adjacent lands from the ryots,* the cost being provided apparently from its own funds. The supply of drinking water in a public place was provided by income from a private endowment of funds invested at 15% per annum and supervised by the tank committee of the *Sabhā.*† When the *Sabhā* lacked funds for capital expenditure of an urgent nature it had resort to a loan from the treasury of a temple, and we have an instance of a large loan paid off with interest by the *Sabhā* by the alienation of some land and the dues thereon, and the record of the transaction is described by the expressive name *iranyakrayāvāya-kkaiyeluttu,* a deed of sale-for-debt.‡ The record of this sale shows that the *Sabhā* had its own *pottakam* and *vari,* record books showing existing property-rights and tax-dues,¶ and that these books were kept up-to-date by appropriate entries being made in them at the end of every transaction affecting these rights and dues.

Most of the inscriptions furnish evidence that, in collaboration with the authorities of each separate temple, the *Sabhā* exercised a constant general supervision and control of the affairs of the temples, regulated the qualifications of the priests conducting

---

* 9 of 1898.
† 75 of 1893.
‡ 68 of 1898.
¶ It will be seen that the names of many of these dues occur in our records.

I refrain from a discussion of these difficult terms in this study.
welfare, fixed the turns of worship among them, and administered the endowments for the supply of flowers, oil, ghee or other offerings, and so on. It has been rightly said of Hindu temples* that "they were fortresses, treasuries, court-houses, parks, fairs, exhibition-sheds, halls of learning and of pleasure, all in one," and unless the large place filled by the temple in the social and economic life of its neighbourhood is firmly grasped, it would not be easy to understand why the kings and their chieftains, the village-assemblies and the people were so constantly pre-occupied with the temple and its affairs. It may be observed, in passing, that when private persons rendered any extraordinary service of lasting value to a temple, it was recognised by distinctions, sometimes of a hereditary character, being conferred on them by the Sabhā and the authorities of the temple concerned. † The subtle appeal to personal vanity that is made by public honours and that often leads to large benefactions from the rich is thus not altogether modern.

The education of the people was recognised as important. We have no direct information on the arrangements that obtained for imparting instruction in the more elementary stages of the pupils’ course, or on the extent to which the people were generally eager to secure the benefits of schooling to their children. It is hardly to be expected that inscriptions can tell us everything, especially on routine matters of life about which there was nothing striking. But considering that Uttaramērūr was a dominantly Brahman village, and taking into account the number of special schools for higher study that are mentioned by the inscriptions, it appears legitimate to infer that educational facilities

* Ind Ant Vol. XXIV p. 256 n 41.
† 172, 180 and 183 of 1923.
must have been more general, and more generally availed of than we are apt to imagine on \textit{a priori} grounds. We must not also imagine that all education was Sanskrit in character and that no attention was paid to Tamil. The facts that inscriptions were engraved in prominent public places where people could read them, that the language of most of them was Tamil though with a large mixture of Sanskrit terms, that the inscriptions often reflected features of the \textit{patois} of the time and were engraved by artisans of the village—these point to the conclusion that there was no wide gap between the language of the people and the education and administration of the land. Higher education was necessarily Sanskrit in character especially in places where, as in Uttaramērūr, it was in the hands of the \textit{Sabha}. The \textit{Sabha} of Uttaramērūr, endowed at different times* a \textit{Vyākaraṇa-sāstra- vyākhyā- vr̥iti} for the study of grammar and language, a \textit{Bhavisya-kkādaippur̥am} for instruction perhaps in the Bhavisya Purāṇa, if not in a Bhavisya Śūkhā, being imparted by a teacher resident in the village, and a \textit{Taitiiriya-kkādaippur̥am} obviously for the study of the Black Yajur-Veda, as well as a \textit{Vājasanēya-kkādaippur̥am} for the White Yajur-Veda. Another very interesting record which, though it bears no date, may be assigned with confidence to the tenth or the eleventh century, registers an important educational endowment by a lady. The inscription† is unfortunately partly built in, and some words are thus lost at the beginning of every line. The general drift of the record is, however, very clear. A lady by name Sān̄naicoūni ‡ alias Uttaramērunāngai created a \textit{Bhaṭṭaṛūtī} (teaching-endowment),

* 18, 29 and 32 of 1898, also 194 of 1923 The word “\textit{Kuṭa}” means a Vedic School, more generally a religious school.
† 39 of 1898
‡ Ān̄i (ān̄i) often appears as an honourific suffix to female names in our inscriptions
and placed it under the perpetual supervision of her younger brother, a certain Nārāyaṇadatta-bhaṭṭa, and his descendants and the Mahāsabhā of the village who undertook to pay all the dues on the lands set apart by the terms of the endowment. The nature of the supervision is laid down in considerable detail. Among the qualifications for admission to a share in the Bhaṭṭavṛtti are mentioned proficiency in not less than one Veda together with Vyākaraṇa and the two darkṣanas of the Mīmāṁsā; something (?) combined with a knowledge of Nṛttabhāṣya; proficiency in not less than one Veda together with competence in expounding Vyākaraṇa, the Nyāya-bhāṣya with vārttika, and the Vaiśeṣika with its tīkā (commentary). It is also laid down that no one who had a share in the village-lands was entitled to participate in the Bhaṭṭavṛtti. Those who, having satisfied the trustees with regard to their qualifications, gained admission to the Bhaṭṭavṛtti were to reside for a period of three years in the mathā raised by the donor on the shore of a tank dug out by her, and during the period of their residence, they were apparently to impart instruction in their respective subjects to pupils selected by them after a preliminary examination (parikṣai kṣitiṇo pūrṇakālukkē paṇipadāgavum). Not only does this inscription throw much welcome light on the state of higher learning at the time, but it furnishes a model for the administration of higher education which many a modern university of our country might envy.

The permanent appointment of a ‘curer of poisons’ (vishahara), the provision for the recital of hymns in temples and the mention of muñhulas are other noteworthy facts.

* 36 of 1898.
† 194 of 1923, 181 of 1923.
‡ 184 and 168 of 1923.
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APPENDIX I.

A select list of inscriptions from Uttarantarur chronologically arranged.

Pallava Inscriptions.

Dantivarman.

Year 7. (c. A.D. 782) Perumguri Sabhā sells land to a Svāmikumāra Caturvēda Sōmayāji for digging a tank and raising a bond for it—the tank being called Svāmikumārakūṭṭam.

Year 9. (c. A.D. 784) A private endowment accepted by the Sabhā for dredging the Vairamēgha tank. The Sabhā ordered that the proceeds of the endowment must, without being spent in any other manner, be utilised every month by the vāriyār for the time being for dredging the tank (kuḻi-kuttuvadāka).

Year 21, day 122. (c. A.D. 796) Sabhā made a vyavasthā (settlement) regarding the lands of the cultivators owning lands in the village (emnūr pūmi udaiya kuḻigaṭ)

Nandivarman.

(c. A.D. 786) A detailed regulation of an arcanā-bhōga (endowment for worship) by the Sabhā. Four paṭṭi of land was set apart for a Brahmacāri Brāhmaṇa who could repeat the Veda and was of good character (pārayana-mārgam vēdam vallōnēyuktaṇāgiya) carrying on the arcanā in the Tiruppulivalam-udaiyar temple. The appointment was to be for a term of three years on each occasion. The date of the record is obtained by reading this together with No. 72 of 1898 of year 24 of Nandivarman.
UTTARAMERUR

Nṛpatuṅgavaranman.

Year 16. (c. A. D. 865) No mention of the Sahā as such. The vāriyappurumakkal were to protect the endowment, by a lady, of 13 kalāṇju of gold for a lamp. (63 of 1898).

Vijayakampavarman.

Of uncertain date. Hultzsch suggests that he might have been a brother of Nṛpatuṅga (E. I. VII. p. 196) and remarks apropos of the Nandi-Kampūsvara temple at Śoḷapuram (North Arcot): "As the alphabet of the inscriptions of Vijayakampa, Kampavarman or Vijayakampavikramavarman resembles that of the inscriptions of Vijaya Dantivikramavarman, Vijaya Nandivikramavarman and Vijaya Nṛpatuṅgavikramavarman, I feel tempted to explain Nandi-Kampa by 'Kampa the son of Nandi' and to assume that Kampavarman was a son of Nandivikramavarman and a brother of Nṛpatuṅgavikramavarman."

Year 6. Mentions a share including house and brāvayai (maṇaiyum brāvayaiyum ullīṭṭa oru paḻugu) 1. 2. (64 of 1898).

Year 8. Endowment by a member of the executive committee of the Īr; emmūr-yūḷūṅganattar. 43 of 1898).

Year 8. Sahā orders some fines accruing from certain defaults to be set apart for the Vairamōgha taṭaka. (85 of 1898).

Year 9. A vyavasthai (settlement) by the Sahā. (7 of 1898).

Year 10. A record by a member of the yūḷūṅga-nattar. The members of the tank committee (ēri-vāriya-pperumakkal) are mentioned. (11 of 1898).
Year 18. Mentions the members of the tank committee for each year (avva-vānju ēri-vāriya-pporur-makkaḷe) l. 5. (65 of 1898).

Year 21. A large endowment of 200 kalanju yielding 30 k. as interest for dredging the Vairamēgha taḷāka and the grateful recognition of it by the Sabhā. (84 of 1898).

Rājakesari and Parakesari records (unidentified).

......Kēsarivarman, Year 3—The residents of Saṅkarapāḍi in the north bazaar of Uttaramēru-caturvēdimāgalām take fifteen kalanju of gold from an individual and agree to keep a perpetual lamp burning in the temple of Mahādēva at Tiruppulivalam. (78 of 1898).

Parakesarivarman.

Year lost—The year committee (saṁvatsara-vāriya) of every year was, on behalf of the Sabhā, to supply, from an endowment, one quarter of a measure of oil every day for a lamp before the Mahādēva of the eastern structure, in the temple of Jyēṣṭhā on the banks of the lake in Kumaṇapāḍi. (10 of 1898).

Parakesari.

Year 16, day 257. The Mahāsabhā of Uttaramērūr assigned tax-free land to the temple of Mahādēva in the neighbouring village of Tīṭṭattūr. (4 of 1898).

Rājakesari.

Year 8. Land sold tax-free by the Sabhā for feeding twenty Brahmans daily in the temple of Kurukṣētra in the village. The Mahāsabhā ordered

[120]
that the charity should be administered by those who managed the temple affairs. (40 of 1898).

Year 8. A resolution (javasthai) of the assembly not to take paṭṭikāḍī. (?) The meeting is described in the quaint terms: ābāla-wddha-amaiya eppērppattadum niramba-kkāḍi-yirundu i.e., “everybody including the young and the old met and sat in the full assembly.” (62 of 1898).

Year 17. An order (incomplete) of the Mahāsabhā on endowments for worship in two temples of the locality (ennūr). (91 of 1898).

Year 26, day 280. A gold endowment, for a shed for the supply of drinking water, bearing interest at 8 maṃjūṣi per kalānju or 15%, placed under the purview of the members of the tank committee (śri-vāriyanjeyyemp-perumakkal) doing duty from year to year. (75 of 1898).


Year 12 (A. D. 919). Settlement of the constitutional rules for the election of committees of the Subhā. (2 of 1898).

Year 14 (A. D. 921). Revision of the rules mentioned in the last record. (1 of 1898).

Year 15 (A. D. 922). Inscription of the Subhā; also mentionous Mahasabhai-ṭṭiruadī. The Ṣṛ sold some lands to two temples for lamps and offerings. The duty of administering these charities was, by the orders of the Mahāsabhā, ordinarily the work of the samvatsurur-vāriyam; but in this instance the Ṣṛ was allowed to undertake the duties. (8 of 1898).

Year 15, day 55, (A. D. 922). A resolution of the Subhā regulating procedure to be followed for testing
the fineness of gold in the transactions of the village. Nine persons neither too young nor too old were to be chosen from among the tax-paying citizens by the method of pot-tickets—māṇavadiyār to elect four, Senai (?) to elect two, Śankarappāṭi to elect three; and their duties and relations to the ēri-vāriyam and samvatsara-vāriyam were defined in detail. (12 of 1898).

Year 16. (A. D. 923). The Sabhā decided that a road that had been submerged and had therefore become unfit for use even by cattle, should be renewed and widened by the purchase of land from the ryots, and assigned the duty to the garden committee and an officer called ur-mēl-ninga-tiruvāṭi. (9 of 1898).

Year 24. (A. D. 931). An endowment of gold for a lamp, by the son of a member of the ruling group (māmangam-sthvē), left by the Sabhā under the supervision of the tank committee. (58 of 1898).

Inscriptions of Kāmaradēva who took Kacci and Tanjai towards the close of Parāntaka I's reign.

Year 18. An endowment, by a Brahman lady, of $\frac{13}{2}$ Kalañju of gold left in charge of the Ur of Uttaramērur for a lamp, the charity to be supervised by the samvatsara-vāriyam of each year. The inscription was engraved under orders from the Mahāsabhā. (39 of 1898).

Year 23, day 296. An inscription of the Mahāsabhā. It is a record of an assignment of taxes or dues from Ulliyūr by the Ur of Uttaramērur to the temple of Īśvara in Ulliyūr itself, said to be in the southern division (tēnpiṭhakat), as provision for music for śrūkali thrice a day. The record also says that the people of Ulliyūr will themselves protect the temple and that no
Year 25. An interesting but difficult record containing a resolution of the Perungudi Sabha relating to fines and their prompt collection; mentions grama-kāryanjeyyum-perumalakal of every year. (77 of 1898).

Inscriptions of Pārthivendravarman, * the contemporary of Āditya II.

Year 2. Order of the Perungudi Sabha making some lands tax-free. The Ur agreed not to collect any iṟai from these lands.

(S.I. I. III 152; 88 of 1898).

Year 3. The Perungudi Sabha gave land nyākhyārtti to the person who expounded the vyākaranāstra in that town. (S.I.I. III 161; 18 of 1898).

Year 4. The Perungudi Sabha records its sale to a merchant of some land to be endowed by him as Śrībalibhoga. The land was made tax-free.

(S.I. I. III 171; 55 of 1898).

Year 5. Inscription of Perungudi Sabha. Land was set apart as tax-free viṣaharabhōga. The appointment to the place of viṣahara (curer of poisons) was to be made from time to time by the Sabha.

(S.I. I. III 177; 36 of 1898).

* It is not improbable that this was only another name of Āditya himself. See S. I. I. III No. 158.
Year 7. The Perumppi Sabha declared some land belonging to a temple tax-free after getting purvācāram from an individual. (S. I. I. III 183; 79 of 1898).

Year 12, day 326. The Mahāsabha remitted, after receiving purvācāra, taxes on some lands purchased from the agriculturists (kudikal) of the village by queen Tribhuvanamahādevī and handed over by her to a Viṣṇu temple erected by Kongaraiyar as provision for śrīpāli. Those who violated this charity were to be amerced 25 kālanju each by the Śraddhāmanantas themselves. (S. I. I. III 194; 49 of 1898).

Inscriptions of Rājarāja I Rājakesari.

Year 9, day 158. (c. A.D. 994) An incomplete record. Mentions the mukha-mandapa of the Tulābhārā-kōyil as the place where the assembly met to regulate the payment by the several castes and communities of Uttaramśūr of fines imposed on them. (197 of 1923).

Year 22. (c. A.D. 1007) Gift of sheep by a lady of Vāmanacceri for a lamp in a temple. The Pārīlamaiyar were responsible to the Sabha for the maintenance of the lamp. Punishment for default was meted out by the ‘annual supervision committee’ (samvatsara-vāriyaijeykinya perumakkal) along with śrī vaiṣṇavarāṇa einberumāṇaṭṭiyār, the devotees of the temple. (163 of 1923).

Year 23. (c. A.D. 1008) Endowment of lamps by a merchant of Naḍuvilaṅgūṭi and a resident of Gōvindaaccīri. The Viraganattar were made trustees for the merchant’s gift. (187 of 1923).

Year 23. (c. A.D. 1008) Gift of sheep for a lamp by a merchant of Tērkilaṅgūṭi (the south bazaar). The Kālīganattar were trustees. (189 of 1923).
UTTARAMERUR

Year 25, day 154 (c. A.D. 1010) Land given by Perunguri Sabha for tiruccemndai to the temple of Puruṣottama. (177 of 1923).

Year 26. (c. A.D 1011) Sheep endowed for a lamp by a lady of Gōvindaccēri were left in charge of the residents of Pañmaiccēri. (190 of 1923).

Year 29. (c. A.D. 1014) Sheep for lamp by a lady of Trivikkiramaccēri. (178 of 1923).

Inscriptions of Rājendra I Parakēsari
(with the Tirumanḍi valara introduction.)

Year 5. (c. A. D. 1017) Land given by the Mahāsabhā for daily offerings and worship and certain festivals and for a flower garden to Śrīkṛṣṇa in the temple of Koṅgaraiyar, called Rājendra-sūla-śrīnaṃga. The land was left in charge of the Śrī Kṛṣṇagāpperaṇmakkaḷ. (174 of 1923).

Year 6. (c. A. D. 1018) Apportionment by the Perunguri Sabha of shares in the arcana-ṛtī among the four vaikānasas of Koṅgaraiyar-Śrī-kōyil in lieu of those held by them at Arasāṇimalaṅgalam (171 of 1923).

Year 19, day 343. (c. A. D. 1031) Reclamation of waste land by the Perunguri Sabha, and gift of the land as provision for offerings to the image of Ananta-nārāyaṇa on the third storey of the temple. Provision was also made, among others, for the recitation of Tiruvāyumoli hymns by three persons during the morning and evening services. (176 of 1923).

Year 26, day 180. The Mahāsabhā sold land, and exempted it from the levies called sittāyam, puṇcavārum, sīliṟṟai, ecceṟṟukkuṟṟariṣi, ēṟṟukkul anṟṟai; also ēṟrkkai, pāḻkanellu, uḷaṟṟai, nirvai and other pūṟṟaiyaiṟṟai. [125]
This land was intended to provide seven ḫulpa of paddy daily to three persons reciting the Tiruvāyunti hymns in the temple of Velḷaimūrti-Āḻvār of the Rājendra-sōlā-vinnagar. The same assembly made a gift of two separate plots of tax-free land, one as vījasanāya-khīḍaippuṟam and the other for a festival on the day of Punarvasu in the month of māsi.

(194 of 1923).

Year 30. (c. A. D. 1042) Sale of land made tax-free by the Perunguri Sabhā to the temple of Rājendra-sōlā-vinnagaram for a flower-garden and a matha called after Kundavi Āḻvār for feeding Śrīvaiśnavas.

(184 of 1923).

Inscriptions of Rājendracolādēva-Parākṣarivarman

(with no characteristic introduction).

Year 3. The Perunguri Sabhā endowed sheep for lamp to Velḷaimūrti-Āḻvār temple. The record refers to Iruṇḍupakkattu-ppēṟilamaiyār as trustees for the lamps in the temple.

(185 of 1923).

Year 3. The Perunguri Sabhā gave land for offerings to Rāghavadēva in the temple of Velḷaimūrti-Āḻvār and for a flower-garden, with the stipulation that the food offered at the two services should be given away to the Śrīvaiśnavas reciting the Tiruppadiyam hymns.

(181 of 1923).

Year 4. Land given tax-free by the Mahāsabhā, also called Perunguri Mahāsabhā, of Uttaramālitir alias Rājendra-sōlā-caturvedimangalam as Bhaviṣya (pavilīyak)-kīḍaippuṟam, so that some one might reside in the place permanently and impart instruction and enjoy the proceeds of 720 kūṭi of land. (29 of 1898).
Year 4. Similar gift by the Mahāsabha of 240 kulis of land as Taittirīya (taittiriyak) - kīḍaippurum.

(33 of 1898).

Year 4, day 84. The Mahāsabha, also called Perungru Mahāsabha, made the hereditary appointment of a Śivabrahmana as arca ka in the local temple of Subramanyadēva.

(53 of 1898).

Inscriptions of Kulottaiga I-Rājakesāri.

Year 9 (c. A. D. 1079) An endowment by a private individual of thirteen good current kāṣu (äṃrāku-nayākāsu) left with two Bhaṭṭas of the temple who converted the money into $2\frac{1}{2}$ pudagam * of land, agreed to pay the antarāgam on the land and maintain a perpetual light in the temple, and gave an undertaking to the same effect on behalf of their successors also.

(57 of 1898).

Year 46. (c. A. D. 1116) The Perungru Sabha ordered the remission of taxes on thirty pudagam of land purchased by a person and granted by him along with a house-site (purchased from other resources) for the maintenance of a māṭha, called Arulḷadāsāry, which he had founded. The land had been lying fallow for sixty or seventy years and was now called Śōjaviccādiravilagam after the donor. The tax on the land was remitted for the year (46) then current, but for the years following 5 kāsu per annum was to be levied as iṟaikilikkāsu. Other taxes such as piddaṅgu-vari, uppu-kāsu etc., were remitted altogether. The local Śrīvaiṣṇavas were to supervise the charity under the general control of the Śrīvaiṣṇavas of the eighteen nāḍus.

(168 of 1923).

* A pudagam was indefinite in extent. (Nos. 5 and 6 of 1898).
† The names of these are nowhere mentioned. See A R E, 1923 II. 33.
COLA STUDIES

Inscriptions of Vikramaśāla Parākṣesari.

Year 11. (c. A. D. 1129) Gift of land by a private individual to the temple of Veḷḷaimūrti-emberumān. The record mentions Śrīvaiṣṇava-vāryar.

(188 of 1923).

Year 15. (c. A. D. 1133) The Mahāsabha executed a sale-deed-in-discharge-of-debt (iraṇa-krāyāṇa-kkai-yeluttu) in favour of the Ėkambam-uḍaiyār temple. The Sabhā had obtained a loan of the temple in year 13, and by the month of kūrtigesai in the fifteenth year, the debt including interest amounted to 230½ kābu. This sum was demanded by the temple authorities including the Māhēśvaras and accountants, and as the Sabhā was unable to pay down the money, it met the claims of the temple by transferring to it some land which, with the capitalised value of the minor dues on it that were remitted, amounted to the sum of the debt due to the temple. The Sabhā was declared to be free, after the date of this transaction, from all dues to the temple other than 500 measures of ghee on the day of Tiruvādirai in the month of Mārgai and the transfer of Veṇṇaiṅkuttanallūr (the land sold in lieu of the payment of the debt); and all other claims recorded on copper, stone and palm-leaf were declared cancelled. Veṇṇaiṅkuttanallūr was thenceforth to be called by the Śiva-nāme Tirūvēkbaṅanallūr, and was to be so entered in the land-register (pottakam) of the village and tax-account (vari). (68 of 1898).

Inscriptions of Kulottuṅga III Parākṣesari.

Year 26, day 300. (c. A. D. 1214) At the request of one Bhārasivan Tirūviraṭṭam-uḍaiyān alias Kulottuṅga-sōla Paṇḍītan, who had the birth-right (jaḷamakkāṇi) of worshipping at the mātṛṣṭhānas of the village, a
certain Cēdirājan obtained the sanction of the king for a tax-free gift of ten vēli of land as arcanābhōga to the shrines of two Pidāris, Vaḍavāyicelvi and Tiruvāṇḍāl. The king also sanctioned this transaction being engraved on the walls of the temple of Vēḷḷaṁūrti-nāyaṇār, and ordered the Sabhā and the tanduvān to enter it in the accounts as tax-free. We have duplicate records of this transaction, the king’s sanction and the execution of the order by the Pernūgūrī Sabhā.

(175 of 1923 * and 76 of 1898).

Year (3) 7. (c. A. D. 1215) The Mahāsabhā of Uttaramēḻṟūr alias Rājēndra-sōla-caturvēdimahagalam entered into a fresh agreement with the Māhesvaras and the Sthānattār of the temple of Tiruppulivalam-uḍaiya-nāyaṇār regarding the future administration of old endowments for eight perpetual lamps. These endowments were: (as recorded in the Tiruppulivalam-uḍaiyar and Naḍuvil temples)—four lamps for 100 kālanju of red gold taken charge of by the Assembly for the time being (engal pūrvapurūṣāhal, II. 3-4) from Rājamartanda alias Aparājitavikramavārman on the occasion of a solar eclipse in the fourteenth year of his reign; (as recorded in the Naḍuvil temple)—one lamp for 12½ kālanju taken from a private individual in the 18th year of Kāmmaradēva who took Kacci and Taṇjai; two lamps to be maintained from proceeds of the sale of land given for the purpose by an individual in the thirteenth year of Parakēśarivarman who took Madura; and one lamp for 12½ kālanju taken from another person in the fourteenth year of the same king. In the 37th year of Tribhuvanaviradēva, when the Māhesvaras called upon the Sabhā to keep to its

* By some mistake this record is treated as one of Rējāraja III in A.R.E. 1923, II 41. It is clearly one of Kulaśtuṇga III. The tanḍuvān is not heard of in No. 76 of 1898 which records the execution of the order by the Sabhā.
engagements, it was unable to do so (invilakkukku
niittattēvai-yērükka muḍiyāmaiyl, ll. 11-12) and had to
persuade the temple authorities to accept a less onerous
schedule of obligations for the future. (67 of 1898).

Year 38, day 233. (c. A. D. 1216) In recognition
of useful additions to the structure of the temple
carried out by a courtesan, the Mahāsabhā conferred on
her certain hereditary rights in the temple of Rājendra-
śōla-vinnagar, with the concurrence of the trustees of
the temple—kōyir-tānattār kaṇḍu. (172 of 1923).

Inscriptions of Rājarāja III Rājakēsari.

Year 3. (c. A. D. 1219) Some further rights
during the car-festival conferred upon the same courte-
san by the Mahāsabhā. (180 of 1923).

Year 29. (c. A. D. 1245) The Mahāsabhā of
Uttaramēru alias Gaṇḍagōpāla - caturvēdiṃgalam
conferred similar rights on a certain Śayanūci alias
Śrī-vaiśṇava-māṇikkam in recognition of further
improvements made by her in the temple.
(183 of 1923).
The remarkable progress of South Indian Epigraphy in the last thirty years has added much to our knowledge of the social and political affairs of South India in ancient and mediaeval times. With this increase in knowledge, old ideas on the constitution of village assemblies in South India are becoming obsolete, and we are called upon to review them in the light of later discoveries. To many questions concerning the rural life and administration of the country, we can yet offer only tentative answers; but we know more about these matters now than was known in 1904 when Venkayya edited the texts of the celebrated Uttaramērūr records which he had first noticed in great detail a few years before. It is the aim of this study to discuss some of the points which Venkayya left open, and suggest a few corrections and improvements in his interpretation of the records. This is done best by our furnishing annotations on the more difficult parts of the published texts of the two inscriptions of the twelfth and fourteenth years of Parāntaka I distinguished by Venkayya as ‘A’ and ‘B’ respectively.

‘A’ line 1: sabhāiyōm. Venkayya recognised the existence of village assemblies before the date of this record and drew attention to some earlier inscriptions


† I verified Venkayya’s text directly from the stone and found it perfect in its readings. I acknowledge with thanks the assistance rendered on the occasion by Mr. T. N. Ramachandran of the Madras Museum.
mentioning village assemblies. * Perhaps the earliest mention of the Sabhā of Uttaramērūr itself is that found in No. 80 of 1898 of the seventh year of Dantivikramavarman (c. A. D. 782) † Of about the same period is the Pāṇḍya record from Mānūr in the Tinnevelly District (No. 423 of 1906) which in some important respects seems to anticipate the records of Parāntaka Cōla by more than a century. ‡

'A. lines 1-3: irundu-mudal . . . parisāvadu : Venkayya's translation of this passage can hardly be accepted as a satisfactory rendering of the original. It will be observed that the phrase *'irundu vāriyam-āga' * in 1. 2 is applied by him to the royal officer Tattapūr-manvēnda-velān and rendered into: "Sitting (with us) and convening (?) the committee"; and his translation of the corresponding passage in 'B' runs: "Sitting (with us) and convening (?) the committee in accordance with the (royal) command." It should be observed that there is nothing in the text corresponding to "convening (?)" of the translation. The question is to decide whether 'vāriyam-āga' must be taken to refer to the royal officer, as Venkayya does, or to read it with what follows as: "vāriyam-āga attorukkālum samvatsara vāriyamium......iduvadarkku." If we follow Venkayya, 'vāriyam-āga' must describe some function performed by the royal officer, and the text does not help us to explain what this function is, and the device of interpolating a new conception like convening a committee does not seem proper. The word vāriyam is generally taken to mean 'committee', and that is doubtless its real meaning in phrases like 'samvatsara-vāriyam,' 'tōto-vāriyam' etc., in this and other records. It is doubtful if 'vāriyam' can be said in any other

* A. S. I. 1904-5 p. 135
† Ante p. 118.
‡ The Pāṇḍya Kingdom p. 93.
context to be used to describe duties to be performed by an individual. The Mānūr inscription of Māraṇa Saḍaiyan contains the earliest use of ‘vāriyam’ known to me in the phrase: *“muluccirāṇavai illādūrāi evvakai - ppati - vāriyamum ēraṇḍa - pperā - dārāgavum”* that is, ‘that they shall not appoint to any vāriyam anybody who does not possess a full share’. ‘Vāriyam’ here may well mean a committee; but there is nothing in the context to preclude its being some office or privilege held by an individual. The Tamil dictionaries simply give the meaning ‘income’ for the word ‘vāri’; but Kittel, in his Kanarese-English dictionary, gives under the word ‘vāri’ the meaning “unrelenting demand”, and this suggests a possible meaning, “collection of dues or taxes,” for the word ‘vāriyam.’ If this meaning is adopted, it will follow, further, that this collection may be the work of an individual or a group of men, a committee. Thus ‘vāriyam-āga’, that is ‘becoming vāriyam,’ as applied to a royal officer may mean that he was there in Uttaramērur representing the king and collecting certain royal dues from the village. On this view, the phrase ‘ivāṇḍu mudal’ meaning ‘from this year’ must be taken both in ‘A’ and ‘B’ to mark the year from which the officer named in either case was appointed as ‘vāriyam’; but there seem to be no other instances of such a permanent deputation of an official of the king’s service for the collection of royal dues from Brahmadēya villages. The only other supposition we can reasonably make is that the officer became a member of the vāriyam; but this raises a difficulty as there were many vāriyams in the village, and there seems to be no method of deciding to which of these the king’s officer was assigned.

* The inscription is unpublished.
It seems simpler on the whole to adopt the alternative construction suggested above, and read ‘vāriyam-āgu’ with the following words. This would perhaps imply that the committee-system was being adopted by this resolution for the first time in Uttaramērūr, or at least the committee-method (vāriyam) in local administration was improved and extended by this resolution. This view receives support from two considerations. First, in the records of an earlier period from Uttaramērūr there is no mention of ‘vāriyam’ as a committee* for a specific purpose. Secondly, from the inscriptions ‘A’ and ‘B’, the officials deputed by the king do not seem to have performed any special function other than representing the king to witness the proceedings of the assembly on the two important occasions when it adopted fundamental changes in its constitution. This becomes clear from the phrases ‘udan-irukka’ in l. 12 ‘A’ and ‘udan-irundu ipparikh beyvika’ in l. 17 ‘B’; of these, the second form appears to state more explicitly what is implied in the first. These expressions will be discussed further below.

Again, the words ‘engaḻur ārimukhappadi ānaiyinṭil’ (ll. 1-2) are understood by Venkayya as governing ‘vyavasthai beyda’ (ll. 2-3), so that according to him the revision of the constitution was undertaken by the assembly at the instance of the king. This interpretation overlooks the participle ‘irundu’ (l. 2) occurring immediately after the name Tattanūr-muṇḍanda-vēḷān, and standing in much closer relation to ‘ānaiyinṭil’ than to the words at the end of l. 2. There

* There are found, however, the general terms vāriyar and vāriyar-perumakkai-see e.g. 68 of 1898 of year 16 of Nypalāṅga and 74 of 1898, Dantipūṭaras. No. 11 of 1898 of the 10th year of Vijaya Kampavikramavarman mentions the tank committee; but his date is uncertain, and if the argument here presented is correct, he must be of a later time than is sometimes supposed.
seems to be no doubt that the royal sanction or order related only to the name of the officer who was appointed to be present on the occasion.

In the light of the remarks offered so far, this part of the text may perhaps be translated as follows: “We, (the members of) the assembly of Uttarameriucaturvedimangalam, Tattaźur-muvenda-velān being present in accordance with the order (conveyed) in the srīmukha (royal letter addressed) to our village, made the following settlement* for choosing as committees every year from this year forward the annual committee, the garden committee and the tank committee.”

Much of this discussion applies also to record ‘B’ which employs almost the same expressions.

‘A’ l. 5: arthakummum utmasausamulutaiyarāy: “possesses honest earnings and has a pure mind” (Venkayya). The expressions employed here are clearly reminiscent of the upadhasuca of the Arthasastra literature, though the context they seem to be used in a rather loose non-technical sense. Perhaps, ‘possessing material and spiritual purity’ is a better rendering. Reference may also be made to the Tīru-kkuṭal verse 501.

‘A’ ll. 5-6: mūvāṭṭīn……………uniya bandukkal allatīravri: substituting the literal translation † of the phrase ‘mūvāṭṭīn ipparam’ viz., “on this side of three years,” for ‘the last three years’ of Venkayya, we may accept his translation of this passage as correct. Indeed the text is easy Tamil and presents no difficulty.

* Venkayya observes (A. S. I. 1904-5 p. 138 n. 3): “The wording of l. 13 seems to show that the settlement was made by the assembly, though the point is not quite clear here”. The foregoing discussion has shown that Venkayya’s doubts were due to the rather forced construction he adopted.

It is in the interpretation that we find it utterly impossible to follow Venkayya. There seems to be no evidence in the texts of the records that can sustain his somewhat lurid view of the occasion for the reform undertaken by the assembly of Uttaramērūr. He says: * "One point that is common in both (A & B) is the implied indignation against the committee members who had just then vacated office and who appear to have brought the administration of the village into disrepute. They must have embezzled communal funds and would not submit themselves to any sort of scrutiny. The wholesale condemnation in 'A' of committee members who held office at the time the rules were made, is sufficient evidence on the point. This clause must have operated harshly during the second year of its introduction and must have restricted the choice within a smaller number, who might not possess all the requisite qualifications. In view of this difficulty better counsel prevailed in A.D. 920-21, and the prohibition was restricted only to defaulting committee members and their relations."

In all the numerous and profound contributions of Venkayya to South Indian Epigraphy, it is hard to find another paragraph which beats this, or even approaches it, in its utter disregard for the sources. As we have seen already, the Sabha of Uttaramērūr appears to have adopted the committee system (vāriyam) for the first time in the twelfth year of Parāntaka. The speculations of Venkayya concerning the reasons which led to the reform are based entirely on his translation of 'muṭṭāṭṭīn īpparam' (1. 5) into "for the last three years." He also introduces a new word ' (just)' in his translation of the phrase

*Ibid* pp. 185-6. See also *A. R. E.* 1899 paragraph 69.
'vāriyanjeydoñinda -perumakalukku.' The extent to which the meaning of our simple text is distorted as a result of these slight devices in translation can be seen by placing Venkayya's version by the side of a more literal rendering given as far as possible in his own words. Venkayya's version is: "From among (the residents) who have not been on (any of) the committees for the last three years and who are not close relations of the great men (just) retired from the committees" (italics ours). A more literal rendering would be: "From among those who have not done vāriyam on this side of three years and who are not close relations of the great men who have done vāriyam and retired." There is nothing here either about the men who served on committees at the time the settlement was made or during the three years preceding the settlement. There is also no evidence of 'implied indignation' against or 'wholesale condemnation' of any body of persons. Venkayya's speculation about members of committees bringing the administration of the village into disrepute by their embezzlement of communal funds and their refusal to submit to any scrutiny is utterly groundless. The only reference to such transgressions in the two records of Uttaramerur occurs at the end of l. 4 of 'B' where it is laid down that failure to produce accounts for audit at the end of a period of office (vāriyam) shall permanently disqualify a person and his relatives for election to the vāriyam. This provision is part of a more detailed statement of disqualifications for election to the vāriyam that distinguishes the later record from that of two years before. In other words, what we have here is not the

* A prohibition at the end of l. 9 and beginning of l. 10 in 'A' is very obscure on account of gaps in the record. It has to be left on one side as it helps neither Venkayya's argument nor mine.
statement of a concrete fact, but provision against a possible contingency.

It is not contended that village administration was always pure, or that dishonesty and embezzlement were unknown to the rural patriots of ancient times; cases of spoliation of temple funds and breaches of trust are common enough in our records; and the provision in ‘B’ just noticed is in itself evidence that such offences had to be thought of and carefully guarded against. The substance of my difference with Venkayya is simply this. There seems to me to be no evidence whatever in these two records from Uttaramērūr that the administration of this village was in a bad way in the years preceding the reform, or that such maladministration furnished the occasion for the reform itself. These records were unique when Venkayya studied them, and in his enthusiasm to explain their importance, he appears to have given rein to his imagination and read into the records much that was in his own mind. This may account for his view of the relation in which the two records stand to each other. He suggests that the rule of exclusion as stated in ‘A’ unduly restricted the field of choice for election to the committees and that the assembly, after the experience of two years, went back on its own rule and as a result, “the prohibition was restricted only to defaulting committee members and their relations.” If by this, Venkayya means that there was no sort of restriction on members of committees who had served a term without being in default, this statement is not correct; for ‘B’ repeats * in identical words the rule from ‘A’ excluding from re-election to committees persons who had served on

* A. S. I. 1904-5 p. 143 (ii), and p. 139 l. 4 ‘B’.
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them 'this side of three years.' We see then that both 'A' and 'B' are agreed in forbidding re-election to the committees within an interval of three years, and that this rule applies not only to 'defaulting committee members' but to all. We may reserve for later consideration the position of the kinsmen of committee members in 'B' with reference to that in 'A'.

In fact, if we put aside the ideas suggested by Venkayya's comments and his emendations of the text in his translation, and if we concentrate attention on the words employed in the text of which a more literal rendering than Venkayya's has been furnished above, we can recognise only two conditions stated in it; (1) persons nominated for election to the committees should not have served on them during the three years preceding the date of election, and (2) they should not be close relations of those that had so served. We have shown that condition (1) is retained intact in the later record; condition (2) is indeed modified. We shall discuss the modifications and the reasons therefor later in dealing with 'B'. But the main point is that in the language employed in 'A', there is no evidence of any dissatisfaction felt towards any persons for abusing their position and power, and not a trace that the rule of exclusion is based on the past conduct of malefactors. It is the dry and neutral language of a legal document laying down a rule of procedure for future observance. The reason underlying the main rule forbidding re-elections within three years is not hard to seek; it is to make offices go round. Venkayya himself once recognised this* when he pointed out that the annual change of office-bearers and re-election to new committees after intervals of three years must have

* A. R. E. 1899, paragraph 72.
stimulated a sustained civic interest. The motive for the exclusion of the 'close relations' (*aniya bandukkal*) must have been similar; in a country where the joint family has been so important a social factor, one can understand a rule based on the feeling that a person may be taken to represent his family circle.

'A' line 6: *kāčeri* (*sēri*) *valiye tirāṭṭi*: "(The tickets bearing the names) shall be collected in (each) street (*sēri*)," (Venkayya). Perhaps this is better translated as: 'The tickets bearing the names shall be gathered together according to *sēris*. It must be noticed that there were thirty *kuḍumbus*, constituted out of twelve *sēris*. Each *kuḍumbu* had to prepare (l. 3) name tickets (*kuḍavolai*) (l. 6) answering to what we now call valid nominations, and when this had been done, the tickets were grouped together according to *sēris* before lots were drawn in the manner laid down in l. 7. Representation on the committees was according to *sēri* and *kuḍumbu*. These terms *sēri* and *kuḍumbu* occur in inscriptions from other places as well, and their exact place in local administration is yet to be worked out.

The brief record of the mode of election to the committees contained in this inscription is by no means easy to follow in its details. The later record (B) says distinctly that thirty names were chosen for service on committees, one from each *kuḍumbu*, and lays down the elaborate procedure to be followed at the election. The earlier record (A) also implies unmistakably that the total number of men chosen in one election was thirty. It makes the following statements: (1) the 'annual committee' must be so chosen that there are twelve members, one from each *sēri*, after the tickets have been gathered together (from the *kuḍumbus*)
according to the Śēris (ll. 6-7). (2) Before that twelve men shall be chosen, as above (mēṟṇuṟū), for the garden committee (ll. 7-8). (3) The remaining six tickets shall constitute the tank committee (ll. 8-9). (4) After the choice of thirty persons in this manner, they shall serve on the three committees for full three hundred and sixty days and then retire. There is nothing in the record to say how exactly it was to be secured that the two larger committees got one man from each Śēri and from a different kuṟuṟum, though this seems to be presumed throughout as the proper incidence of representation. On the other hand, it confuses the whole question by talking of tickets being collected according to Śēris, of electing twelve, one from each Śēri for one committee, and of twelve others elected similarly for another, and lastly, of the remaining six for yet a third. Again, while referring to future elections, it uses the phrase 'by allotting pot-tickets to kuṟuṟum (kuṟuṟumukuṟuṟumukuṟuṟumunuṟūlai-iṟṟu) (l. 9). Moreover, for appointing twelve persons for the paṇcavāra and 'gold' committees (l. 10), thirty tickets were to be allotted to the thirty kuṟuṟumus and twelve chosen therefrom, one for each Śēri. This is doubtless a badly drafted record, and its wording must have given rise to differences of opinion as to the exact procedure to be adopted at the election. If we consider the distinct superiority of the later record in this respect and the clearness and precision of the procedure laid down in it, and contrast it with the vagueness and the clumsiness that characterise the earlier document, the conclusion seems to be forced on us that the main reason for the revision of the vyavasthai (settlement) that was undertaken by the Sabha after an interval of two years, must be sought in

* Venkayya would change this and have 'subsequent to this', though the text is clear. See A. S. J. 1904-5 p. 138 and n. 12.
the intolerable vexation arising from the imperfections of the earlier settlement which they had bound themselves to observe in perpetuity (l. 11).

'A' line 9: ivyavasthai-olai-ppaliiyē: 'According to this order of settlement' (Venkayya). I prefer 'according to this deed of settlement.' The word 'olai,' indeed often occurs in inscriptions in the sense of 'order,' especially 'royal order' and this is perhaps the reason why Venkayya* and almost all other writers after him have maintained that the constitution of Uttaramērūr was laid down in a royal rescript and that the Sabhā had only to signify its assent to a constitution ordered from above. But there is no justification for overlooking the express declaration of the Sabhā repeatedly made in these two records † that it made the vyavasthai in the presence of an official who attended its meetings by royal order. Though not of Parūntaka's reign, there are not wanting examples of Sabhās stating clearly that they made certain changes in their constitutions at the instance of the king. These examples should warn us against disregarding express statements contained in our records. The proper meaning of 'olai' in this context is, therefore, not 'order' but 'deed' or 'record.' The word is used in many different connections; kudavolai is thus closely analogous to vyavasthai-olai.

'A' l. 10: pañcavāraviyattukkum pōnvāraviyattuk-kum: 'Pañcavāra' seems to have been some kind of a tax ‡ or levy the exact nature of which is not clear, though the suggestion may be ventured that it might have been meant to provide against famine (pañjām).

* "The royal order had evidently to be approved by the village assembly before it could take effect." A. R. E. 1899, paragraph 60.
† 'A' ll. 2-3; and 'B'-ll. 2 and 17.
‡ No. 131 of 1912 and A. R. E. 1913 ll. 33; also S. J. J. ll. p. 512 n. 3.
The duties of the *pancaavāra* committee were perhaps connected with its assessment and collection. The discovery of the real nature of *pancaavāra* antiques Venkayya's suggestion * that originally every village had only five committees, that it was the duty of the *pancaavāra-vāriyam* to supervise their work, and that the name was kept on even after the number of committees to be supervised became more than five.

The gold committee (*pon-vāriyam*) is generally taken to have regulated the currency. As it is not possible, however, to imagine how village committees can undertake this general function of administration, we must try and find a more satisfactory explanation. *Pon* in the inscriptions of South India often means a coin of specific weight; but the standard of fineness seems to have varied with different types, and there are clear references in the records of money endowments to the fineness and weight of the gold made over by the donors for specified purposes. There must have been some person or persons to take charge of such endowments or at least to testify in a public manner to the weight and fineness of the gold in such instances. It seems probable that the *pon-vāriyam* performed these functions.

'A' l. 10: *muppaddu kuḍumbilum.....paṇṇivirvārilum*: Here the procedure for election to these two committees is even less specific in one important respect; we are distinctly told that only thirty tickets were to be put in for all the thirty *kuḍumbus* in the first instance (*muppaddu kuḍavōlai iṭṭu*) and that out of these thirty, twelve were selected for the two committees, one from each *śeri*. But how the first thirty were obtained we are

* A. S. I. 1904-5 p. 143 n *Paṇcaavāra* has little to do with *ahupahūkula*, contra Dr. S. K. Aiyangar in *I. A.*, May 1932.
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not informed. Another instance of the imperfect drafting of the record.

'A' l. 11: *piṇṇai avaṇiriyyattukku kudavolai ida pparūdadāgavum*: These words seem to imply that, under these rules, lots were drawn separately for each committee. If this was so, it did not matter whether the garden committee was elected before or after the annual committee.

'A' ll. 11-12: At first sight these lines seem to support Venkayya's translation which says that the royal letter issued by the emperor directed that from that year committees should be chosen for ever in the manner laid down. But this contradicts the claim of the Sabha that it made the settlement. It will be seen also that Venkayya's translation understands *brimukham* as 'the royal letter' which laid down the constitution and *āṇai* as 'the royal order' by which Tattanūr-mūvenda-vēḻān sat with the assembly. If we recall the phrase *srīmukhappaṇāi ānaiyināl* (ll. 1-2) used earlier in this inscription, we shall notice easily the unsoundness of this separation of *srīmukham* from *āṇai* in the translation of this passage. In fact the principal sentence in these lines is: *epṛṇum kudavolai vāriyamādy iduvaḍāga Tattanūr-mūvenda-vēḻān uḍanirukka nyayasthai seyōm Uttaramēru-caturvēdīmaṅgalattu sabhaiyōm*; and the numerous titles of the king followed by *brimukham arulicceydu varakkāṭṭa sri ānaiyināl* are explanatory of *uḍan-inrukka*; the clause *nam grāmattu duṣṭar keḻu sīṣṭar vadhiṭṭiāvārāga* gives the general motive of the settlement. The translation of these lines may be revised as follows: "In order that the wicked men of our village may perish and the good prosper, we, the members of the assembly of Uttaramēru-caturvēdīmaṅgalam made this settlement: that in this
manner, from this year forward as long as the sun and the moon endure, (we shall) invariably choose committees only by the method of pot-tickets—Tattaqūr-mūvēnda-vēḷān being present with us by order in accordance with the letter received and shown to us as graciously issued by the lord of the gods, the emperor, Śrī Vīraṇārāyaṇa Śrī Parūntakadēva alias Parakēsarivarman."

**Duṣṭar keṭtu ṣiṣṭar vardhitīdiṃvāṛāga:** In view of some statements made by Venkayya, it seems necessary to say that this expression has no very specific significance. It is the object of all government to restrain the wicked and promote the welfare of the good Venkayya understands by 'ṣiṣṭa' 'the rest', and 'B' has 'visiṣṭar' in the same context in the place of 'siṣṭar'. But the whole formula occurring in the record of the proceedings of a Brahman assembly has to be understood, it seems to me, in the light of the celebrated adage of the Gītā: "parivrūṇāya śūdhīnām vināśāya ca duṣṭātām" (IV. 8.) In any case, I cannot help feeling that Venkayya has treated these words as a more concrete account of the affairs of the village than in reality they are. He says: "We have reason to suppose that local administration was very near being wrecked in an important village not far from the premier city of the Cōla dominions, (Kāṇḍikpuramu). The rules regulating the constitution of village assemblies (!) and the method of selection of committee members seem to have been lax, and unscrupulous and ignorant men appear to have taken advantage of the opportunity to embezzle communal funds, and would not render accounts. † The king deputed one of his

† These statements appear to be based on a clause in 'B' disqualifying from service on committees persons who after serving on them once failed to submit accounts for audit.
Südra officers, with special instructions, in A. D. 918-9, to set matters right. Owing, perhaps, to his want of experience and to the excitement of the villagers over the evil doings of the ‘wicked men’ of the village, the rules which he promulgated (A below) must have made matters worse, and the consequences of his mistakes were felt during the second year the rules were in operation. The king had to depute a Brāhmaṇa officer of his from the Cōla country to improve upon the system devised more than a year ago. Accordingly, on the sixteenth day of the fourteenth year of the king’s reign (A. D. 920-21) a carefully worked out set of rules (B below) was framed and promulgated in order that the ‘wicked men of the village might perish and the rest prosper.’ The rules leave no doubt whatever as to who the wicked men were and wherein their wickedness lay.” These statements of Venkayya give a measure of the extent to which he allowed the general formula about duṣṭa nigrāha and śīṭa paripālana so well established in the parlance of Indian Sanskrit culture to influence his view of the settlement of the constitution of the committees by the Sabhā of Uttaramērūr. And one can hardly fail to observe that the identity of the ‘wicked men’ who caused all the trouble does not seem to be so clear from the records as it was to Venkayya, or that the difference in the casts of the officers deputed by the king on the two occasions might have been anything more than an accident. In any event, there is nothing in the words employed in the inscriptions that cannot be explained without supposing that the Südra officer bungled it and that the Brāhmaṇa officer of the Cōla country was more successful in dealing with the situation. The reforms consisted, in our view, in the introduction in Uttaramērūr of a fully developed committee system of village administration
for the first time in the twelfth year of Parāntaka by the 
Sabhā of that place, and in the clearer and more precise 
definition, two years later, of the rules governing the 
elections to the committees. The blame, if any, for the 
vagueness and uncertainty of the original rules, and 
the credit for the precision and clarity of the revised 
version must alike attach primarily to the assembly 
itself. The single official who was present by the king's 
order on either occasion, though he might have had a 
share in guiding the proceedings of the assembly by 
the respect he would have commanded as the king's 
representative, can hardly be held responsible for the 
settlement reached at the end or even for the form of 
expression adopted.

Before taking up ' B ' for consideration, the results 
of the foregoing discussion may be summed up. 
There is nothing to support Venkayya's view that ' A ' 
embodies a reform of the administration of Uttara-
merūr undertaken and carried out by the Cōla king 
Parāntaka I to rescue it from the corruption and 
inefficiency caused by wicked men having gained con-
trol of it. For its plausibility this view depends on (a) a 
too literal understanding of the general phrase at the 
end of ' A ': ' so that the wicked may perish and the good 
prosper ', which gives the rationale of all government 
and regulation, and (b) a reading into the earlier record 
of notions derived from the later one about embezzle-
ment of public funds and failure to submit accounts. 
If we put aside the false suggestions arising from these 
faulty steps—even ' B ' speaks only of accounts not 
being submitted, not of embezzlement (end of l. 4)—we 
see clearly the nature of the rules governing service 
on committees, and realise that, far from being the 
result of indignation against particular persons who had 
ruin the village and the management of its affairs,
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they are only dominated by a natural desire to afford equal opportunities of service to all eligible men.

What then were the nature and occasion of the reform and by whom was it effected? Its nature consisted evidently in the introduction of a well-developed committee system, apparently till then unknown in the management of the affairs of Uttaramērūr. The earliest mention of the vāriyam is in an inscription from the Tinnevelly district, and though no final account of the history of this organisation can be attempted in the present state of research, it seems probable that the system was of gradual growth. Earlier and tentative attempts to divide the work of the village among individual members may have grown in course of time into an elaborate system of management through committees with a clearly marked division of labour among them. And the presence of the king's official at the meeting of the assembly shows that the king had something to do with the reform. But the words of the inscription leave no doubt that the essential points of the decision were reached by the assembly at its meeting; there is, however, no means of deciding whether this reform was undertaken on the initiative of the king or of the assembly itself. If, as seems not unlikely, the vāriyam system was sought to be developed further at Uttaramērūr than was common at the time among the assemblies of other villages, the king would have had good reason to send out an officer to watch the nature of the changes introduced by the assembly of Uttaramērūr. And the novelty of the system more than anything else may go far to explain the imperfections of the first constitution.

This brings us to a consideration of the differences between 'A' and 'B.' The most important of these
aim at giving clearer expression to the qualifications of candidates for election to the committees and to the procedure to be followed in the elections. There are some other changes of a minor character. These will become clear in the course of the detailed comments that follow.

‘B’ ll. 1-2: See the notes on ‘ governor ’ and ‘ district officer ’ under ‘A’ ll. 1-2. The expressions used are more detailed throughout, e.g., ‘ three officers of the council ’. The name of the king is mentioned here unlike in ‘A’, and the name of the Brahman officer deputed by the king is given fully with the country, district, and town from which he came. There is however nothing to show that in official status or in the scope of his reference he differed from Tattanur-mūvenda-vēlān of ‘A’.

‘B’ ll. 3: elubadu pirāyattin kīl muppattaindu pirāyattin mēlpatṭār: The age limit here laid down is 35 to 70 as against 30 to 60 of ‘A’. Venkayya suggested that this change was due either to ‘young men’ having kept the company of ‘wicked men’ or to experience having shown rashness still persisting in the administration of the committees. This will account for raising the lower age-limit from 30 to 35 but not for putting up the higher limit. It would seem that this variation in the age-limits prescribed for service on committees has no very special reason underlying it, unless it be a realisation that too many competent people in the village over sixty had been kept out by the earlier rule, and that the newer limits were more in accordance with the age-distribution of the population in the village. In other words, this may

*A R E* 1899, paragraph 70
be only a minor change which was effected incidentally because a revision of the rules had been necessitated by more imperious reasons.

'B' l. 3: mantra-brāhmaṇam vallūn śuddivītaṇi vūṇai: This expression takes the place of vēddattilion sāstrattilion kāryattilion nipunār ennappattirippūrai (l. 4) of 'A.' The statements in this record concerning the qualifications of persons eligible for service on committees, the classes of persons who shall be excluded from such service and the period of such exclusion are very clear and definite. The qualifications include conditions regarding age, property and learning, besides general ability and character. The phrase now under consideration makes the educational qualifications more definite than before. To say that a person must have a reputation for being learned in the Veda and the Śāstra, as 'A' said, was to give no clear indication of the standard of learning that entitled a man to have his name included among the pot-tickets. This question of the exact standard of learning implied in the original rule was, we may presume, much canvassed among the meticulous vaidikas of Uttaramērīr. As a result, the standard was carefully laid down. Ordinarily a candidate had to know the mantra-brāhmaṇa* and possess experience in expounding it. It may be recalled here that, in a similar context, the Mānīr inscription requires candidates to possess a knowledge of mantra-brāhmaṇa and one dharma.

'B' li. 3-4: uraikkānalamē......puva iduvadāgamum: The assembly of Uttaramērīr apparently took account of the usual divorce between learning and riches, and

* Monier-Williams gives this phrase the meaning 'Mantras and Brāhmaṇas' and also notes that it is the name of a work. Venkayya felt a slight difficulty with śuddivītaṇi, and suggested that it should be śuddvītāya arjukā. But the former phrase means really "one who has known teaching", i.e. possesses experience of it.
fixed the property qualification of very learned men at half the usual standard. Thus a person versed in a Veda in its entirety and possessed of experience in teaching one of the four bhāṣyas might have only 1/8 nilam instead of the usual 1/4.

It will be observed that the short sentences in this inscription are much easier to follow than the long-winded sentence in 'A' (ll. 3 7) which mixes up in one unwieldy statement the qualifications and dis-qualifications of members and the details of the process of election.

'B' l. 4: mācāttīṁ iippuyam rāriyājeydililītāriṁ: This phrase must be carefully noted as excluding from committees all persons who had served on them within the three years preceding the election simply by reason of such service. According to Venkayya this three year rule unduly limited the field of choice and was, as he mistakenly thought, dropped when, in A. D. 920-21 (the date of this record), "the prohibition was restricted only to defaulting committee members and their relatives." As a matter of fact, by the arrangement of clauses in this record, not to have served on any of the committees in the three years preceding the year to which the particular election related, was as much one of the qualifications requisite for valid candidature as the possession of property, learning and character.

'B' ll. 4-6: opperppalla ... puya ida ppegitār-aγavum: This is the first of the series of clauses enumerating crimes and sins which resulted in a permanent or temporary exclusion of those who committed them from service on the committees. These clauses are for the most part new, as is also the phrase 'āsāramāθaijārājāirāyey' among the qualifications in l. 4, of which phrase most of the new clauses constitute an explanation.
The first prohibitory clause deals with those who had served on committees and were in default, and their relatives. The earlier record pronounced a general prohibition directed against the relatives of all persons who had served on committees. This general prohibition was perhaps too wide, vague and unjust in its incidence. First, it did not define the relatives in any more specific manner than by employing the adjective 'close' (aniya). Secondly, it did not specify any period of time to which the prohibition applied. For these reasons, and possibly out of a sense of the injustice of excluding for an indefinite period the relatives of all men, good and bad alike, who had served on the committees, the assembly felt the need for making the exclusions and prohibitions more specific in character and duration. We find, accordingly that this first clause only excludes those who, having served on committees, failed to render accounts, and twelve classes of their relatives from service on committees; but it specifies no period, and we have therefore to assume that a permanent exclusion of these persons was contemplated. The same must be taken to apply to all similar cases that follow.

'B' l. 7: kaiyutta: Venkayya translates this into 'forbidden dish.' For this translation for which little or no support is derived from the dictionaries or from literary usage, he seems to depend on the reference to 'kru prāyaścittam' which follows. This he thinks is a mistake for 'ghṛta prāyaścitta' and cites * Manu XI 215 in support. But 'ghṛta prāyaścitta' is not a term known to Dharmasāstra literature; the drinking of hot ghee for three days is part of a long prāyaścitta known as 'taptakṛṣṇa' (Manu XI 215) which Manu prescribes as

* A. S. I. 1904-5, p. 143, n. 10.
penance for eating forbidden food (XI 157). The whole passage in the inscription is difficult, and 'kaiyūṭtu' has been interpreted by the Tamil Lexicon as 'bribe,' which seems to be no more than a guess as no other text is cited in support of the meaning and as it makes the following reference to 'prāyaścitā' even more unintelligible.

'B' l. 7: 'avvar prāyaṃtikam': 'To the end of his life', (Venkayya). This phrase casts a doubt on the proper view to be taken of the period to which exclusions with no duration attached to them were meant to apply. The following is a resume of the clauses of prohibitions and the duration, if any, laid down by each:

(1) members of committees who after their period of service did not submit accounts and their relatives (specified), no period;

(2) those who committed incest and the first four mahāpātakas and their relatives as specified in (1), no period;

(3) samsargapatitas (those who incurred sin by contact with sinners), till they perform prāyaścitam;

(4) sāhusiyr (nature not clear owing to a gap in the inscription), no period;

(5) those who stole others' property, no period;

(6) those who became pure by some prāyaścitā for taking kaiyūṭtu, to the end of their lives;

(7) those who became pure by prāyaścitā for committing pātakam, for having turned grāmakaṇṭakas, or for having committed incest, to the end of their lives.
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It will be observed that those who committed incest, agamyagamanam, are included both in (2) and (7), and that while (7) gives the term of exclusion as the whole life-time of the persons concerned, (2) gives no period. We may perhaps conclude that all the prohibitions except (3) were intended to be permanent.

'B' l. 9: āga icuntappati............iduvadāgamum: Here begin the rules of procedure for the election which, by contrast with the brief statement on this subject in 'A,' strike us as remarkably clear and full. The clause quoted here lays down clearly that the pot-tickets collected from each kuḍumbu were tied together in one bunch, and a descriptive label attached to it. The bunches of all the thirty kuḍumbus were then deposited in the pot in that form. Note the important points that the tickets were not, as laid down in 'A,' to be collected according to srēra, and that this change in procedure is very carefully marked in the language employed.

'B' l. 9-11: kuḍavolaī pariikkumbōdu......ūrvī-per kolvadāgamum: These lines embody the arrangements calculated to secure full publicity and the elimination of all chance of fraud in the conduct of the election. The whole Mahāsabhā met; the temple priests had a special part; they sat in an inner enclosure and conducted the election in the presence of the entire Mahāsabhā. The phrase mahāsabhauyatē ul maṇḍayattiley iruttikkondu means not 'be caused to be seated in the inner hall, (where) the great assembly (meets)' (Venkayya), but "be caused to sit in the inner maṇḍapa of the assembly." From what follows, we see that this inner maṇḍapa must have been so situated that a person standing in it might be seen by the whole assembly. The phrase payuley antaram ariyāṇām-or - pālamai-kkondu has been
translated by Venkayya into 'by any young boy standing close, who does not know what is inside.' It corresponds, however, quite clearly, to 'śām uruvariyādān oru bālānāikkoṇdu' of 'A' (ll. 6-7), and surely means "by a young boy who cannot even by day distinguish (between one thing and another)." Note also the double use of the lot.

'B' ll. 11-12: ikkoṇḍa muppadu.........karai kāṭṭi-kkoḷ-

vadāgavum: These clauses deal with the personnel of the committees to be constituted from the thirty representatives of the kudumbus elected by lot in the manner prescribed in the preceding clauses. (1) The annual committee was to include persons who had served on the garden and tank committees and those who were notable for their age or learning. No statement is made as to the number of members of this committee; but we may infer that it was twelve from the way the next two sentences mention 'twelve people out of the rest' and 'the remaining six' as constituting the (2) garden committee and (3) the tank committee respectively. By its name, and by the special stress on previous experience in the committees and on pre-eminence in age or learning among its members, the annual committee appears to have been considered the most important among the committees. What the exact nature of its work was and how it was more important than that of the other committees can be ascertained only by a more detailed study of the working of committees in Uttaramerur and elsewhere than can be undertaken here.

The provision that ex-members of the garden and tank committees should, if elected, be preferred for the annual committee calls for some consideration. Except in the case of the annual committee, the rules in
'A' forbade the re-election of the same person, even after the three year interval, to the same committee ('A' l. 11). This restriction does not appear in 'B'. How many of the thirty representatives of the kudumbus chosen in any year possessed experience of service on committees was purely a matter of accident. If our view, that the committee system was first adopted for the management of the affairs of the Sabhā when 'A' was drawn up, is accepted, the rule against the re-election of any person who had served on a committee within the three years preceding the election would have precluded any person with such experience getting on the panel of thirty in the first year or two after 'B' came into force. On the other hand, there was nothing to prevent more than twelve such persons being included in the panel in subsequent years. In either event, the preference shown to age and learning would guide the choice of the twelve for the annual committee.

The mode of choice for the garden and tank committees is described by the words 'karai kātti' (l. 12) which as Venkayya rightly says * must be taken to mean the same thing as "karai papittu" of l. 15. Venkayya understood the expression to mean something like 'oral expression of opinion.'

'B' ll. 12-13: 'vāriyānīyānīyārāin...āḥituvādāgarum': This is a clear right of recall which the assembly reserves to itself. It is unknown to 'A'. We are not informed whether a vacancy that arose by such recall was filled before the next annual election and what civic disabilities attached to a person so recalled. It was doubtless a power meant to keep the men in office on the straight path and exercised by the assembly only on rare occasions. No instance of the exercise of this power is known.

"B" l. 13: pāṇṇirandaḥ sēriyilum dharmakṛtyan-gaḷai-klānum vāriyare: "The members of the committee for supervision of justice in the twelve streets" (Venkayya). It may well be doubted, pāre Venkayya, if this body of men, with whom the initiative rests to ask the madhyastra to convene the meeting of the assembly for the annual elections, was a committee of the assembly like the other committees. Literally translated, the phrase means: "the vāriyar who supervise dharmakṛtyam in the sēris (shall) by themselves." This looks different from a separate 'justice committee,' * on a par with the 'garden committee,' 'annual committee' etc. Further, supervision of 'dharmakṛtyam' may not be so much 'supervision of justice'—it is hard to see what this might mean—as 'administration of charitable trusts.' When the term of office of one set of committees came to a close and a new set had to be formed, the 'vāriyar' who were in charge of the administration of charitable trusts in the twelve 'sēris' were to act together and request the madhyastra to summon the assembly for the elections. It is difficult to say if the 'vāriyar' were members of the committees of the assembly with the constitution of which the whole record deals, or if they were ad hoc officials who supervised charities and were appointed by the assembly in some manner of which we have no knowledge. On the former supposition, they might have been all members of the 'annual committee' which might have been responsible for the maintenance of charities. † But it is hard to see why, if this was so, the inscription does not make it clear. It is also possible that supervision of charitable works might have been divided among

* Contra A. R. F. 1899 paragraph 71 where Venkayya admits that no rules are laid down for its choice and suggests that they were part of the annual supervision committee.

† No. 8 of 1899.
some of the thirty committee-men of a year irrespective of their membership in particular committees. However that may be, we have no evidence of a separate ‘justice committee’ here.

'B' U. 13-15: pañcavāra wāriyathukkam........karai parittu kkolvadāgam: For the choice of the pañcavāra and gold committees the process of election is the same as before up to the choice of thirty representatives, one from each kuṭumbu; and this is briefly but clearly indicated by the words used in the context. Then, there is a notable difference between 'A' and 'B' with regard to representation on these two committees. 'A' prescribed their election by sēris, so that every year each sēri had a representative on one or the other of these two committees. 'B' evinces an equal anxiety that the membership of these committees should go round; but representation on these committees is by 'kuṭumbus' (not sēris). And the twelve kuṭumbus which sent representatives in any one year were excluded from the next year's election to these committees. The result was that after the first year's election under the new rules, twelve kuṭumbus out of thirty were retired from the field of selection by an automatic rotation, and thus there would be, in any year, only eighteen eligible kuṭumbus from which twelve were chosen for representation on these two committees. In fact it becomes clear at this point that the most fundamental difference between 'A' and 'B' is to be sought in the manner in which 'B' seeks to avoid, at every step, the confusion that resulted from linking the sēri with the kuṭumbu, in the rules laid down by 'A', for purposes of representation on the committees. As a result we are able to follow quite clearly all the stages in the representative system laid down in 'B'. The superiority of its technique over that of 'A' is unmistakable.
But why exactly, both in 'A' and 'B', two elections of a like nature are contemplated, one for the election of the annual, garden and tank committees, and the second for the pañcavāra and gold committees, does not seem to be easy of explanation. It looks as if this feature in 'B' was the relic of the attempt made in 'A' to secure the equal representation of the twelve sēris thrice over—once on the annual committee, a second time on the garden committee, and lastly, on the pañcavāra and gold committees together. And it would appear that 'A' contemplated not two but three separate elections, though this, like so much else in 'A', is far from clear. But the system broke down on account of its clumsiness, and the attempt to treat the sēri as a political unit of equal importance with the kuḍumbu had to be given up. The result is seen in the system of 'B' which linked the kuḍumbu directly with the committees. The number of members of the committees fixed by the original system was, however, retained; this necessitated the election in all of 42 persons for five committees (12, plus 12, plus 6, plus 6, plus 6), and there were only thirty kuḍumbus. Given the conditions of the problem, thirty kuḍumbus to form the constituencies, forty-two members to be chosen, and equality of representation to be attained, it seems hardly possible to improve upon the device of the double-election combined with the automatic retirement, by rotation, of some kuḍumbus every year from the second election.

'B' l. 15: kaṇakku-pperunγu-pperumakkāl: This seems to be a reference to an aspect of the administration of Uttaramērūr of which we do not hear anything else in the two records before us. Venkayya translates the sentence containing this phrase as follows: "No accountant shall be appointed to that office again
before he submits his accounts (for the period during which he was in office) to the great men of the big committee and (is declared) to have been honest.” His note that \textit{kanakku} is unnecessarily repeated after \textit{kūḍa} in l. 15 shows that he made this translation by taking the \textit{kanakku} in the phrase extracted above as the object of ‘\textit{kātti}’, and not as an integral part of the compound word in which it occurs. He also thought evidently that the \textit{peruriguri-pperumakkaḷ} (the great men of the big committee) were the authority to whom the accounts had to be submitted for audit. All this seems unsatisfactory if we examine the text closely.

The form ‘\textit{kanakku-peruriguri-pperumakkaḷ}’ and the presence of the second ‘\textit{kanakku}’ which Venkayya brushed aside as superfluous, together with the words ‘\textit{odu kūḍa}’ after ‘\textit{pperumakkaḷ}’ decidedly point to another way of translating the sentence.

The ‘\textit{kanakku-peruriguri-pperumakkaḷ}’ appear to have been an accounts-committee assisted by an accountant, and both of them were together responsible for the proper maintenance of the general accounts of the village. It was the duty of the accountant to be present with the accounts-committee at the time of audit and to explain everything to the satisfaction of the auditors, and this clause lays it down that until he had discharged this duty, he was not eligible for fresh appointment either to the same place or to any other accountant’s place. This explanation implies that the sentence does not say who were to conduct the audit. I am inclined to accept this implication as correct, and to suggest that the audit was conducted by royal officers specially deputed for the purpose by the central government. There are several instances of the accounts of temples being audited by the officers of the
central government. The only other course is to make the 'kanakku-pperauŋγiri-pperumakkal' themselves the auditors; but this seems to be somewhat difficult in the face of the emphatic 'ūdu kūṇa.' We may therefore translate the sentence as follows: "No one who wrote accounts shall be allowed to enter on (writing) other accounts except after he clears himself by submitting accounts (for the period of his office) together with the members of the accounts-committee." I am inclined to treat perumakkal and peruŋγiri tentatively as technical terms simply meaning 'members' and 'assembly.' The term perumakkal often enough occurs in connection with committees. But, peruŋγiri seems generally to apply to the whole assembly. It is possible therefore that the kanakku-pperauŋγiri-pperumakkal were persons directly chosen by the assembly (Sahba) for the purpose of submitting the accounts for audit by officers of the central government on behalf of the entire administration of the village, or for themselves auditing the accounts. On this view, the translation of the phrase would be "the members of the assembly (chosen) for (submitting or auditing) accounts."

B. l. 17: uδαν irunda ipparišu sēyrikka: Venkayya translates ‘sat with (us) and thus caused (this settlement) to be made’, and I accept this translation as correct. There is nothing else in l. 17 bearing on the part played by the royal official. I am unable to follow Venkayya's statements: "The wording in l. 17 makes it likely that the settlement was actually made by Sōmāsiperumnāy and the village assembly very probably agreed to carry it out"; and more emphatically still, "the later settlement appears to have been actually drawn up by the king's officer and formally accepted by the assembly." * I have already stated that the

*A. S. L. 1904-5 p. 142 n. 7; p. 145 n. 6.*
phrase 'udan irundu beyvikka means practically the same thing as 'udan irukka' of 'A' in the same context.

We read the meaning of the Uttaramērūr inscriptions somewhat differently from Venkayya who was the first to interpret these difficult epigraphs, and from others who, sometimes with less excuse, have unquestioningly reproduced his statements. We do not think that there is any evidence in these records to show that village government in Uttaramērūr was going to rack and ruin before the reforms of the twelfth and fourteenth years of Parāntaka. We are unable to agree
that the king's government had on such occasions more than a general right to remonstrate with the assembly through an officer specially deputed for the purpose. We are inclined to ascribe both the demerits of the first settlement and the merits of the second rather to the assembly than to the king's government. And we seek the cause of the breakdown of the first settlement, not in the caste of the king's officers, but in the intrinsic defects of the system of representation devised on the first occasion. These defects were remedied by two improvements which, above all, distinguish 'B' from 'A'. The attempt to secure representation for the kēris as such is given up, and the kuḻumbu is directly linked to the vāriyam. Secondly, the lot is employed twice in each election, to decide the order in which the kuḻumbus are taken up for the choice of representatives as well as to choose the member for the year from among the eligible candidates of each kuḻumbu. These improvements simplified the whole procedure by removing the confusing uncertainties of the earlier rules. Such are some of the main differences. Of the details, the translations of the records that follow will give a better idea than any summary of the results of this long discussion.
APPENDIX II.

A—T E X T.

1 Svasti śrī ( || ) (Mādi)r(ai) - kō(ḍa) kō = Ppa-
    rakṣasarivarmarkku yāṇḍu paṇiraḍu āvadu ( || )
    Uttiramēruccatu(r)vē(d)imaṅgalattu sabh(ai)yō(m) ivv-
    āṇḍu mudal c(u)gal = ūr śrīmukappadi āṇai-

2 yi(ɪ)al Tattanū(r - M)ūvē(nḍa)vēlu irundu
    ν(ā)riyam = (ā)ga ātt = orukkālum sam(va)tsara-v(ā)riya-
    mun-dōṭṭa-vāriyamum (ēri)-vā(riya)mum īluvadaṅku
    vyavas(thai) āey-

3 da pariś = āvadu ( || ) kuḍumbu mup(pad = ūy)
    muppadu kuḍumbilum avvava-kuḍu(m*)bēlē(vē)y kūḍī
    kē = ni(la)ttukku mēl igai-nilam udaiyāṁ taṁ maṇiayīlē a-

4 gam eduttukoṇdu irup(pāṇaiy) ar(u)ba(dupi)
    rā(ya*)ttukku uļ muppadu pirīyattukku mēḷpaṭṭār
    vēddattilum śāstrattilum kē(r)yyattilum ni пуṇar=
    ēṇṇappatt = ī-

5 ruppārai a(r*)tha-śaṇaśamum āṭ(ma)-ç(au)s-
    mum udaiyar = ēy mūv-āṭṭiṁ i-ppuṟam vāriyaṅ = jey-
    (di)l(ā)t(ā)r (v)vāriyaṅ = jeyd = oṅinda (p)erumak-
    kaḷukku-

6 aṇiya bandukkal allāṭṭār(ai) = kkuḍav-ōlākkku =
    ppēr tiṭṭi = ceer-vāliyēy tirat(tč) pa(ḥ)arpaṇḍu śāriyilum
    śāriyāl oru-pūr(r-am-āru) ēdum = uru(v = a)ıyāṭṭān =
    oru-

7 bāl(ā)lai = kkoṇḍu kuḍav-ōlai (v)vēnguvi(t)tu =
    ppaṟṟiruvūrum sam(vatsa)ra-vāriyam = ūvid-ōgavum (||)
    a(di)l miḥbēy tōṭṭa-vāriyattukku mēḷpādi ku(da)v-(n)-

8 lai vāngi = ppaṟṟiruvvarum tōṭṭa-vāriyam = (ā)va-
    vad = ā(ga)vum ( || ) niṅga (a)gu-(kuḍa)v-ōlaiy(u)m ēri-
    vāriyam(m = ā*)-
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9 vad = āgavu = mup(pa)du kudav = (ō)lai pa-(pi)ccu v(ā)riyam śeygiṇ(ī)ya * mūṅgu (t)iṣṭatu v(ā)-
riyamum mūṁgu-a( rubadu) n(ā)lu)m (ni)ram(ba*)
(v)āriyam oļin(da) anan(t)ra(m) idu(m vā)r(i)yaṅgāl
(i - yva)vasthai(y - ō)(laistar)ppadiyēy kudumbukku =
kuḍava-ōlai iṭṭu = kuḍava - oḷai pa(vio)cuk( ko)ṇḍ(ē)y
vā(ri)yam (i)duvad = āgavum ( || ) vāriyaṁ - jeydār(k*)ku
bandhukkalum  śro(è)rigaili a(nyōnya)mm(ē) * * *

10 m kuḍava-ōlaiyi(l) pēr elūdi i(da)ppadēdār
= (a)gavum ( || ) pāñjavrā-vārī( ya)ttukkum poṁ- vāri-
yattukkum muppadu kuḍu(m)b(i)llum mup(padu)
kuḍa(v-ō)lai iṭṭu śēriyāl o(ru)ttarai = kuḍava-ōlai
paṁ(t)tu paṁjuvūrūrīlum (u)guvār (pa)niya(vāra*)-
vāryam = āvad-āgavum ( || ) āguvar p(oṇ) vāriyam =
ūvad-āgavu( m) ( || ) samvatsara-vārī( ya)m allātta

11 vāriya(ā)gaḷ (o)rukkaḷ śeydā(tai pi)ṃṇai a-v-
vāriyattukku kuḍav-ōlai iḍa = ppeśadād-āgavum ( || )
(i)-ppariśēy = Īv-āṇḍu mudal ca(ndr)ā(dittai)vat e(ṇ)gum
(ku)ḍav-ōlai (vāri)yamōy iduavad = āga Dēvēndrāḷi
ca(kra)varti (śri) Vīrāṇaṅaṇaṇ śrī-Parāntakadēva =
āgi(ya) Parākēsara(va)(r)mar śrīmāgam a(ṛu)jicēydu
va(rakk)āṭṭa-

12 śrī-ōṇaiyīnāl Tatṭanīr - Mū(vē)nda(vē)ḷān =
udān = irukka nam grāmatt(u du)ṣṭar keṭṭu śiṣṭar
vārdhide(tti)duvār = āga (vyavä)sthai śey(dō)m (Ut)-
tarantē(ru*)-ca(turv)ēdimaṅgalat(tu) sabhi( ai)yōm ( || )

B—TEXT

1 Svasti śrī ( || ) Madirai-konḍa ko Parākēsari-
vanma(r)kku yāṇḍu padiṅgalāvadu nū! padiṅ-āṇu ( || )
Kūliyēr - koṭṭattu ṭaṭ - kūṟṟu Uttaramēṟu - caṭu(r)-
vēdimaṅgalattu sabhīyōm Īv-āṇḍu mudal (e)ṅgalukku
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2 ஜாயியின் சோலை நாட்டு = புப்பாங்கரம்பையில் நாட்டு
Srivaṅgaṉagar = Kkaraṇijai-கொண்டயகரம்வித்தும்
= அியா சொமசீபருமான இருந்து வரியம் = உங்கள் (!= 0)
- ருக்க(இ) லும் சாம்வாதாரம்-வரியமு மொழி-வரியங்கள் இதுவாக்காது வயாவ்பதை இடம் = ஒ
( ) குஞ்சும் முப்பதா முப்பது குடும்பம்
avvava குடும்பிலைக்

3 ரே குடியிப் = க்கு = நிலத்துக்கு முழு இக்கில் =
உயிர்யின் தான் மண்டலியே 
ஆண்ம = எதுத்து-க்கோந்த =
இழுப்பனையாள் இழுப்பாது பிராயாத்தின் கிள 
முப்பத்தாக்குவதில் 
மண்டக்காண்பம் வலிள் முறுவியள்
அறியப்பானையால் = 
குடவ-தலை இதுவாட = உந்தமு ( )
சென்-க்கு =

4 நாய் வக்கனதாயார் அவனரையுன் = நிறாவு-தலை
ஏழு = புப்பா இதுவாட = உந்தமு ( )
avaragamதில் கு(நரோ)-

tőல் முப்பாந் -யாதில் நிபுந்தர = எப்பராம் உடியார் பராயியே
லோயம் = உந்தமு ( ) அர்ட்டோ-மண்டாணம்
உடல்யார் = எப்பராம உடியமே ( நிறையான்
= ஜெய்மேலோழ்

5 க்காயிலியும் வந்த குடி மக்களியும் 
iva(நரோ)கல்லுக்கு = தோக்கு இதுபரிகாண்டாயியும்
ivargal தான்(ப்பாலோ இதுபரிகாண்டாயியும்(மு) 

tௌங்-இதுபரிகாண்டாயியும் குடி கல்லு 
ppillai 
உண்டு மாமாவையும் 
ivargal வயாவ்பதை 
udappirandāṉaiyum தான் மகாலை 
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6 தான் மகானையும் ஆக இ = கூட்ட வட்டங்கரம் குண்டவோலை எழுதிய பு பு (கா) இ கண்ட பெ மாற்றார் ஆகவும் (இ) ஆ மகாணாளதில் மார்பாடு நாள் மகாபாடகளின்றும் எழுத்து பாத்தார் பக்த நடையும் பெரும் முன்னாகாதை முன்னாகாதை நடையும் எழுத்துப்பாத்தார் பக்த நடையும் பெரும் முன்னாகாதை

7 குண்டவோலை இக்கடை ஆகவும் இதற்கு தான் மகாநையும் வட்டங்கரம் குண்டவோலை எழுதிய பு பு (கா) இ கண்ட பெ மாற்றார் ஆகவும் (இ) ஆ நாட்டு படையும் பெரும் முன்னாகாதை நடையும் எழுத்துப்பாத்தார் பக்த நடையும் பெரும் முன்னாகாதை

8 வரியாதுக்கு குண்டவோலை எழுதிய பு பு (கா) இ கண்ட பெ மாற்றார் ஆகவும் இக்கடை ஆகவும் இதற்கு தான் மகாநையும் வட்டங்கரம் குண்டவோலை எழுதிய பு பு (கா) இ கண்ட பெ மாற்றார் ஆகவும் (இ) ஆ நாட்டு படையும் பெரும் முன்னாகாதை நடையும் எழுத்துப்பாத்தார் பக்த நடையும் பெரும் முன்னாகாதை

9 வேறு குண்டவோலை எழுதிய பு பு (கா) இ கண்ட பெ மாற்றார் ஆகவும் இக்கடை ஆகவும் இதற்கு தான் மகாநையும் வட்டங்கரம் குண்டவோலை எழுதிய பு பு (கா) இ கண்ட பெ மாற்றார் ஆகவும் (இ) ஆ நாட்டு படையும் பெரும் முன்னாகாதை நடையும் எழுத்துப்பாத்தார் பக்த நடை�ும் பெரும் முன்னாகாதை

10 மெ மகாணாளையில் நூற்றாண்டகளே இருந்து குண்டவோலை எழுதிய பு பு (கா) இ கண்ட பெ மாற்றார் ஆகவும் இக்கடை ஆகவும் இதற்கு தான் மகாநையும் வட்டங்கரம் குண்டவோலை எழுதிய பு பு (கா) இ கண்ட பெ மாற்றார் ஆகவும் (இ) ஆ நாட்டு படையும் பெரும் முன்னாகாதை நடையும் எழுத்துப்பாத்தார் பக்த நடையும் பெரும் முன்னாகாதை
11 (ku)ţippad = āgavum ( || ) a-kkuţu(t)taţav = (o)lai madhyasthau vāṅgumbódū aţjīn vīraţum agala vaittu uḷḷaṅgaiyilē ēţru-kkōḻv(ā)ṁ = āgavum ( || ) avv-ţţra vū(ā)ţţav = oḷail vū(ā)ţippū = āgavum ( || ) vāsīta avv-oḷail aţjī-ţţ(−ma)ndagatt = irunda nambimēr ellārum vūsippūr = āgavum ( || ) vāsīta a-ppēr tīţţuvad = āgavum ( || ) i-ţţarīsē moppadu kuţumblum(m) ūrū-pēr k(o)vad = āgavum ( || ) i-kkoṇu(m)pāppudu pērīlum = tōţţa-vāriyam(m) ēri-vāriyamum sēyārāiyum (vi)-jyy-vīddfha(raī)yum

12 vāyū-(vṛ)ddhargalaiyum samvatsara-vāriyārūgā koḻvad = āgavum ( || ) mikku niţţārūt = paţţērum-varai = tōţţa-vāriyan = goḻva(d = ā)gavum ( || ) niţţa amuvaraiyum ēri-vāriyam = āga = kkoḻvad = āgavum ( || ) ivv-iranu(t)ţţattu vāriyamum(m) karai kāţtī koḻvad = (ā)gavum(m) ( || ) i-vāriyam sēyī(ḥ)ra niţţa ūrū-pēr k(o)vad = āgavum(m) ( || ) ivv-iranu(t)ţţattu vāriya = perrumakalum niţţu(ţtu-a) p(u)bdum ni(ā)-lum niṟa(m)bha = ceeḍu oḷivad = (ā)gavum ( || ) vāriyan = jeyyūniţţgarai aparūdai-

13 gāndhapuḍu aṇuvaivy = o(ḍ)ttuvad = āgavum( || ) ivargaḷ oḷiṇdu(a) aţantaram = iţţum vāriyaṅgalum pa(ţţum)lu sōriyilum dhanmakṛtyan = gāḍai-kkānum vāriyarē madhyasthara = kkoṇu kug(i) kītt(i) = kkuţṛppūr = āga(𝑣n)u(m) ( || ) i-vyavasthailaiy = ūlaip-paḍiyēy * * * (k)ku = kkuţav-ōlaivy paţţtu-k(k)o(ṇē vōri)-yam iţţuvad = āgavum ( || ) paţţavāra-v(ūriya)t-(tuk)kum pōţi-vē(ɾi)yyattu-
14  kku = muppadu = kkuṭumbilum kuṭav-ōlaikkku pēr tīṭṭi muppadu vā(y-ō)lai-kaṭṭum puga (it)tuv mup(pa)-du kuṭav-ōl(ai) paṭiṭṭu muppadiśum (paṇṇi)randaṭu pēr (pa)gittu-kkolvad = (ā)gavum ( || ) paṭiṭṭa paṇṭiṭraṇḍiśum a(gu)var p(o)ṇ-vāriyam aṇuvvar paṇjavāra-vāriyamum āvanav = ā(gavum) ( || ) pīrrai āṇḍum i-vāriya(ṅ)gal kuṭav-ōlai paṭikkombōdu i-vāriyaṅgalukku mūṇ-ṇam se- 

15  yda kuṭumb = aṅikkē niṅṇa kuṭumbilē karai paṭiṭṭu-kk(o)ḷ(va)d = āgavum ( || ) kāluḍai ेṅṅāṟaiyum kuḍālāṅgai seydaṅayim kuṭav-olai (e)ḷudi = ppuγa یدa = ppeγād = āgavum(m) ( || ) maṭhyastharum arttha-śauṣam = uḍaiyāṅṭe kaṇakk = eluduvān = āgavum kaṇak-(k) = eludinēṅ kaṇakkk = pperunγṛi = pperu-makkaṭōdu kuḍa = kkaṇa(k)ku-(k)kāṭṭi suddhan āccidin-piṇṇ = aṅi māγr = kkaṇa-

16  kku = ppuγa ppeγādāṅ = āgavum ( || ) tūn eludiṇa ka(ṇakk)ku = tūnē kāṭṭuvāṅ = āgavum ( || ) māṛu = kkaṇa(ka)r pukku o(ṇu)kkā = ppeγādō(ṛ) āgavum ( || ) i-ppariśē ivv-āṇḍu mudaļ candrādityavat eṇ(ṉ)um kuṭav-ōlai-vāriyamē iṇuvad = āga DeV(ō)ndraṅ cakrava r(t)ti (pa)ṇḍitavatsalan kuṇjaramallaṅ sūrasūliyamē kalpakacaritai śri-Parake(s)ri(pa)nma-(r kaḻ) śrīnu(kha)m = arulicēdu varak(k)tēta śrī-ṅ(ṅ)-aiyā-

17  Īḻa-nūṭtu = Ppuγaṅgarambai-nāṭṭu Śrīvaṅga-nagar = Kkaraṇjai-K(ṅ)ḍaya-(ka)maṇvitt-aṭṭaṇ = āgiya Śōmuśiperumāṅ = uḍaṅ (i)rundu i-ppariśu seyvikka na(m) grāmattakkku a(bhyu)dayam = āga duṣṭar keṭṭu viṁśṭar va(r)ddhippad = āga vyavasth(ai) seydōm Uttaramēru - caturvēdimaṅgalattu sabhaiyōm ( || ) i-ppariśu kuṇiyul irundu p(e)rūnakkal paṇikka vyavasthai eludinēṅ(ṅ) maṭhyasthan
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A.—TRANSLATION

U. 1-3. Hail! Prosperity! In the twelfth year of King Parakāsari-varman, who captured Madura—We, (the members of) the Sabhā of Uttaramerucaturvedināṅgalam, Tattuṇur-muṇḍna-vulān being present in accordance with the order (conveyed) in the śrīmukham (royal letter addressed) to our village, made the following settlement for choosing as committees every year from this year onwards, (the following viz.) the annual committee, garden committee and tank committee.

U. 3-G. There being thirty kuṭumbus (wards), in (each of these) thirty wards, the people of the ward concerned shall assemble, and shall write down for pot-tickets (kuṭav-ōla) the names of those who (a) own more than one-fourth nilam of taxable land, (b) reside in houses built on their own sites, (c) are below sixty and above thirty years of age, (d) have a reputation for proficiency in Veda, Śastra and (general) affairs, (e) possess material and spiritual purity, (f) have not done vāriyam this side of three years and (g) are not close relations of the perumakkal (members) who have done vāriyam and retired.

U. 6-7. Then (they shall) collect (the tickets) by the šeri, and shall constitute the annual committee of twelve persons by causing a boy who cannot distinguish any forms to draw pot-tickets in such manner that there shall be one person for each šeri.

U. 7-8. Before that, pot-tickets shall be drawn similarly for the garden committee, and the twelve persons (thus chosen) shall form the garden committee.
ll. 8-9. The remaining six pot-tickets shall form the tank committee.

l. 9. The three sorts of committees that do vāriyam, (after being appointed) by the drawing of thirty pot-tickets, shall complete vāriyam for full three hundred and sixty days (and retire). The committees that will be appointed thereafter shall be constituted as committees only by the drawing of pot-tickets after allotting pot-tickets to the kuṭumbus in accordance with this deed of settlement.

ll. 9-10. And the relatives of those who have done vāriyam, * * * shall not have their names entered on pot-tickets and deposited (in the pot).

l. 10. For the paṇcavara committee and the gold committee thirty pot-tickets shall be allotted to the thirty kuṭumbus, and pot-tickets shall be drawn (so as to get) one person for each sāri; of the twelve (thus chosen), six shall be the paṇcavara committee and six the gold committee.

ll. 10-11. Those who have once served on (any of) the committees other than the annual committee shall not have pot-tickets (with their names) deposited (in the pot) for the same committee.

ll. 11-12. We, the members of the Sabha of Uttaramēru - caturvēdimaṅgalam, having been shown the gracious royal letter received from the lord of the gods, the emperor sīrī Vīranārayaṇa sīrī Paṇantakadeva alias Paṇakesarivarman, Tatāṇūr-mūvenda-vēḷāṅ sitting with us in accordance with this order, made this settlement, in order that the wicked of our village may perish and the good prosper, viz., that, in this manner, from this year as long as the sun and the moon endure, we shall always appoint only pot-ticket-committees.
UTTARAMERUR

B—TRANSLATION

ll. 1-2: Hail! Prosperity! On the sixteenth day of the fourteenth year of king Parakēsarivarman who captured Madura—We, the members of the Sabhā of Uttaramēru-caturvēdimāṅgalam in its own subdivision (kūru) of Kāliyurkōṭṭam,—a gracious letter of His Majesty, our Lord Śrī Vīrauarāya Śrī Parantakadeva Śrī Parakēsarivarma having been received and shown to us, and in accordance with (that) letter, Karanjai Koṇḍaya Kramavitta-bhāṭṭan alias Śūmasipērumān of Śrī Vānganagar in Purahgaramainādu of the Śūla-nādu, sitting (with us) by order,—(we) made the following settlement with a view to appointing as vāriyam (committees), every year from this year onwards, (the following) (viz.). the annual committee, garden committee and tank committee.

ll. 2-3: There being thirty kūḷumbus (wards), in (each of these) thirty wards, the people of the ward concerned shall assemble, and shall write on pot-tickets (the names of) those who own more than one-fourth nilam of taxable land, reside in houses built on their own sites, are below seventy and above thirty-five years of age, know the Mantrabrāhmaṇa and possess experience of teaching it.

ll. 3-4: Though owning only an eighth of a nilam, if a person is competent in one Vēda and possesses experience of expounding one of the four bhāṣyas, he shall also have his name written on the pot-ticket and put (into the pot).

ll. 4: Even among these, only persons who are proficient in (general) affairs and conform to proper conduct (āśīram) shall be taken. Those who have material and spiritual purity, and have not done vāriyam this side of three years shall be chosen.
Anyone who has done any vāriyam (before) and failed to show accounts, and his relatives as specified herein shall not have their names written on pot-tickets and put (into the pot)—(viz.,) the sons of the younger and elder sisters of his mother; the sons of his paternal aunt and maternal uncle; the brother * of his mother; the brother of his father; his own brother; his father-in-law; the brother of his wife; the husband of his sister; the sons of his sister; the son-in-law who has married his daughter; his father and his son.

Those again whom incest or the first four of the five great sins are recorded and all their relations as specified hereinbefore shall not also have their names written on pot-tickets and put (into the pot).

Those who have fallen by association (with sinners) shall not have their names written on pot-tickets till after they perform expiation.

Those are who are violent shall also not have their names written on pot-tickets and put (into the pot). Those who have stolen others' property shall not also have their names written on pot-tickets and put (into the pot).

Those who, after partaking of any forbidden dish, have become pure by performing the ghee expiation (?), shall not also, to the end of their lives, have their names written on pot-tickets for the committees to be put (into the pot).

Those who have become pure after performing expiation for * * sins, those who have become pure after performing expiation for having turned

The word used in the text is *adippiyandaga*; Venkayya's translation 'uterine brother' is a curious mistake. Though the singular is used in some of these phrases, no doubt the plural is meant.
enemies of the village (grūmakāṭaka), and those who have become pure after performing expiation for incest—all these persons shall not, to the end of their lives, have their names written on pot-tickets for committees to be put (into the pot).

I. 9: Excluding all these persons specified above, names shall be written for pot-tickets in all the thirty wards; and in these twelve śiris, separate covering tickets (vāyūlai) shall be attached for each separate ward, and (the ticket) of the thirty wards shall be separately bundled and put (into the pot).

II. 9-11: When pot-tickets are (to be) drawn, the members* of the Mahāsabha, young and old, shall be assembled at a full meeting, and the temple priests (nambimār) who happen to be in town on the day shall, without any exception, be caused to be seated in the inner mandapa (pavilion) in the Mahāsabha; among the temple priests, an old priest shall stand up and, looking upwards, shall hold the pot so as to be seen by all people; (the bundle of) one ward shall be caused to be taken out by a boy who cannot see the difference (between things) even by day, and it shall be put into another pot and shaken, and one ticket shall be drawn out of that pot and placed in the hands of the arbitrator (madhyastha).

I. 11: When the madhyastha receives the ticket thus given, he shall receive it in the palm of his hand with his five fingers spread out. And he shall read (out) the ticket he has so received. The ticket so read shall be read also by all the temple priests in the inner pavilion. The name so read shall be written down. In this manner, one name shall be obtained from each of the thirty wards.

*Timuṇḍṭipālī seems only a respectable reference to the general body
U. 11-12: Out of the thirty names so got, those who have served on the garden committee and the tank committee and those who are advanced in learning or in age shall form the annual committee.

l. 12: Of the rest, twelve shall form the garden committee. The remaining six shall form the tank committee. These two committees shall be formed by showing the karai (?). The members of the three kinds of committees that perform vāriyam shall do (their duties) for full three hundred and sixty days and then retire.

U. 12-13: Anyone who is found guilty among those who are serving on the committees shall be removed (forthwith).

l. 13: (For) the committees to be appointed after the retirement of these, the members (vāriyar) who superintend charities in the twelve sēris shall themselves cause the assembly to be convened by the madhyasthas. The committees shall be appointed only by drawing pot-tickets in accordance with this deed of settlement.

U. 13-14: For the pañcavāra committee and the gold committee, names shall be written for pot-tickets in all the thirty wards, and thirty bundles with covering tickets shall be put in, and thirty tickets drawn, from which again twelve names shall be drawn.

l. 14: Of these twelve so drawn, six shall form the gold committee, and six the pañcavāra committee.

U. 14-15: When drawing pot-tickets in the following year for these committees, the karai shall be drawn only among the wards that remain after excluding those that served on these committees before (in the preceding year).
I. 15: Those who rode on asses, and those who forged documents shall not have their names written on pot-tickets to be put (into the pot).

II. 15-16: Among madhyasthas*, only a person possessing material purity (arthaśaucam) shall write the accounts.

Until after a person who maintained accounts submits accounts along with the accounts-committee of the Subhā and is declared pure, he shall not enter on (maintaining) other accounts.

A person who has been maintaining accounts shall himself submit his accounts; other accountants shall not enter and close them.

II. 16-17: We, the members of the assembly of Uttarameru-caturvēdimaṅgalam,—having been shown the gracious royal letter received from the lord of the gods, the emperor, the lover of scholars, the wrestler with elephants, the crest-jewel among heroes, the emulator of the Kalpaka, ārī Parakāśarivarma; Karanjai Konḍayakrama-vitta Bhaṭṭa alīns Śōṇiśuperumān of ārī Vaṅganagar in Puṇaṅgarambhai-nādu of the Śoḷa-nādu, sitting with us by order and causing us to make this settlement—(we) made this settlement for the prosperity of our village and for the destruction of the wicked and the increase of the rest, viz., that in this manner, from this year as long as the sun and the moon last, we shall always appoint only pot-ticket-committees.

II. 17-18: I, the madhyāstha, Kāḍaḷippōttāṁ Śivakkuri Rājanalla - maṅgalapriyān, wrote this settlement in this wise to the dictation of the members (perumakkal) sitting in the assembly (kūtiyullirundu).

* The text is madhystharum, read nī.
VII

NARALOKAVĪRA

A Cōla Feudatory

The establishment of the Cōla empire was a landmark in the history of South India. Under the Cōlas all the country to the south of the Kṛṣṇā river was for the first time brought under the supremacy of a fairly strong central government, and for over two centuries, its different parts came to be ruled, not as independent principalities exhausting themselves in ceaseless strife with one another, but as well-regulated provinces of a unified empire. Some fighting indeed there always was, and it was occasionally directed to the suppression of local risings, and more often to the conquest of fresh territory for the empire. But on the whole, it was a comparatively peaceful time for the bulk of Southern India, and the common people had perhaps no greater concern with the military transactions of its rulers than they have to-day with the suppression of a Moplah revolt or the expeditions on the North-West frontier of India. There were indeed some striking differences. Then the people furnished the soldiers for the whole army, and manned the navy, and war-experience must have been more wide-spread among them than now. By the opportunities it afforded for distinction in the service of the king and the prospect of a promotion into the new class of official nobility, service in the army and the navy must have been quite popular. The rapid growth of an efficient and strong bureaucracy doubtless offered attractive careers to many in the lower rungs of the civil service of the land. Those who did not enter public service minded their lands,
CENTRAL SHRINE OF THE SIVA TEMPLE TIRUVADI WEST VIEW
and followed other vocations of a more or less hereditary nature. There was a fair amount of inland trade, and larger opportunities for the speculative and the venturesome to make fortunes in foreign trade which was largely concentrated in seaport towns. Then, as now, the bulk of the people lived in villages which, in various ways and with many differences, were on the whole free to look after their own affairs. Religious festivals and fairs, dance, song and the drama were among the amusements of the people. Caste and merchant guilds, religious and secular associations of various kinds shared with the king's government the great task of upholding social order by the promotion of learning and the arts, and the detection and punishment of crime. A mis-appropriation of common funds, a theft of temple jewels, an exhorbitant demand of the tax-gatherer, some breach of caste rules or conventions, such were the occasions that added spice to life in the villages, and sometimes roused the people to an unwonted display of energy.

In the higher branches of the king's service there was then no separation between the civil and military functions of officials. Scions of the royal family often occupied the top places, or held command over expeditionary forces; but there were many high offices, and though we have no evidence of any scientific system of recruitment having prevailed, we can see that these offices were held by men of all castes and creeds, and we may well believe that ordinarily, though birth and high connections brought their own initial advantages, inefficiency was not tolerated, and merit was rewarded according to its deserts. Despite the striking abundance of Cōla inscriptions, some of them giving copious details of the administrative methods and machinery of the empire, we possess little
knowledge of the forms in which officials in public service were paid for the work they did. We may guess that in the highly developed system of the time, periodical payments, in cash or kind, of amounts fixed in advance, must have been the normal rule, especially in the lower ranks of the public service. Several instances occur, however, which prove that assignments of land, either in full ownership or with title only to particular taxes and dues thereon, formed a common method of recognising distinguished service. High officials, so remunerated and standing well with the king, were great assets to the empire in the days of its strength; in the days of its decline and fall, these very men by their local influence and their turbulence and insubordination hastened the end. It is the aim of this paper to present the life and achievement of one such official in the days when the Cōla empire was still strong and flourishing.

Inscriptions form the principal source of our knowledge of Naralōkavīra. Some of these are directly concerned with him, while in the others he is mentioned incidentally. Two inscriptions, which happen to be very well preserved, give a rather long and full account, though in very ornate and sometimes obscure verse, of the life and activity of Naralōkavīra. Besides the inscriptions, there is a brief but invaluable allusion to him in the Vikramaśoñlaṇ-ulā, a contemporary poem by the celebrated poet Oṭṭakkūttar. The inscriptions on which this study is based are the following:

A - Inscriptions bearing directly on Naralōkavīra and his work.

(1) No. 367 of 1909 (Grantha-verse) - Siddhalingamadālam (South Arcot). A minister of king Rājendra Cōla, named Sabhāṅartaka, Kūliṅgarāja and
NARALOKAVIRA

Mānāvatāra, the ruler of Maṇavil, built a stone temple for Śiva at Siddhalinga. The composer of the Sanskrit verse was a certain Āṇḍapillai-bhāṭṭan.

(2) 874 of 1908—(Tamil)-Neyvūṇai (South Arcot) of the twenty-eighth year of Rājakēsari Kulōttunga I, with the pugal-mādu introduction. Records gift of lands under the name 'Śūngandavittaj-Sūla-nallūr' at the request of Porkōyil Toṇḍaimāṉ, a native of Arumbākkam in Jayāṅgoṇḍa-ṵṆṆiṉamaṇḍalam.

(3) 369 of 1909 - (Grantha-verse) - Siddhalinga-maṇḍam (South Arcot) of the reign of Jayadhara dated Ś. 1025. The ruler of Maṇavil, called also Mānāvatāra and Nartaka, built a vimāṇa, and a prākāra surrounded by areca-palms, together with a maṇḍapa, at the agrahāra called Siddhalinga, for Śiva whose feet were worshipped by Vyāghrāpāda. *

(4) 207 of 1923 - (Tamil) - Tiruppulivanam (Chingleput) of the 45th year of Rājakēsari Kulōttunga I with the pugal-mādu introduction. Gift of twelve kalaṇjju of gold for four lamps by Pōṇāmbalakkuttan alias Arumbākkilān Kāliṅgāraṉ of Maṇavil in Maṇayirkōṭṭam.

(5) 175 of 1919 - (Tamil) - Tribhuvani (Pondichery) of the sixth year of Parakēsari Vikrama-cölādōva with the pūṇādu puyara introduction. Gift of land for temple site and premises, a hall and flower-gardens to Arulēkara Īsvaram Udaiyār, set up in the fifth year of Vikrama-cölā, for the prosperity of the king and the village, by Arumbākkkilān Madurēntakan Pōṇāmbalakkuttan alias Porkōyil Toṇḍaimāṉ, residing in Maṇavil.

* For the date of this record, see A. A. K. 1923 II 10. The temple is still called Vyāghra-pūṇādvāra or Tiruppulippagavār. The Maṇavil ruler apparently rebuilt an ancient temple and re-engraved the older inscriptions of the temple on its new walls.
Construction by Naralokavira of the kitchen-room, a *maṇḍapa* and the *prākāra* walls, and the setting up of a recumbent image of Hari at the Arulāla Perumāl temple at Kāncīpuram. He made a gift of a gold pinnacle to this new shrine and made endowments for ten perpetual lamps and for a flower-garden.

An account of the buildings erected in the Cidambaram temple by Naralokavira and his gifts to the god and goddess of the place. Several incidental allusions to his campaigns.

Buildings and endowments by the same chief at Tiruvadi with incidental allusion to military campaigns.

The assembly of Kṣatriyasikhamani - caturvēdimaṅgalam met in the Naralokavira-maṇḍapa in the temple of Pugalurdeva for the transaction of some business.

Refers to a channel called Arulakara-vaykkal.

In the days of Mārvavarman Sundara Pāṇḍya I,

* Text in S. I. I. IV No. 225; also Perundogai by Pandit M. Raghava Aiyangar Nos. 1039-94 Tamil verses only.

† Text in Sen Tamil Vol. 23, pp. 93 ff. and Perundogai Nos. 1005-1119.
the village of Maruvāykkuricci had also the name of Naralokavirā-ṇallūr.

(12) 98 of 1908-(Tamil)-Tirupputṭūr (Ramnād)-of year 3 of Māravārman Triṃhuvanacakravartīn Parākrama Pāṇḍyaḍēva. The assembly of the place made provision for a Naralokavirā-śandi.

(13) 131 of 1908 - (Tamil) - Tirupputṭūr (Ramnād)-of year 12 of the same king. A chieftain Uyyavandān-kāṇṭīḍēva alias Gāṅgōyaṁ made provision for a Naralokavirā-śandi and the construction of a hall called Naralokavirā.

Name and date.—In the inscriptions, our chieftain is variously called Kūttan, Maṇaṅṅikūttan, Arumbōkkiḷān, Poṇṇambalakkuṭṭan, Kāḷiṅgārkōṅ, Kāḷiṅgarāyaṁ, Tōṇḍaimān, Arulākaraṇ, Naralokavirā, Māṇavāvatārā and so on. The long bilingual inscription (No. 7) from Cidambaram mentions that he erected a high stone wall round the temple, and called it Naralokavirā; and although the title Arulākara is sometimes employed to commemorate him in the names of places, streams etc., still Naralokavirā figures more often in the names of māṇḍapas, halls and villages called after him, and of the worship instituted for his benefit. Moreover, Naralokavirā is a far more distinctive title than Kāḷiṅgārkōṅ or Kāḷiṅgarāya, than even Maṇaṅṅikūttan. It seems best, for these reasons, to call our chieftain Naralokavirā.

The earliest reference to him in the Cōla inscriptions occurs in the 28th year of Kulōṭṭuṅga I (No. 2 above), and the latest in the sixth year of his successor Vikramacōla (No. 5); and the other inscriptions which bear no dates or are dated in the reign of Māravārman Parākrama Pāṇḍya must be taken to belong to about the same period, A. D. 1098-1124. That a Māravārman
Parākrama Pāṇḍya was a contemporary of Kulottuṅga I and that he was probably one of the five Pāṇḍyas whom Kulottuṅga claims to have defeated in battle is pretty clear from Pāṇḍyan inscriptions. *

Of the birth and early life of this chieftain and the steps by which he rose in the military service of the Cāḷukya-ḍola emperor Kulottuṅga I, we have little information. He came of the influential class of landholders called Veḷḷūlas (Veḻānkuḍi mudalān) †, and as he is called Maṉavilār-ēru ‡ and Maṉavil-vēḻ-kūṭīan §, and more generally, Toṇḍaiyar-kōn, ¶ we may assume that he was a native of Maṉavil in Toṇḍaimāḍu, or at any rate that he spent a considerable part of his life in that place, either because it was the place of his birth or on account of his having held an important position there. But he is also called Arumbākkilān of Maṉavil in No. (4) above, and Arumbākkilān Pōrkōyil Toṇḍaimān residing in Maṉavil in No. (5), and Pōrkōyil Toṇḍaimān, a native of Arumbakkam in Jayangoṇḍa-ślāmāndaḷam in No. (2). These inscriptions make it clear that Arumbakkam was the name of the place of his birth, and that he was connected with Maṉavil by residence and by the possession of certain seigniorial rights implied in his being called ruler or chief of the residents of Maṉavil. It seems quite possible that before the twenty-eighth year of Kulottuṅga, Naralōkavīra had sufficiently distinguished himself in the king’s wars for him to have obtained as his reward an assignment on the revenues from Maṉavil.

* See my Pāṇḍyan Kingdom pp. 122-3 and No. 615 of 1926  
† No. 369 of 1921 v. 18.  
‡ ib. v. 11.  
§ v. 8 in Tamil part of 120 of 1888  
¶ 120 of 1888 and 369 of 1921 āntu.
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Before proceeding to a consideration of the campaigns in which Naralokavira participated, the buildings he constructed and the charities he endowed, it is necessary to deal with two questions viz: the identification of Maṇavil and Arumbakkam, and the political position of Naralokavira.

Maṇavil.—This place formed part of the Maṇaviṅkōṭṭam, a subdivision of Jayaṅgaṇḍa-ṅoḷamaṇḍalam, which was the name given to Toṅḍaimaṇḍalam rather early in the period of Cōla expansion. Of this subdivision, Hultzsch at first observed: 'Possibly Maṇaviṅkōṭṭam is a mere corruption of Maṇayiṅkōṭṭam, and Maṇayil stands for Maṇ-eyil, 'mud fort', which might be a fuller form of Eyil, a village in the South Arcot District, which seems to have given its name to Eyirkōṭṭam.'* When, later, Hultzsch met with the phrase: 'eyirkōṭṭattu nagaṛaṅgāṅcīpuram,' stating that Kānci was a city in the Eyirkōṭṭam, he felt the need for revising his opinion and remarked: † "Eyil, after which the District of Eyirkōṭṭam was called, must be distinct from the distant village of Eyil in the South Arcot District, with which I proposed to identify it on a former occasion. Perhaps the term Eyil, i.e., 'the fort', refers to Kāncīpuram itself." It should be observed that while this latter identification of Eyil is unexceptionable, it does not appear so easy to follow Hultzsch in his speculations concerning Maṇavil. He puts forward two suggestions neither of which has received any support so far. He says that Maṇ-eyil might be a fuller form of 'eyil'; he also says that this fuller form might yield 'Maṇayil' and 'Maṇavil'. All this seems very risky etymology. Moreover, Eyirkōṭṭam

* S. I. J. I. p. 147. A. R. E. 1923 II 61 repeats this, quite innocent of Hultzsch's own doubts expressed later.
† S. I. J. II, p. 390.
and Maṇaviṅkōṭṭam figure as two separate divisions among the twenty-four kōṭṭams attributed by tradition to Tondaimandalam.* We have to remember that the 'kōṭṭam,' though it comprised further subdivisions called nāḍu, was rather a small administrative division. The only satisfactory method of identifying these divisions is to undertake an exhaustive study of the names of subdivisions and villages mentioned in the inscriptions as forming part of the kōṭṭam. With such complete lists before us, we can, with some confidence, proceed to fix the bounds of each kōṭṭam in terms of modern geography; and this because, in spite of a confusing recurrence of some village names in adjacent tracts, a skilful comparison of the data drawn from epigraphs with the present names of villages may be expected to lead to valuable results. Now the nāḍus and villages that appear in Cōla inscriptions as parts of Maṇaviṅkōṭṭam so far as I have been able to trace them from the texts of inscriptions are given in the Appendix to this study. It is remarkable that, some of the nāḍus in our list e.g., Purisai, Pāsālī, Kaṅtūr and Perumūr, figure also in the traditional list of nāḍus comprising the Maṇavūrkiṅkōṭṭam; Maṇavūlnāḍu, however, in which both Maṇavil and Arumbākkam were situated does not figure in it. Nevertheless it seems clear that our Maṇaviṅkōṭṭam must be the same as the Maṇavūrkiṅkōṭṭam of tradition. In one inscription Maṇaviṅkōṭṭam is clearly called Tenkarai-Maṇaviṅkōṭṭam †, and it must have been, wholly or in part, on the southern bank of some considerable river. The suggestion may be made that Maṇavil and Arumbākkam of the inscriptions are identical with the modern villages of Maṇappūkkam ‡ and Arumbākkam in the Cheyyūr and

* Kanakasabhai - Tamils 18oo years ago. p. 28.
† S. I. I. I No. 86.
The village Manappakkam is also called Ten-manappakkam which may be a shorter form of Tenkaraimanaganappakkam, and Manappakkam may itself be only a variant of Maṇavil or Maṇavūr. Moreover, Purisai which formed part of the Maṇaviṅkottam is near these two places, in the Cheyyūr Taluk. Though there are other places called Arumbikkam, none of them satisfies the conditions of the inscriptions under reference, and it seems clear therefore that we should look for Maṇaviṅkottam in the North Arcot District, rather than in the South Arcot or in Chingleput District. We may locate it in the Cheyyūr and Walajapet Taluks on the southern bank of the Palar and perhaps also, in part, in the Arkonam Taluk.

The Political Position of Naralokavira: In some of Naralokavira's inscriptions which give a detailed account of his exploits and of his charities, Nos. 6, 7, and 8 in the list given above, no regnal year of the ruling sovereign is quoted as in the others, and this may raise a doubt that at some time he might have set up independent rule, throwing off his allegiance to his Cōla overlord. Moreover these records are undated, and consequently it may be questioned if these inscriptions can be referred to the chieftain of the dated records at all. All such doubts are, however, settled by the following considerations. First, the dated and the undated records alike use identical expressions for describing the chieftain e.g., Kālingan, Maṇīvatara, Naralokavira, ruler of Maṇavil etc., and it is extremely

* Survey map sheets Nos. 57 P/NW and P/NE (scale 1" = 2 mile).
† An Arumbikkam 2 miles south of Trunkūtvilī (South Arcot) — Halbkah LE. VII, p. 133. Another in the Truvellūr Taluk of the Chingleput District.
unlikely that all these titles applied to two different persons who lived at different times. Secondly, these undated inscriptions are all in verse, and we have several instances in Tamil epigraphy of inscriptions in verse which record in a free literary form facts relating to well-known persons mentioned in other contemporary records of a more formal character giving reliable details of time and place. It is quite probable therefore a priori that Nos. 6, 7, and 8 are such literary records of the life and achievements of the chieftain whose date and position are more exactly recorded in Nos. 1-5. Lastly, Nos. 7 and 8 contain sufficiently precise references to the contemporary Cōla monarch and the subordinate relation of Naralokavira to him. Thus in No. 7 we read:

\[ \text{pērolini}-mūdā \\
\text{alaikiṅga- vellaiy-Abhayaṃukkē-yūga} \\
\text{malaikiṅga Tondaiyin-maṇ,} \]

that is to say, 'the chief of the Tondaiyar who fights, to bring under the sole dominion of Abhaya, the earth bounded by the noisy ocean with its dashing waves'. It is well-known that Abhaya was a title of the Cōla emperor Kuloṭṭuṅga I which occurs in the Kalpigattuppāraṇi and rarely also in the inscriptions of his reign. Earlier in the same inscription we have:

\[ \text{tollai-nīr} \\
\text{maṃmagaḷait-taṅgōṅ-madi-kkudai-kkīl vīśirutti} \\
\text{uṃmagilun-dondaiyar-kōṅ-uyru,} \]

meaning—'Having installed the Earth Goddess under the moon-like umbrella of his lord,—the Earth (surrounded by) the ancient sea,—the chief of the
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Toṇḍaiyar was pleased at heart.' * And we read likewise in No. 8 the following:

man-mludun-
daṅgōii kuḍai-nilarkīṅk-taṅguvitā vær-Kūttāṇ
eṅgōii maṅavilār-ōgu,

that is: "The Kūttāṇ with the lance, who brought the whole earth under the shade of the umbrella of his overlord, is our chief, the chief of the people of Maṅavil." Again, in the very next verse.

maṇṇai-ppodu-nilkkit-taṅgoiiś-
kākkiṇii Toṇḍaiyar-kōṇ-āgu,

'the chief of the Toṇḍaiyar bestowed the earth on his lord after thrusting aside the claims of others (to it).' There seems to be no reason to doubt the identity of the overlord of these three extracts with Abhaya Kūllttūṇga of the first. Moreover, the Vikramasūḷha-ulū mentions a Kālingar-kōṇ (l. 154-8), and its brief reference to his military successes leaves, as will be seen presently, no doubt about his identity with our chieftain.

It may be observed in passing that the ulū makes an unmistakable distinction between the celebrated Karuṇākara Toṇḍaimū, the conqueror of Kalīṅgam, and our chieftain who has been rather hastily identified with Karuṇākara on account of one of his titles, Arulakara, which occurs in the inscriptions noticed above. † That a surname conveying the same idea is expressed in two forms like Karuṇākara and Arulakara, which are never confused in the epigraphs, is in itself sufficient indication that they refer to different persons;

* Also 'Kūttāṇ-gījaya-gaṭṭa maŋ-puhyōkā maṭakka vattu' - a clear reference to his subordination to the Cūla with the tiger-crest.

† See Vikramasūḷha-ulū l. 134-8. Pandit M. Raghava Aiyangar—Kalīṅga-
uttapparoṣṭāya-tvayi pp 47-54, gives a full discussion of the subject.
at any rate, it is only by an oversight of the list of chieftains furnished by the Vikramaśolan-ulā that Karunākara Tondaiman could ever have been confused with our Kālīṅgar-kōṅ, Naralokavīra. The reference in the ulā, and the repeated statements in the inscriptions that he fought for increasing the power of his overlord Abhaya make it very clear that Naralokavīra was a captain of the Cōla army in the days of Kulottuṅga I and his son Vikrama Cōla, and that at the end of a very successful military career, he secured Maṇavil in Tondaināḍ as his fief. It may be conjectured also, from his surname Kālīṅgar-kōṅ, that he might at one time have acted as governor of Kālīṅga; but of this we cannot be sure as there are so many Kālīṅgarāyas in the mediaeval records of the Pāṇḍyas and the Cōlas, and as we do not know how this name came to be applied to them.

The military exploits of Naralokavīra:—The nature of our sources makes it very difficult for us to give a chronological account of the career of Naralokavīra. A full and critical study of the records of the reigns of Kulottuṅga I and Vikrama Cōla, such as cannot be undertaken here, may carry us farther than the study merely of the inscriptions of Naralokavīra. What is offered now is a tentative discussion of the data that can be gathered from the latter and from the Vikramaśolan-ulā.

The lines in the ulā are:

\[ \text{vengaiyiru} \]
\[ \text{gūḍār viḷiṇattuṅ-gollattuṅ-gongattu-} \]
\[ \text{mōḍā-virattu-mōṭattu-mōḍā-} \]
\[ \text{dādiyedutta vevvēgarasīrya-virak-} \]
\[ \text{koḍiyedutta kālīṅgar-kōṅ' (ll. 154-3),} \]

that is to say, 'Kālīṅgar-kōṅ (chief of Kālīṅgas) who raised the banner of heroism in Venɡai (Venɡī), in
hostile Vilinam, in Kollam, in KoIgam, in invincible Iraitta and in OIa (Odra), with the result that different kings were forced to flee these countries without (hope of) returning (to them). The slightest acquaintance with the nature of our sources is enough to show that here we have a mixture of history and epic in which history is present in a larger proportion than is usual in such cases. At the same time, we can attach no historical importance to the order in which the countries are named in this passage, as that is obviously determined by metrical exigencies.

We shall now examine how far the statements in the ōla receive epigraphical confirmation. It may be observed at the outset that these four lines of the ōla have more information packed into them than is furnished by all the sixty odd venbūs of the Cidambaram and Tiruvadi inscriptions taken together. Of these inscriptions, the Tiruvadi record contains no reference whatever to any campaign besides that in the Southern country—Pandyana country, and the Cidambaram inscription, while it seems to furnish some details of the southern campaign, makes only vague references to campaigns against the northern kings (vulamanggar). Thus the inscriptions now considered contain little which might enable us to control the cryptic references in the ōla to the part played by Naralokaviva in the campaigns in KoIgam and Iraţtam, the Rastrakūta country called Iraţapadi in Cola inscriptions. The ōla states that this chieftain fought in Vēngai (Vēngi) and OIa, the Orissa country, and this, as we have just seen, receives some confirmation from the vague statements of the Cidambaram record about the northern kings being defeated and their treasures being captured by

* OIaI-vaIavandu selvameIIm vēngI vēngIgum tenIar mulaiIanggar. VēIaI-vulamanggar maykalIanggar selvameIinggagà.
Naralokavīra. We also find the name Kāliṅgar-kōṇ repeatedly applied to him. In the absence of more precise information, it is not easy to fix the period of Naralokavīra's activity in Veṅgi and Oḍra. From the accession of Kulōttuṅga I, the Veṅgi and Cōla kingdoms were administered as parts of a single empire, and it is quite possible that the campaign referred to here was undertaken during the first war against Kāliṅga that was waged about 1090-1095 A. D. in Kulōttuṅga's reign.*

Of the fighting in the south more details are forthcoming. The utā specifies Viḷīnām and Kollam as the places round which the campaign centred. And the inscriptions confirm this to a remarkable extent. According to these, the campaign was undertaken against the Pāṇḍyas and the Cēras. By the time of Kulōttuṅga's accession to the Cōla throne, these two powers had been politically subject to the Cōla rulers for nearly a century. They never reconciled themselves, however, to the Cōla yoke and must have found occasion in the confusion that preceded Kulōttuṅga's accession to rise against the Cōla power. In any event, we know from Kulōttuṅga's inscriptions that he led a great expedition to the south, defeated five Pāṇḍya kings, captured the fortress of Kōṭṭār, and, after a great deal of fighting, settled a number of military colonies in the country restored to subjection to the Cōla power. One of these Pāṇḍya kings was a Maṁavarman Parākrama Pāṇḍya. † As there are two inscriptions of

* S. I. I III 72. Pandit M. Rāghava Aiyangar op. cit. p. 51. The pandit's suggestion that he might have inherited the title Kāliṅgarāya seems to discount altogether the data from the utā on Veṅgi and Oḍra.

† See my Pāṇḍya Kingdom, p. 123. There is no foundation for the view that 'Naralokavīra' of the Parākrama Pāṇḍya inscriptions was a surname of the Pāṇḍya king, or that it indicates any person different from our chiefman. Contra. A. R. E. 1921-22 II. 61.
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Parākrama Pāṇḍya, Nos. 12 and 13 (ante), which refer to a Neralokaviraṇṣandī and a hall called Neralokavrāṇa, it is probable that Parākrama Pāṇḍya was met in battle and defeated by our chieftain who is said to have compelled the Pāṇḍyas to take refuge in the mountain with their women-folk:

tenāvatam

पुंवेंद्र वृक्कलाकरोधम पोराप्पुभा
मावेंद्र तोंधायुरमायु.

He is also said to have destroyed Kollum (Kollam-alivikandīṇa) after capturing the western hill-country of the Pāṇḍya (tennur kuḍamalai-nāderindu). We are also told that Vēṇāḍu (South Travancore) was the source of trouble, and that it was ravaged with fire and sword by Neralokavrīra:

पुसल

विलावित्ता वेणामुं वेखपानाईति-जेंदी
विलावित्तां तोंधायुर-मायु.

He is also said to have subdued the cuvers of the Pāṇḍya who were proud of their strength:

tennaikan cāveṟṟiṇ-ṟiṇ kerukkai
yānmanāittāṁ tondaiyar koṭṭiṟṟu.

The cuvers were a class of specially trained warriors who braved death cheerfully; it has been supposed that this class of warriors was confined to the Malabar country. The mention in the Tiruvadi inscription of the cuvers of the Pāṇḍya is a very interesting fact. This fact renders it easier for us to understand the Tamil prāsasti of Kulottuṅga which narrates the war with the cuvers that preceded the colonisation of Kōṭṭiṟ and other places in the Pāṇḍya country. Another interesting fact to which special

* See Logan-Mannal of the Malabar District, i. 197.
attention may be drawn is the prominent part of the
cavalry implied in the repeated reference to horses
in the inscriptions. One of the extracts from the
Cidambaram inscription given above (tenṇavadatam
puṇeru etc.) says that when Tōṇḍaiyarkōn got up on
his steed, the Pāṇḍya got up on the mountain (fled for
refuge) with his women. Again the military colonists
whom Kulottuṅga settled in the Pāṇḍya country,
evidently at the end of the campaign here noticed, are
described as chiefs of his cavalry forces (mā-veriya-tan
varūdinī-talairarai). It seems such a pity that we
have no reliable means of ascertaining the nature and
equipment of the Cōla army at the time and its methods
of warfare.

It is thus clear that, saving some uncertain
services in Veṅgi and Orissa, the chief claim of
Naralōkavīra to recognition at his king's hands lay in
his expedition into the Pāṇḍya country and the subju-
gation of the rebellious Veṅnād. It is instructive to
compare the position of Karuṅākara Tōṇḍaimāṇ in the
Kaliṅga campaign with that of Naralōkavīra in the
subjugation of the south, and though no special eulogy
like the Kaliṅgattupparāṇi was evoked by his achieve-
ment, * still we can see from the length and eloquence
of the two inscriptions in Cidambaram and Tiruvadi
and from the extent and variety of his charitable
endowments and constructions (which we proceed next
to consider in detail), that he must have occupied a
prominent place in the Cōla court and held a rank not
much below that of the conqueror of Kaliṅgam. The
manner in which he is mentioned in the Vikramassūya-
ulū among those who followed Vikrama in his ulū
seems to confirm this.

* See however the Parāyi III 91.
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Naralokavira’s religious and charitable works:—The great position and influence in the state that Naralokavira had built for himself by distinguished military service was used by him for the furtherance of the arts of peace. The temple was in those days the accredited centre not merely of religious devotion but of learning, culture and the arts. And, among others, the celebrated Siva temples of Cidambaram and Tiruvadi (S. Arcot) became the spheres of the public benefactions of Naralokavira, and the inscriptions in these places (Nos. 7 and 8 above) give very interesting and trustworthy accounts of the buildings he erected and the endowments he made in these towns. The title Pōrkōyil Tonḍaimāṇ and the surnames Nartaka and Sabhanar-taka often applied to him in these inscriptions furnish clear proof of his deep devotion to Naṭarāja, the Dancing Siva. The statements in the Cidambaram inscription relating to his charitable works may be summed up as follows.

This record as we have seen comprises two halves—the first of 31 Sanskrit verses and the second of about thirty-six venbās in Tamil, * which in many instances, repeat and confirm the statements found in the Sanskrit verses.

To follow the order adopted in the Sanskrit portion, we are told that Naralokavira set up innumerable street-lights (vithidīpa) (st. 2.; v. 1076) and made arrangements for watering the streets on festive occasions (st. 3). He created a sacred garden (mundavana) which was filled with the bustle of the gods that came

* The published text in S. I. I. IV. No. 235 is defective at some points. A literal translation of this record cannot be attempted without a more critical edition of the text. For the Tamil part I follow Pt. Raghava Aiyangar’s text accepting his conjectural emendations wherever they are prima facie correct. The Venbā (v) numbers quoted are those of the Peysan Iyai.
to witness the dance of Śiva and in which flourished a hundred thousand areca-palms besprinkled with Ganges water scattered by the matted hair on the head of Śiva during his dance. (st. 4-5 and vv. 1089 and 1090). He erected a manḍapa near the sea and opened a broad road to it for the tīrthayātrā in the month of Māgi (st. 6 and v. 1091), and near that manḍapa he made a large tank of fresh water with a large banyan tree on its bank (st. 7). He constructed round the temple a great wall called Naralokaṇṭtra (after him) from which there rose two tall towers (gṛnvarayuga) reaching out to the sky (st. 8 and 9). He whom the poets call Arulākara justified the name by constructing a hall with a hundred pillars where Pasupati, seeing that it was a place meet for his dance, disported himself with his beloved (st. 10, v. 1073). Round the sacred tank in the temple he built a flight of stone steps which looked like the path by which his fame descended to the nether world (st. 11, v. 1075). On either side of the golden gateway on the south (of the temple) he set up maṅgaladīpas which dispelled from his subjects the shadows of earthly life (st. 12). The priests responsible for worship in the temple were the recipients of rich endowments from him; further, he erected a fine hall for the constant recitation of the Dēvāram of Gñānasambanda * (st. 13, and v. 1072). He covered the great Sabha (mahatīm sabhām, pērambalam) with copper (st. 14 and v. 1063). He constructed a vehicle with a bull mounted on it, and on this vehicle the god was taken in procession during bhikṣātanā yātras. (st. 15). A bugle inlaid with

* Kumāra-sītra-pāṇḍyaga of the Sanskrit śūka adopts the Sanskrit form of the name Kuṇḍaya-pīḷḷayār for Sambanda (See st. 26 and 27). It may also be noted that while the Sanskrit has kīkanam manḍapam, v. 1072 has only manḍapam which, if it refers to the same structure, as I think it does, shows that we are not to understand literally the many references to golden halls.
gold intended to announce the arrival of Devadāva (God of gods) was presented by him to the temple (st. 16, v. 1066). Ten nityadīpas of fragrant camphor (st. 20, v. 1067), a golden water-pot (st. 21, v. 1065), an image of Sambanda (st. 26) together with a large number of precious jewels (st. 18, 24) and arrangements for annual abhiṣekas in the different shrines in the temple (st. 22, 25 and v. 1071) formed part of Naralokāvira’s endowments to the temple of Nāṭarāja. A prakāra and a maṇḍapa and a high outer wall of stone were erected for the shrine of the goddess Pārvatī whose image was clad in a splendid robe and adorned from head to foot with fine jewels befitting the dancing hall of her lord (sva-pati-nṛtanāsthāna-yogam) (st. 28-30 vv. 1077, 1078, 1080). Lastly, Naralokāvira gave a perpetual endowment for the daily supply of oil and milk for children to signify the universal motherhood of the goddess (st. 31). The Tamil part adds a few items to this long list of Naralokāvira’s charities in Cidambaram; of these the most noteworthy are the engraving on copper-plates of the whole of the Dēvarām as it was sung by the three hymnists (v. 1088) and the construction of a stone sluice to a large irrigation tank in the neighbourhood of Cidambaram (v. 1094).

It must be noticed here that from the inscriptions of Vikrama Cūla dating from the eleventh year of his reign (c. 1128-9 A. D.), we learn that that monarch takes credit to himself for many things in the temple of Nāṭarāja which bear a close resemblance to what Naralokāvira is reported to have done. Not only are the constructions and endowments briefly mentioned in Vikrama Cūla’s inscription similar to those in the record analysed above, but that king is said to have undertaken this extensive reconstruction of the great

* See 165 of J. R. I. Trans. V. No. 423.
temple from funds provided out of tributes collected by him from subject kings. It seems hardly possible that the undated Cidambaram record of Naralokavīra and the inscriptions of Vikrama Cōja, so similar in their contents, refer to two different sets of operations unrelated to each other. We may therefore assume that the later years of Naralokavīra's life were spent by him in assisting his sovereign in carrying out the programme of religious works he had made for himself. Nothing was more natural in those days than that an old warrior who, in his younger days had seen a great deal of fighting in distant countries, should, in the evening of his life, find congenial occupation, still in the service of his king and country, in renovating and beautifying holy places of ancient renown. And perhaps it is proof alike of the mutual trust between the king and his feudatory, and of the impersonal attitude which characterised their action in the service of God, that their works are reported in the inscriptions in a manner calculated to conceal from our view their relative shares in the great task.

To this day one of the enclosing walls of the Cidambaram temple is called Vikramabalan-tirumāligai, the name employed for it in Vikrama's inscription (kōmbuṟṟambalam-sūl-tirumāligaiyum). It is not possible to say if the reference to the entire Dēvāram being engraved on copper-plates is a fact, or only a mere repetition of an old convention in relation to such matters. The Sūtras of the Iraiyaṉṭṭṟ-Kalaviyai are also supposed to have been written on copper-plates in the first instance by their divine author. Allowing, however, for all the hyperbole characteristic of such eulogies, we can still hardly fail to recognise that the first ten years or so of the reign of Vikrama Cōja saw extensive improvements and reconstructions in the
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greatest centre of Saivism in South India, and that our chieftain had an important share in them.

There is one circumstance which renders this surmise about Naralokavira's relation to Vikrama Cōla's works in Cidambaram the more probable. This chieftain had by the time of Vikrama's accession added to his distinction in the army a considerable experience in the construction and endowment of temples and mandapas. In the life-time of Kulōttuṅga, he built a stone temple of good size to Vyāgrapādēśvara at Siddhalingamadham; he also constructed a maṇḍapa and prākāra walls and set up a recumbent image of Hari in Kāncipuram.† And, though we cannot be quite sure of it, it is not improbable that before he turned to Cidambaram, he completed the constructions at Tiruvadi which included a maṇḍapa and a māligai, a hall with a hundred-pillars, a broad procession-path (tiruccur祟u), a dancing hall and other structures very similar to those erected at Cidambaram. In many ways then Naralokavira must have appeared to Vikrama Cōla as the person most fitted to carry out the great enterprise at Cidambaram which was to mark his intense devotion to his tutelary deity (taṇ kulunāyakṣa).

We have followed the life and work of Naralokavira with the clear testimony of contemporary inscriptions and literature. There are many gaps in the story, and obviously we cannot accept everything that is stated in the inscriptions as literally true. It is quite possible that when more texts of inscriptions from the south (Madura, Tirnevelly, Travancore) are published or fresh inscriptions copied, we may get more light on the life and times of this chieftain.

* Nos. 367 and 399 of 1909 (1 and 3 above).
† 473 of 1919 (6 above).
which will enable us to fill some of the gaps in our story. But the evidence at hand is quite definite on the services rendered by Naralokavira to Kulottungar and his son and successor Vikrama Cōla, and on the position he held among the official nobility of the land. Though he fought in several campaigns, his greatest distinction was doubtless his success in the southern campaign of Kulottungar which resulted in the establishment of military colonies on the main road through the Pāṇḍya country to Koṭṭūr and Cape Comorin. We have seen that he was connected in some special manner with Maṉavil; most likely he was granted by the king an assignment of the revenues due from the place. Once indeed he is called mū-Mayaḷai-ṭṭoṇḍaiyar-kōṇ kūṭṭai (v. 1064); but this, I think, is only in obedience to a poetic convention which treated Mayilai (Mylapore) as one of the beauty-spots of the Tōṇḍaināḍ to which Naralokavira belonged. The religious constructions and charities at Kaṇčipuram, Tiruvadi, Siddhalingamāḍa, Tribhuvanai, Cidambaram and other places undoubtedly gave him opportunities for the encouragement of artisans of various types. Masons and architects, jewellers and gardeners, weavers and musicians must have been employed by him in work suited to their qualifications and tastes. And one may add that the literary men whom he patronised, like the composers of the Sanskrit verses and the Tamil venṭhais of the Cidambaram and Tiruvadi inscriptions, on which this study is so largely based, were not mere versifiers, but could lay some claim to real poetic talent.
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APPENDIX III

Nadus and Villages in Maṇarigāḷīṭam

(a) Kaṇnurnadu

(1) Kottūr alias Coḷaviceḍāra Caturvedimaṅgulam
   218 of 1910-Vikrama-Graḍāḥva
   234 of 1910-Kulottuṅga III

(2) Kūvam alias—
   (i) Madurantakanallūr—
       326 of 1909, 244 of 1910-Kulottuṅga I
   (ii) Tyāgasamudranallūr—
       329 of 1909-Kulottuṅga III

(3) Virapūṇīyanallūr—
   518 of 1920-Kulottuṅga I

(b) Maṇavilnadu

(1) Arumbākkam—
   58 of 1921, 380 of 1921-Kulottuṅga I

(2) Maṇavil—
   288 of 1906-Rājarāja I
   175 of 1919-Vikrama Cōḻa

(c) Mēḻpalugūrṇadu

(1) Nallilamangulam—
   61 of 1923-Rājakēsari

(d) Paḷaiyaṃgūrṇadu

(1) Paḷaiyaṃgūr—
   336 of 1909-Kulottuṅga (III)

(2) Viḍaiyūr—
   233 of 1917-Kulottuṅga III
(e) *Panmanadvu*

(1) Murunagai: *S. J. I.-I*-No. 86

(2) Takkolam *alias*—

(i) *Kṣatriyasikhamanipuram*
   259 of 1921-Rājarāja I
   256 and 274 of 1921-Rājendra Cōla I

(ii) *Irattapādikondacolapuram*
   262 of 1921-Rājadhiraṇja I

(iii) *Kulöttuṇgacolapuram*
   263 of 1921-Kulöttuṇiga I
   265 of 1921-Rājarāja III

(3) Tirnvūṟalpuram (a hamlet of Takkolam)—
   255 of 1921-Rājakēsarivarman
   12 of 1897-Parāntaka I

(f) *Pāsali nādu*

(1) *Kidāraṅgoṇḍasolapuram*—
   (modern Naraṇgingapuram ?)
   244 of 1910-Kulöttuṇiga I

(2) Pāsali— 254 of 1921-Parāntaka I
   515 of 1918-Kulöttuṇiga III

(g) *Perumūṟnadvu*

(1) *Naṉuvilimalai Tiruneṟumpirai*—
   114 of 1912-Kulöttuṇiga III

(h) *Purisainadvu*

(1) Purisai— 251 and 252 of 1910-Kulöttuṇiga I

(2) Uṟāḍagam—246 of 1921-Parāntaka I
   18 of 1896-Rājendra Cōla I
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